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ABSTRACT 
Despite the numerous community bands found throughout the United States, a large 
majority of secondary school instrumentalists fail to maintain music involvement after 
graduation. Consequently, the fields of music education and community music have 
issued calls for researchers to investigate ways to promote participation throughout life. 
Giddens' structuration theory and Deci and Ryan's self-determination theory (SDT) 
served as the respective sociological and psychological lenses to examine participation 
in the pseudonymous Highlands Community Band. Thirty-two volunteer members of this 
multi-generational band provided insights into how the band's structure, including its 
rules and resources, controlled or promoted involvement. Participants included lifelong 
musicians, those returning to music after a hiatus, and those who began participation 
without prior band experience. Interviews, observations, and document collection 
served as the primary forms of data. Rules and resources that supported the innate 
needs of autonomy, relatedness, and competence promoted higher levels of motivation 
to participate in accordance with SOT. The band structure featured unrestrictive 
polices-no-fees, no auditions, no attendance policies-that permitted involvement 
regardless of skill level or other life priorities that interfered with attendance. Players 
promoted self-development; skilled members served as mentors for those less 
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experienced, who thrived on their ability to co-exist with members that inspired them. 
Child care provisions increased the opportunity for parents to participate and seemed to 
be an outlying feature of this band. Thirty of thirty-two participants experienced unique 
physical, emotional, or spiritual moments in their musical lives. These roles and 
experiences contributed to members' musical identities within the band, which led to 
continued music participation and support of the community band structure through 
active participation. Although the policies of the Highlands band facilitated participation 
for a diversity of people, potential participants who desired a structure with homogenous 
skill levels may find nonrestrictive rules as sanctioning participation. Structural 
properties that have the potential to facilitate participation beyond the classroom include 
the elimination of restrictive policies, the provision of childcare opportunities and 
instrument acquisition, a participatory environment for learning, the valuing of the 
contributions of each member, and the exploration of ways to increase participant 
identification within groups. 
Keywords: community band, allocative resources, authoritative resources, 
autonomous motivation, controlled motivation, identity, innate needs, participation, rules, 
self-determination theory, structuration theory, and structure. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
It is the last day of the high school year and summer vacation is about to begin. 
After making sure that everything is put away, at least for awhile, the band director 
slowly closes the door, with visions of what the vacation will hold and the gigs that she 
will be playing in the park gazebo every Saturday night. Graduation was the night 
before, and high school graduates who were in band were off, not only to summer jobs, 
but to a new stage of life. Just like the band director, some will be keeping on with their 
music, others will close the door, and some will take their "vacation" from their 
instruments before picking them back up later in life. 
Music participation varies across the lifespan as people assess its value and 
place in their lives at any given time. Desire to participate does not always translate into 
action as other factors may impede engagement. People must balance jobs, school, 
families, and countless other aspects of life, and they often relinquish music participation 
because of the time it requires. I am familiar with this dilemma. The focus that my 
doctoral studies have demanded caused an extended period of separation from my art 
and identity as a concert pianist, leaving me to wonder if I could ever return to my 
previous ability. Realizing the value that music held for my personal well-being , I wanted 
to understand more fully how the issue of time management and other responsibilities 
and concerns could be addressed for those willing but unable to maintain involvement. 
Even though I am a solo musician, I recognize that many students gain instrumental 
training through participation in school bands. However, the literature identified a 
disparity between the numbers of school band participants and those that continue to 
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participate beyond high school. From an outsider's perspective, community bands 
seemed an obvious outlet for those desiring further participation. I therefore chose to 
study a community band to identify factors that facilitate participation and promote 
lifelong music engagement. 
The National Association for Music Education (NAfME) convened the Vision 
2020 symposium in September of 1999 to determine the goals and objectives for the 
field through the year 2020. The Housewright Declaration, the statement of belief that 
emerged from this conference, declared the need for music educators to promote 
participation beyond the classroom and directed the field of music education to identify 
what obstacles impede the fulfillment of that goal. Recently, Tanglewood II (2007) 
emphasized in its declaration that musicianship at all levels should be a lifelong 
endeavor (Boston University/Tanglewood II website, 2013). In 2011, MayDay Group 
drafted a new Action for Change in Music Education that encouraged music participation 
throughout life (MayDay Group website, 2013). Music educators, scholars, and 
community musicians support lifelong participation and seek ways to enhance 
involvement throughout life. 
Consensus for supporting lifelong participation research stems, in part, from 
disjunction that exists between school music and adult music practice (Bowles, 1991; 
Mantie, 2012). Although music educators instruct countless middle and high school 
students how to play instruments through school band programs, Stewart (2007) found 
that only 17 percent of college freshmen plan to continue to play their instruments after 
high school. The majority of band members discontinue musical involvement upon 
graduation (Chiodo, 1997; Coffman, 2002a, 2008; Martin, 1983; Myers, 2005; Patterson, 
1985; Spencer, 1996; Stewart, 2007). While reasons for nonparticipation may include 
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the lack of access to a community band or the need for an instrument (Cavitt, 2005), 
research into this question indicates that some school musicians feel inadequate 
compared to their musical peers (Cottrell , 1972; Davidson, 2004; Gates, 1991; Lawrence 
& Dachinger, 1967; McClarty, 1968; Pitts, 2005; Stewart, 2007). This undermines their 
musical identity (Hargreaves, Miell, & MacDonald, 2002) and they lose interest (Pitts, 
2005; Stewart, 2007). A lack of personal satisfaction and reward can then lead to 
nonparticipation (Lawrence & Dachinger, 1967; Pitts, 2005). The thought of college 
auditions dissuades others (Martin, 1983; McClarty, 1968; Stewart, 2007) since a 
competitive or critical environment can impair participation (Cottrell, 1972; Davidson, 
2004). Some feel that band involvement requires more time than they can afford to 
invest (Cavitt, 2005; King, 2009; McClarty, 1968; Stewart, 2007) for the amount of 
academic credit given (McClarty, 1968). University studies (Clothier, 1967; Stewart, 
2007), children (King , 2009) and other activities or "other'' reasons dominate (Martin , 
1983; Cavitt, 2005) their lives. These issues of time and perceived competence exist for 
all ages. In a study of members of New Horizons International Music Association, 
participants indicated that time constraints and music difficulty could potentially limit 
participation (Douglas, 2011 ). A final barrier for continued engagement may comprise a 
simple lack of information. Many people do not know what performance options are 
available (Mantie & Tucker, 2008; Reed, 2008; Spencer, 1996; Stewart, 2007). 
People who do participate offer the research community a long list of positive 
outcomes that stem from musical involvement. These range from personal pleasure 
(Cavitt, 2005; Coffman, 2008; Heintzelman, 1988; Patterson, 1985; Spencer, 1996), 
personal development (Bruner, 1962; Kruse, 2007; Pitts, 2005), identity formation 
(Davidson , 1999; Finnegan, 1989; Gallan, 2000; Hargreaves et al., 2002; Mills, 2008), 
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group identity (Dabback, 2006, 2008; Kruse, 2007) and contributing to the group 
(Dabback, 2006, 2008; Davidson, 1999, 2004; Finnegan, 1989; Gallan, 2000; Mills, 
2008; Pitts, 2005; Rybak, 1995; Turino, 2008), as well as socialization (Coffman, 2002a, 
2008, 2009; Coffman & Adamek, 2001; Dabback, 2006. 2008; Davidson, 2004; 
Heintzelman, 1988; Langston & Barrett, 2008; Mantie, 2012 ), skill enhancement (Elliott, 
1995; Kruse, 2007; Regelski, 2007; Turino, 2008) and escape from everyday life (Kruse, 
2007; Mantie, 2012) . Researchers have identified these benefits as some of the primary 
motivators for participation. 
While it could be presumed that the presence of a band automatically motivates 
interested persons to participate, some bands seek specific groups of participants. For 
example, elite-level structures attract musicians who seek participation with other high-
skilled performers. Bands affiliated with the New Horizons International Music 
Association (NHIMA) seek senior members from beginner to advanced levels to learn 
and/or play together, and often do not seek to include younger members (NHIMA 
website, 2013). These bands attract and motivate specific groups of people with 
particular purposes with their relatively narrow missions, yet if lifelong participation is the 
goal of music educators and community musicians, should more community bands be 
structured to facilitate participation for all skill levels and age groups? 
The present research seeks to further understand how a community band can 
attract a greater number of interested members of the community. I sought a community 
band that aspires to serve a range of ages from teens to octogenarians and includes 
lifelong musicians, returning musicians, and beginning musicians to gain perspective on 
participation across the lifespan from musicians with a wide· variety of experiences. The 
pseudonymous Highlands Community Band is a south-Atlantic university town band that 
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attracts volunteer members and not only serves the community through performances, 
but also serves its members through resources and policies that encourage involvement 
(Highlands Community Band website, 2012). This ensemble provides not only an 
information-rich study_ of music participation perspectives but claims to offer a structure 
designed to encourage participation . 
In order to examine that structure I chose Giddens' theory of structuration from 
the field of sociology to guide my reading of the data. This theory outlines the various 
components of structure and the ongoing dynamic relationship that exists between 
structure and those that navigate within its boundaries (Giddens, 1984). Widely used in 
various domains of research literature (Bryant & Jary, 2001; Jones & Karsten, 2008), 
structuration theory provides a foundation for examining structure within any group. 
Study of a community band's structure that accepts all ages and stages of development 
offers a means to elucidate how structure can influence band members' motivation to 
participate. 
Motivation relates directly to personal innate needs and desires. Self-
determination theory (SOT), a human motivation macrotheory empirically tested across 
geographical boundaries and political and social systems (Oeci & Ryan, 2008b), 
provides a psychological approach to understanding human motivation. This theory 
offers insight to what participants value and why. As one of the valued contributions of 
SOT is to aid in the design of environments/structures that help people fulfill their basic 
needs (Ryan & Oeci, 2000b), SOT supports the examination of participation motivation in 
conjunction with the structural perspective of Giddens' theory. 
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Giddens' Structuration Theory and Human Agency 
Giddens' structuration theory offers a sociological framework for examining the 
structures of systems, such as governments, businesses, or local organizations within 
society. The study of how the structure of an organization influences human agency 
within the system and how that human action influences structure is at the heart of the 
theory (Giddens, 1984, 1993). Giddens perceived this codependent relationship as a 
duality of structure (Giddens, 1984, 1993). Structuration theory therefore represents a 
means to analyze how a structure influences human action at any given time within the 
system and facilitates analysis of the structure's evolution across time as a result of that 
agency (Giddens, 1984, 1993; Hardaker & Singh, 2011; Jones & Karsten, 2008; Perlow, 
Gittell, & Katz, 2004; Vassel! & Nguyen, 2012). The theory provides the basic 
components from which to examine the role of structure on people's decisions as in this 
study on community band participation. 
Rules 
Rules, whether in written form or based on established practices, legitimize 
behaviors within a system and represent one component of structure. Systems 
interested in promoting the well-being of its members and strength of its organization 
seek to apply rules to influence behavior (Giddens, 1984) that will positively influence the 
continuity of the organization (Giddens, 1979). Participants interact with an 
understanding of what is appropriate or, conversely, what is not appropriate; they "make 
themselves accountable" for their behavior by adhering to these rules (Boland, 1996, 
p.695). Within an organization, people often carry out various roles with certain 
normative practices emerging from those roles (Feldman, 2004; Giddens, 1984, 1993; 
Perlow et al., 2004). When people conduct themselves according to established social 
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norms, routine behaviors yield a sense of normalcy and security, illustrating the 
symbiosis, or mutual beneficial relationship, of the duality of structure concept (Giddens, 
1984). Consequently, rules comprise both written guidelines and normative practices 
that regulate behavior. 
Allocative Resources 
Allocative resources relate to material aspects of the structure. They include 
the environment in which participants navigate and are the inanimate items needed to 
carry out the purpose of the group; the use of material resources facilitates the 
functioning of the organization because they enable the group to produce a product in 
accordance with the system's goals (Giddens, 1984; Jones & Karsten, 2008). Allocative 
resources represent the potential for participants to act and contribute to the overall 
workings of the group (Giddens, 1984 ). Giddens also considered the product itself as an 
allocative resource. As an organization evolves, material resources can change to meet 
the needs of the group (Feldman, 2004; Giddens, 1984). Giddens (1984) referred to this 
evolutionary process as the dynamic process of structuration. 
Authoritative Resources 
A structure's power emerges from authoritative resources: the longevity of the 
organization, the cohesiveness of the people, and the life chances that allow for self-
development and self-expression. According to Giddens (1984), all three represent 
aspects that provide a structure with authority. In the duality of structure, institutions 
have the authority to affect participants while people have the authority to create, 
maintain, and even transform their structures. 
Longevity. An organization that endures across time establishes a reputation 
for longevity that serves to legitimize its existence, not only for participants within the 
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structure but also for those outside the structure that benefit from its continued presence 
(Giddens, 1984). At the same time, longevity constrains people from altering the 
structure; long-standing behaviors concretize into norms within the structure's routines. 
Longevity therefore both constrains and supports those within the system (Englund, 
Gerdin, & Burns, 2011; Giddens, 1984). 
Cohesiveness. A sense of cohesiveness within an organization serves to 
validate individuals' places within the organization (Giddens, 1984). Cohesiveness 
promotes the group's longevity and facilitates concerted effort in securing outcomes that 
participants deem worthy (Giddens, 1993; Olson & Yahia, 2006). Communication is 
integral to cohesiveness, yet words limit thoughts and actions to an individual's 
perception of their meaning (Boland, 1996; Giddens, 1984, 1993). Therefore, meaning 
sometimes needs to be explained or demonstrated in order to assure mutual 
understanding and promote solidarity (Giddens, 1993). Language, actions, (Boland, 
1996; Giddens, 1984), and imagery (Boland, 1996) further the transference of meaning 
between members facilitating group cohesiveness. 
Life chances. According to Giddens (1984), the power of an organization 
depends in part on the opportunities, or life chances that people have within the 
structure. These life chances provide people with the opportunity to use their skills in a 
manner that allows for the development of their potential. Self-development and self-
expression represent life chances that an organization can offer. The chance to 
increase one's ability and contribute that skill to the organization empowers not only the 
individual but also the group (Giddens, 1984). Environments that support self-
development include those with supportive competent leadership (Whidden, 2006). 
Structures that provide opportunities for self-development and self-expression support 
I 
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individual initiative and a sense of place within a group, whereas a structure that does 
not support self-development and self-expression constrains life opportunities and risks 
the loss of participants (Giddens, 1984). 
Commentary 
Participants navigating within a structure reflexively monitor their conduct; they 
determine the value and signification of the rules and resources and act according to 
perceived benefits or detriments (Boland, 1996; Feldman, 2004; Giddens, 1984, 1993; 
Perlow et al., 2004). These reactions naturally vary according to the individual since a 
constraint for one person may be an enabler for another (Feldman, 2004; Giddens, 
1984; Obrist, Pfeiffer, & Henley, 201 0). Structuration theory provides a means to 
examine the duality that exists within structure in order to further understand the 
significance of the rules and resources for participants in a system. 
Self-Determination Theory (SOT) 
Self-determination theory focuses on understanding motivation in order to 
analyze, explain, predict, and proffer optimal environments and conditions that help 
people consciously or unconsciously fulfill their innate psychological needs for 
autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Ryan & Deci, 2000b). These needs and the 
concepts of autonomous and controlled motivation can serve as constructs within the 
duality of structure. , 
Innate Psychological Needs 
Inductive analysis of empirical research has revealed autonomy, competence, 
and relatedness as innate psychological needs that motivate people toward self-growth, 
social integration, and well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2000b). These needs, differentiated 
from learned desires, motivate behaviors, which is why innate psychological needs play 
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a primary role in SOT. When a person, who is an "organismic" being, is deprived of one 
or more of these basic needs, she consciously or unconsciously seeks to fill that void. 
This understanding explains why experiencing the satisfaction of all three innate needs 
provides optimal psychological health. However, satisfaction of these needs requires an 
autonomous-supporting environment conducive to nourishing the psyche with what is 
fundamental for its well-being (Oeci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan & Oeci, 2000b). 
Autonomy. People fundamentally need to have the freedom to pursue their 
interests; they need to feel like they have a choice. When a person has the power to act 
on her own volition and experience a sense of freedom because she pursues what 
interests her within the framework of a social structure, she experiences autonomy. 
Intrinsic motivation drives individual actions. Conversely, if an environment obsessively 
directs people, the need for autonomy and well-being are threatened (Ryan & Oeci, 
2000a). People are more likely to internalize the values of the activity, be more effective, 
and maintain their involvement if an environment supports autonomy. Self-determination 
requires autonomy in order to realize full psychological well-being (Oeci & Ryan, 2000). 
Competence. The definition of competence depends on the person and the 
context in which she makes a determination of her own competence. Through the lens 
of SOT, competence relates to individual perception. SOT examines social 
environments that support or hinder personal development and a feeling of competence 
and worth. If an environment provides people with positive feedback and promotes self-
development it fosters a sense of competence and value, and ultimately one's identity 
(Hargreaves et al., 2002), as exemplified by the findings of Spencer (1996): The top 
musicians in high school tend to continue on to college music participation, suggesting 
that their feelings of competence positively influence motivation. Conversely, negative 
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feedback in an environment can undermine motivation (Cottrell, 1972; Davidson, 2004; 
Ryan & Deci, 2000a; Stewart, 2007), and people who perceive themselves as 
incompetent lack a sense of accomplishment. 
Relatedness. People navigate within social systems and naturally seek 
constructive relationships that promote psychological health. Social environments play a 
vital role in promoting or thwarting healthy human relationships. When an environment 
supports relatedness, intrinsic motivation tends to increase (Ryan & Deci , 2000b), and 
people feel compelled to maintain those relationships (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan & Deci, 
2000b) . However, people must also feel personally interested in the activity; there must 
be an "appeal of novelty, challenge, or aesthetic value" (Ryan & Deci, 2000b, p. 71 ). 
Motivation 
While motivation theories generally focus on the amount of motivation people 
have for a particular activity, SDT distinguishes itself from other theories by recognizing 
that different types of motivation exist and that understanding these motivations explains 
more precisely how likely someone will be inclined to engage in an endeavor (Deci & 
Ryan, 2008a). Most theories recognize the influence of environments on motivation. 
However, SDT takes environmental influence one step further. Environments, such as 
family, social, athletic, or work environments have the power to not only facilitate goal 
achievement linked fundamentally with innate needs and self-determined behavior, but 
inversely can inhibit the attainment of these three needs imperative to well-being (Deci & 
Ryan, 2000, 2008a) . Deci and Ryan (2008b) formulated two basic constructs of 
motivation: autonomous and controlled . Autonomous motivation represents self-
endorsed behavior and action, whereas controlled motivation focuses on restrictions to 
autonomy, relatedness, or competence (Deci & Ryan, 2008b). 
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Autonomous motivation. Autonomous motivation propels people to follow self-
determined goals and is supported by an environment that contributes to the fulfillment 
of the three innate psychological needs (Deci & Ryan, 2008a). Even when an 
environment encourages autonomy, if the environment consists of people that one 
cannot relate to, the environment cannot fully support autonomous motivation. People 
who experience this type of motivation "identify with an activity's value" because they are 
intrinsically motivated to do so, or because extrinsic factors, such as family approval, 
have instilled a sense of value for the activity into their own reason for participating (Deci 
& Ryan, 2008b, p. 182). For example, in one study, intrinsically motivated students 
demonstrated persistence that resulted in high academic achievement, assimilation of 
the material , and positive impressions of the school environment. Even when in a 
controlling environment, students who were autonomously motivated had a higher 
chance of succeeding in their academic endeavors (Guay, Ratelle, & Chanal, 2008). 
Autonomous motivation predicts long-term commitment and achievement as well as 
better health and well-being (Deci & Ryan, 2008b). 
Controlled motivation. People experience controlled (extrinsic) motivation in 
different degrees, from those based on the extreme of only doing something for external 
reasons, to somewhat external reasons, to motivation leaning toward the intrinsic kind as 
one integrates the purpose of an activity into one's personal motivations (Deci & Ryan, 
2000). Environmental factors, such as rewards or recognition, may encourage 
motivation to a degree; however, persistence can be undermined if the individual does 
not incorporate or internalize the value into her own desires (Deci & Ryan, 2008b; Gates, 
1991; Guay et al., 2008; Joussemet, Landry, & Koestner, 2008). Environments that 
exert a negative influence include those where discouraging comments, verbal threats 
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and physical reprisals exist (Joussemet et al., 2008). Controlled motivation restricts the 
feeling of autonomy, an essential part of the fulfillment-of-all-three innate needs equation 
for optimal health. This does not prevent someone from engaging in an activity; 
however, motivation for doing so may not be entirely related to one's own determination 
of what is valuable and long-term commitment may be undermined (Oeci & Ryan, 2000; 
2008a). 
Commentary 
Motivation, whether autonomous or controlled, is regulated by environmental 
conditions. SOT explicates how innate needs consciously or subconsciously drive 
people to experience autonomy, competence, and relatedness and how environmental 
conditions support or hinder psychological well-being. SOT not only offers an 
explanation of these relationships, but researchers use the theory to examine how 
environments influence motivation in order to offer suggestions for change so that 
environments can positively contribute to the psychological health, well-being , and 
motivation of both individuals and the social group (Oeci & Ryan, 2008b). 
Benefits of Music Participation 
Studying participation within a community band structure that accepts all levels of 
musicians necessitates an understanding of the constructs that have emerged from 
previous music research concerning motivation and participation. Three primary 
constructs emerged from an analysis of research findings focused on the benefits of 
music participation. Benefits that promote motivation relate directly to the formation of a 
musical identity, identification with the musical experience, and identification with the 
group. While all three constructs focus on identity, what differentiates one construct 
from the other relates directly to the focus of the identity. While these findings provide a 
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basis from which to compare and contrast emerging themes from this study, no one has 
yet examined music participation from the combined perspectives of Giddens' 
structuration theory and SOT. This study seeks to reveal not only benefits of 
participation, but to explain how a band's structure can influence the motivation to 
participate for people interested in engaging in music throughout their lives. Unless 
otherwise noted, the terms "participation" and "involvement" within the context of this 
dissertation refer strictly to performing on an instrument within the band environment. 
Musical Identity Formation 
A person's self-concept defines, in part, their identity (Gardikiotis & Baltzis, 2012; 
Hargreaves et al., 2002) and is often reinforced through habitual practice that provides a 
sense of stability and familiarity (Turino, 2008). Identity can be reinforced or undermined 
when a person compares themselves to others. For these reasons, Hargreaves et al. 
(2002) recognized that self-identity and social identity are "distinct, yet inextricably 
linked" (p. 9). Musical identity is shaped by self-conception, the· conception of others, 
and the musical group or practice in which one engages (Dabback, 2006, 2008, 201 0; 
Gardikiotis & Baltzis, 2012; Hargreaves et al., 2002) 
Music participation can lead to the formation of musical identity. Affinity for music 
and interest to participate directly in the musical process as a practicing musician 
reinforces musical identity. This sense of musical direction can be cultivated at any 
stage of life, from childhood to senior adulthood (NHIMA website, 2013). What cultivates 
musical identity? Childhood involvement and achievement, supportive environments, 
private lessons, and inspirational mentors promote participation (Hargreaves et al., 
2002; Larson, 1982; Manturzewska, 1990). While family support does encourage 
sustained involvement in music for many (Bowles, 1991; Conda, 1997; Elliott, 1995; 
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Hargreaves et al., 2002; Ransom, 2001), family support is irrelevant for self-motivated 
individuals (Bowen, 1995) who, if not exposed to structured learning, manifest their 
interest through self-instruction (Larson, 1982; Lawrence & Dachinger, 1967). Personal 
interest facilitates musicians' motivation to engage with and maintain musical 
involvement (Cavitt, 2005; Coffman, 2008; Fuller, 1973; Heintzelman, 1988; Patterson, 
1985; Spencer, 1996). Continued participation reinforces their identities as musicians 
(Davidson, 2004; Finnegan, 1989; Pitts, 2005). 
While lifelong participation establishes musical identity, musical identity can form 
at other periods of life. For example, opportunities abound for interested seniors to 
discover music, return to music, or continue making music through community bands 
affiliated with the New Horizons International Music Association (NHIMA). Research 
suggests that when people leave their work-related identity upon retirement, they seek 
new ways to identify themselves. Participation in NHIMA bands offers one potential 
environment that supports identification as a contributing member of the band (Dabback, 
2006, 2008). Reed (2008) reported a similar sense of identity from lifelong musicians 
older than 70 who identified with their individual contribution to the group. Participants 
noted that all had a case of "bandsmanship," which motivated them to excel for each 
other. This opportunity for musical engagement supports personal edification (Cavitt, 
2005) and musical identity. NHIMA members who desired to participate were able to act 
on those desires through a program that promoted participation for all levels of senior 
adults. 
Identification with the Musical Experience 
Musical benefits encourage participation and identification with the musical 
experience. Drawing on Peircian semiotics, Turino (2008) argues that musical 
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experiences create unique indices, or references, that have the potential to evoke 
emotional and physical responses that a person draws upon over time. As these 
reactions accumulate they become resources that reinforce identification with music and 
music participation (Turino, 2008). Musicians recall these sensations when playing 
certain genres of music (Mantie, 2012; Pitts, 2005) that strengthen their affinity for and 
identification with the musical experience. 
Identification with the musical experience relates, in part, to the skill level that 
one develops and the personal enrichment it provides; affinity for participation 
strengthens as musicians develop their ability (Kruse, 2007; Pitts, 2005). The desire for 
increased skill proves to be a motivating factor for some (Coffman, 2008; Heintzelman, 
1988; Kruse, 2007; Pitts, 2005; Reed, 2008; Spencer, 1996). As musicians improve, 
each completed goal leads to the next. Over time this self-growth and accomplishment 
brings a sense of surprise at how far one has come (Bruner, 1962), which sometimes 
leads to self-defined peak experiences that unexpectedly occur (Chiodo, 1997; Reed, 
2008). The exhilaration and feeling of confidence that arises when playing reaches that 
effortless "in-the-zone" level (Rybak, 1995) "flow" occurs (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). For 
musicians, this synchronization of skill and challenge can reinforce identification with the 
musical experience, but for lifelong musicians it was their committed engagement over 
time and recognition from others that made the musical experience even more 
meaningful (Chiodo, 1997; Reed, 2008). 
People who continue band beyond high school or began participation later in life 
have mentioned additional multiple motivating forces that permitted them to identify with 
the musical experience. Exposure to experienced musicians (Heintzelman, 1988; Reed, 
2008), conductors (Mantie, 2012; Spencer 1996), and musical repertoire served as 
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incentives (Cavitt, 2005; Chiodo, 1997; Heintzelman, 1988; Mantie, 2012; Pitts, 2005). 
Performance opportunities (Cavitt, 2005; Kruse, 2007; Patterson, 1985) provided a 
means for musical expression (Cavitt, 2005; Chiodo, 1997; Coffman, 2008; Kruse, 2007) 
and recognition for participation influenced others to join (Kruse, 2007). Humor 
contributed to participants' well-being (Coffman, 2002b) and a sense of "fun" (Cavitt, 
2005; Chiodo, 1997; Coffman, 2002a; Reed, 2008), yet contact with music could also 
create an environment for spiritual connection (Mantie, 2012; Reed, 2008) and stress 
relief (Chiodo, 1997; Kruse, 2007; Mantie, 2012) . Participation for senior adults offered 
a way to spend one's leisure time (Coffman & Adamek, 1999; Kruse, 2007) and 
contributed to keeping the body and mind active (Chiodo, 1997; Coffman, 2002b; Kahn, 
1998; Kruse, 2007; Moser, 2003; Rybak, 1995) while serving the community (Patterson, 
1985; Mantie, 2012). Identification with the musical experience related to the 
nonmusical benefits and musical rewards of participation (Coffman & Adamek, 1999; 
Kruse, 2007; Pitts, 2005). 
Identification with the Group 
Musical groups offer not only skill development, but socialization and group 
support, which contribute to identification with the group. Multiple studies using different 
populations of participants indicate that social benefits motivate many to participate 
(Cavitt, 2005; Chiodo, 1997; Coffman, 2002a, 2008, 2009; Coffman & Adamek, 2001; 
Dabback, 2006, 2008; Mantie, 2012; Mantie & Tucker, 2008; Reed, 2008; Spencer, 
1996; Patterson , 1985; Pitts, 2005) because socializing contributes to band members' 
overall enjoyment and satisfaction (Coffman, 2002a, 2008, 2009; Dabback, 2006, 2008; 
Davidson, 2004; Kahn, 1998; Langston & Barrett, 2008; Mantie, 2012). Camaraderie 
forms among participants (Coffman & Adamek, 2001; Heintzelman, 1988) and these 
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positive group dynamics influence participation decisions because they allow members 
to feel socially supported (Coffman, 2008; Coffman & Adamek, 1999; Dabback, 2006, 
2008). However, not all music participants depend on socializing for motivation (Fuller, 
1973; Gates, 1991; Heintzelman, 1988; Mantie, 2012). Rather, these relationships 
seemed to be an auxiliary benefit for those engaged with fellow band members that 
contributed to their overall love of band (Mantie, 2012). 
People who continued band beyond high school or began participation later in life 
mentioned additional multiple motivating forces related to the group that guided their 
motivation. The opportunity to play with others (Dabback, 2006, 2008; Kruse, 2007; 
Pitts, 2005) in public (Heintzelman, 1988) contributed to music involvement. Group 
identity can be an important factor for adult musicians (Dabback, 2006, 2008; Kruse, 
2007; Turino, 2008) because contribution to the ensemble fulfills the need to be valued 
by others (Dabback, 2006, 2008; Davidson, 1999, 2004; Finnegan, 1989; Gallan, 2000; 
Mills, 2008; Pitts, 2005; Rybak, 1995; Turino, 2008) and promotes a positive outlook on 
life (Kahn, 1998). Other articulated benefits to band performance include group success 
(Chiodo, 1997) and having fun performing with others (Chiodo, 1997; Reed, 2008). 
Musicians who contribute either individually or collectively as part of a group gain 
a sense of purpose and self (Davidson, 1999; Finnegan, 1989; Gallan, 2000; Mills, 
2008). Retired adults redirect their former work-related identities into ones associated 
with NHIMA band membership. New friendships and support groups contribute to a 
metamorphosis of both their self-identity and social identification (Dabback, 2006, 2008). 
These results support the concept that social reinforcement of an individual's place 
within the group can elevate both the individual and the collectivity (Davidson, 2004; 
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Kagitcibasi, 1997) while reinforcing both self-identity and group identity (Hargreaves et 
al., 2002). 
Commentary 
A large majority of the literature centers on the benefits of band membership 
rather than focusing on what aspects of band structures contributes toward or detracts 
from participation. Topics related to rules and resources in structuration, such as 
auditions (Stewart, 2007) or lack of auditions (Coffman & Adamek, 2001), self-
expression (Cavitt, 2005; Chiodo, 1997; Coffman, 2008; Kruse, 2007), social benefits 
(Cavitt, 2005; Coffman, 2008; Kruse, 2007; Mantie & Tucker, 2008; Reed, 2008; 
Spencer, 1996), and skill enhancement (Coffman, 2008; Heintzelman, 1988; Kruse, 
2007; Pitts, 2005; Reed, 2008; Spencer, 1996) are part of the discussion, yet no 
researcher has used Giddens' structuration theory as a framework for analysis of 
community band structure in order to further understand participation decisions. 
Rationale 
Music educators and proponents for community music actively promote lifelong 
participation and urge researchers to identify and seek ways to surmount the obstacles 
to making music a lifelong endeavor (see websites of Boston University's Tanglewood II, 
MayDay Group, and NAfME). School music practice has yet to transfer effectively into 
lifelong engagement and some people interested in participation remain excluded from 
current systems. Researchers have looked at reasons for nonparticipation after high 
school graduation without focusing on how a band's structure influences participation 
(Cavitt, 2005; Chiodo, 1997; Coffman, 2002a, 2008; Cottrell, 1972; Davidson, 2004; 
Gates, 1991; King, 2009; Mantie & Tucker, 2008; Martin, 1983; Myers, 2005; Patterson, 
1985; Pitts, 2005; Reed, 2008; Spencer, 1996; Stewart, 2007) and have emphasized 
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positive outcomes from musical involvement (Cavitt, 2005; Coffman, 2002a, 2008, 
2009; Coffman & Adamek, 1999, 2001; Dabback, 2006, 2008; Davidson, 1999, 2004; 
Elliott, 1995; Finnegan, 1989; Gallan, 2000; Gardikiotis & Baltzis, 2012; Hargreaves et 
al., 2002; Heintzelman, 1988; Kahn, 1998; Kruse, 2007; Mantie, 2012; Mills, 2008; 
Moser, 2003; Patterson, 1985; Pitts, 2005; Reed, 2008; Regelski, 2007; Rybak, 1995; 
Spencer, 1996; Turino, 2008). Fewer studies have examined how to enable lifelong 
participation for those who are interested (Mantie, 2012; Mantie & Tucker, 2008; Reed , 
2008; Spencer, 1996; Stewart, 2007). Therefore, this study focuses on contributing an 
alternative approach to understanding participation and consequently promoting lifelong 
involvement by examining how a band's structure controls or supports motivation 
according to the perceptions of Highlands Community Band members. 
Karlsen (2011) envisioned musical agency as a lens that would supplement 
current music education research by learning from the musician-actor directly. In order 
to understand decisions for participation or nonparticipation, I needed to understand 
motivation from a psychological perspective to answer what people value and why. SOT 
strengthens this study by validating through decades of research both the innate needs 
of humans (autonomy, competence, and relatedness) and the various degrees of 
motivation that exist. SOT promotes lasting change by recognizing that motivation is a 
result of the sociocultural conditions that people navigate in (Deci & Ryan, 2008a) and 
that when those conditions support autonomous motivation, intrinsic motivation for the 
activity is promoted (Ryan & Deci, 2008). The use of SOT has not only been to 
understand, analyze, and project behaviors, but to "lead to improvements in social 
practices" (Deci & Ryan, 2008b, p. 184). If the environment supports motivation, then 
people may receive the ascertained benefits of participation, whereas if conditions 
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constrain the participant, motivation can be undermined (Deci & Ryan, 2008). SOT 
augmented by a social theory perspective would strengthen the reading and analysis of 
the results while providing support for a proposed structure for enhancing participation. 
Karlsen (2011) strongly recommended the use of sociological lenses to 
understand human agency in the musical world, referring to Giddens' theory of 
structuration as one in which people create their own reality through purposeful action. 
Environments with structures conducive toward promoting lifelong participation could be 
revealed, with the results used to inform music education and promote a transfer of 
participation from the school environment into the community. Giddens' structuration 
theory provides a complementary insight into music participation research as it permits 
an exploration and interpretation of what structural properties promote or constrain 
participation within a community band according to the participants in this study. I chose 
structuration theory because of its widespread use in the research community as a 
whole. Organizations seeking ways to enhance the motivation and productivity of its 
members use this theory to uncover what enhances or detracts from the experience and 
use this information to either bring about change or maintain current practices. 
Supported by recognized theories from the fields of psychology and sociology, 
the diverse membership of the Highlands Community Band offers their perceptions of 
how community band structure influences their motivation to participate. These 
combined theoretical perspectives, taken in their totality, have yet to be employed in 
music research literature. Results from this study potentially serve to inform music 
educators, community musicians, and proponents for lifelong participation about 
possible ways to influence participation by implementing conditions that support 
motivation (see Figure 1 ). 
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Figure 1. Connections between theoretical constructs: Studying what structural 
properties promote or constrain participation in order to create environmental conditions 
that support higher levels of motivation and participation 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this case study on music participation was to explore how the 
rules and resources of a community band structure designed to enable participation 
influence participation. Participants in the Highlands Community Band revealed specific 
features that enabled participation and also demonstrated what structural aspects 
detracted from participation according to their level of experience within the group. 
Giddens' theory of structuration provided the social theory means to examine the 
structure of the Highlands Community Band, while self-determination theory provided a 
psychological lens for understanding what the participants valued and why, in order to 
explain how this structure influenced motivation to participate. 
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Research Questions 
The following research questions guided this study within the frameworks of 
Giddens' structuration theory and self-determination theory: 
1. How does a community band's structure control or support the autonomous 
motivation to participate according to the perceptions of musicians in the 
Highlands Community Band? 
a. How do the rules within the community band's structure control or support 
the autonomous motivation to participate according to the perceptions of 
musicians in the Highlands Community Band? 
b. How do allocative resources within the community band's structure 
control or support the autonomous motivation to participate according to 
the perceptions of musicians in the Highlands Community Band? 
c. How do authoritative resources within the community band's structure 
control or support the autonomous motivation to participate according to 
the perceptions of musicians in the Highlands Community Band? 
2. Based on these results, how can a community band structure promote 
participation beyond the classroom? 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Community bands potentially provide opportunities for people of all ages to 
engage in music performance, yet not all community bands are open to everyone. 
According to research findings, people trained in school programs often refrain from 
participation due to restrictive environments that require auditions or limit membership to 
a particular age group. If the broad purpose of community music rests with engaging 
interested members of the community and to promote lifelong involvement, how can 
community bands encourage participation for people who have not had that chance, or 
who have time constraints, limited competence, or fear of rejection? An examination of 
how a community band structure enables or dissuades motivation to participate 
contributes to understanding the various factors that influence music involvement. 
The review of literature comprises four parts. An overview of the widespread 
application of structuration theory in social research focuses on research pertinent to this 
study. The second part explores obstacles to motivation and presents research that 
demonstrates ways SOT has been implemented to effect positive change to the 
environment and those navigating within the system. The third part pertains to 
community band research trends over the past 30 years and performance environments 
that motivate participation. The fourth and final part summarizes and synthesizes the 
literature to build support and context for this investigation. 
Giddens' Structuration Theory 
Structuration theory focuses on how society functions and evolves within social 
structures. People create structures that guide their interactions; conversely, they have 
the power to act to support the continuation of the structure or seek change (Giddens, 
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1984, 1993). Structuration theory provides a means for examining social structures from 
this duality of structure perspective (Giddens, 1984, 1993; Hardaker & Singh, 2011 ; 
Leonardi, 2011 ; Olson & Yahia, 2006). Examination from this perspective can describe 
the evolution of structure or a structure's current status, elucidate effective and 
ineffective practices, and potentially raise consciousness about issues in order to effect 
change. 
Research Studies 
Over the last quarter of a century numerous research domains adopted and 
adapted structuration theory. For example, over 330 published papers have used or 
referenced Giddens' theory in the field of information systems (Jones & Karsten, 2008), 
and professional journals in accounting have published over 65 papers that include the 
theory (Englund et al., 2011 ). The duality between structure and agency led to studies 
that related not only the interrelationship of the two (Leonardi, 2011) but elucidated the 
effect that participants can have to alter structures based on that agency (Olson & Yahia, 
2006). Even though people often prefer to maintain traditional practices in order to 
sustain a sense of familiarity and security (Giddens, 1979; Shilling, 1992), when security 
is undermined by the need for the organization to advance, change permits the 
advancement of both the group and its members (Leonardi, 2011 ). 
Researchers have used structuration theory to focus on singular aspects of 
structure, such as allocative resources (Feldman, 2004) or authoritative resources that 
relate to opportunities for self-development (Leonardi, 2011) and self-expression (Olson 
& Yahia, 2006; Vassell & Nguyen, 2012). Researchers have also examined specific 
aspects of structuration, such as resources and agency (Feldman, 2004), as well as 
complete structures in order to determine not only present relationships between 
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structure and agents, but to relate current practice to past practices in order to analyze 
the structure's evolution. An examination of structuration permits a broad understanding 
of social issues that affect structure and how the structure enables or constrains people 
across time (Giddens, 1984; Hardcastle & Holmes, 2005; Mdee, 2008). Research that 
regards the totality and duality of structure offers a more thorough comprehension of 
how social systems function (Englund et al., 2011; Jones & Karsten, 2008; Shilling , 
1992). The utilization and value of Giddens' theory is that it raises awareness about 
structural issues that affect systems and has the potential to influence practice (Vassell 
& Nguyen, 2012). 
Structuration theory offers theoretical constructs that researchers across a 
multiplicity of disciplines have applied to interpret structural aspects of organizations. 
Giddens (1984) refrained from identifying precise methodologies or procedures for 
examining structures. Hence, research in fields such as international development 
planning (Mdee, 2008}, Chinese broadcasting research (Yuan & Ksiazek, 2011 }, 
accounting (Englund et al. , 2011 ), sports research (Dixon , 2011 }, and nursing 
(Hardcastle & Holmes, 2005) have adapted their own methods for using this theory. In 
spite of the theory's apparent flexibility, extant research indicates that music, music 
education, and community band participation studies have not employed this theoretical 
perspective. Researchers have referenced certain structural aspects of bands outside of 
the context of structuration theory, such as rules regarding entrance requirements that 
influenced participation (Spencer, 1996): Bands with no auditions attracted members 
(Coffman & Adamek, 2001), whereas bands with auditions detracted from the desire to 
perform (Stewart, 2007) . Giddens' theory can serve to not only offer a larger more 
complex understanding of community band structures and the role of members' agency 
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within the structure, but can potentially reveal certain practices that could be 
implemented to positively affect lifelong involvement. Because community band 
participation has not been viewed from the theoretical perspective of Giddens' 
structuration theory, I explored research from other disciplines in order to offer an 
understanding of the applicability of structuration theory to this study. 
Participation research. Mdee (2008) analyzed "patterns of participation" (p. 
400) within the social structure of a village community in Tanzania to understand how 
they affect people, since patterns of participation can be exclusive as well as inclusive. 
As part of this ethnographic case study, Mdee determined that three levels of 
participants, or agents, existed within the community. These levels, revealed through 
inductive reasoning, indicated which members of the population were excluded from 
certain activities and which members were preferred; social structure and norms created 
these exclusive and inclusive practices over time. People excluded from active 
participation had little say in the overall functioning of the community. Retaliation against 
this exclusion came in the form of nonparticipation in certain communal projects. Others 
excluded themselves due to family responsibilities and commitments and young people 
felt they had no power to influence community politics. Research findings indicated that 
social change would be difficult to implement because eng rained social practices 
controlled the mindset of the population. This research contributed to greater 
understanding of participation and highlighted how difficult it would be to implement 
change in the foreseeable future for this community. 
Consciousness-raising. Studies have employed structuration theory to raise 
consciousness about particular issues in order to support positive actions for change 
(Vassell & Nguyen, 2012; Wheeler-Brooks, 2009). Researchers that use structuration 
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theory, as opposed to theories that view structure as exerting total power over the 
actions of individuals, do so because structuration theory provides a co-dependent 
framework that recognizes that people have the power to enact positive changes. 
Rather than have the oppressed view structure as the oppressor, structuration theory 
provides a way to look at what people could do to influence structure (Wheeler-Brooks, 
2009). 
Reflecting the conclusion of Mdee (2008}, Wheeler-Brooks (2009) believed that 
people who felt disenfranchised opted out of participation in certain environments and 
advocated for the use of structuration theory to social work practice because it would 
enable new social patterns and relationships. She gave the example of residents in a 
Puerto Rican neighborhood in the United States who felt victimized by real estate 
developers' intent on changing the community landscape through unattainable upscale 
housing that attracted non-Puerto Rican residents. At first the citizens protested and 
took a reactive stance to the development and failed to affect change. Then the 
residents took a proactive stance and successfully found ways to collaborate with the 
real estate developers to incorporate the essence of their community into the 
development in order not to lose their neighborhood's identity, but to strengthen it. 
Community participants used their agency to contribute to the evolution of their 
community's structure in order to seek positive change (Wheeler-Brooks, 2009). 
Similarly, Vassel! and Nguyen (2012} sought to raise awareness of health care treatment 
for veterans through encouraging weekly sessions of consciousness-raising between 
health care providers and veterans in order to enable veterans to directly talk about what 
they needed to those assisting them. Consciousness-raising brings issues into public 
awareness so that people can work for structural change according to the precepts of 
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structuration theory. 
Duality of structure: an alternative approach. Researchers studying the 
sociology of football (soccer) have previously studied fandom either from the 
perspectives of the influence of structures on fans, or from fans' individual actions 
affecting structures. These sociological approaches viewe9 either structure or 
individuals as controlling elements (Dixon, 2011 ). Researchers in this field called for 
new means for understanding fandom. Therefore, Dixon (2011) utilized structuration 
theory as an alternative means for understanding interrelationships between structures 
and fans. Thirty sports fans that represented a wide-variety of ages, soccer club 
memberships, and genders, were purposefully chosen in order to more thoroughly 
understand the duality of structure relationship between soccer and its fan base. This 
study provided a phenomenological perspective of soccer fan's values for soccer 
organizations, allowing them to pursue what seemed to be successful practices and 
possibly implement other practices yet unconsidered. 
Structuration theory takes into account the historical conditions and actions that 
set the structure into motion, the reproduction of social systems, and people's ability to 
transform those structures through action (Giddens, 1984, 1993; Hardaker & Singh, 
2011; Parker, 2000). While such analyses examine the evolution of social systems, 
Giddens (1984) endorsed employing the theory to examine the status of an organization 
at a particular moment in time in order to provide a snapshot of that structure for in-depth 
examination. Structuration theory offers a social theory lens for understanding social 
groups within their environment and how that environment influences participation 
decisions (Giddens, 1984; Hardaker & Singh, 2011; Jones & Karsten, 2008; Maldonado, 
2010; Waldeck, Shepard, Teitelbaum, Farrar, and Seibold, 2001). 
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Self-Determination Theory (SOT) 
Self-determination theory offers a means to examine human motivation and the 
value of innate needs on decision-making. As a psychological theory, SOT approaches 
the pursuit of goals from the individual's perspective, which can provide insight into how 
an environment influences motivation and explains why certain environments support 
motivation and how others control incentive (Deci & Ryan, 2008a, 2008b; La Guardia & 
Patrick, 2008; Ryan & Deci, 2000b; Vallerand, Pelletier, & Koestner, 2008). The theory 
serves to clarify behavior in order to predict outcomes and provide practical optimal 
environments to support the psychological well-being of the individual (Ryan & Deci, 
2000b). 
While the previous chapter outlined autonomous and controlled motivation and 
the constructs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness, I present in this chapter a 
constructive approach to SOT in order to support the inclusion of SOT within the context 
of a study of community band structure. Divided into three sections, the first, Analysis 
and Action, focuses on ways that environments control motivation, on who can effect 
change, and general approaches to supporting autonomous motivation. The second 
section, SOT Solutions in Education, demonstrates how SOT principles have been 
applied to secondary school environments in order to affect positive change to students' 
motivation and achievement. Personal and Group Benefits, the final section, discusses 
the potential benefits of an autonomy-supportive environment. 
Analysis and Action 
Motivation issues exist in all contexts of life. The purpose of SDT is to uncover 
inhibitors and work toward implementing changes to the environment that support higher 
levels of motivation. Understanding what controls motivation is fundamental to finding 
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solutions. 
Controlled motivation thwarts happiness and self-realization because goals 
controlled by others inhibit desire; people, as a general rule, do not like to be told what to 
do, even if they have the intent of doing it (Joussemet et al., 2008; Miquelon & Vallerand, 
2008). Deadlines and surveillance (Deci & Ryan, 2008a), competition (Guay et al., 
2008), and demeaning evaluations (Ryan & Deci, 2000b) inhibit self-motivation. Overall 
demands toward specific goals not in alignment with one's own goals controls 
motivation; one acts because of pressure (Deci & Ryan, 2008a; Joussemet et al., 2008; 
Miquelon & Vallerand, 2008). For instance, in an exercise motivation study, participants 
were less likely to follow a physician-referred exercise advisor because they indirectly 
felt pressured to act by someone in authority. However, when friends or a non-physician 
recommended exercise advisors, people felt less pressure and were more likely to listen 
(Wilson, Mack, & Grattan, 2008). Controlled motivation, while it does cause people to 
act, can prevent prolonged motivation if the individual feels pressure or cannot relate to 
the situation (Ryan & Dec, 2008). 
Who supports autonomy in an environment? SOT research findings indicate 
that parents (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Joussemet et al., 2008; Quint, Bloom, Black, Stephens, 
& Akey, 2005), teachers (Guay et al., 2008; Quintet al., 2005), friends (Joussemet et al. , 
2008; Wilson et al. , 2008), exercise class leaders (Wilson et al. , 2008), and psycho-
therapists (Ryan & Deci, 2008) represent just some autonomy-supportive members of 
society. Families or social groups can reinforce the adoption of group values (Dabback, 
2006, 2008; Deci & Ryan, 2008a; IRRE website, 2013; Quintet al., 2005). These 
relationships, when positive, provide a feeling of mutual support and relatedness 
(Joussemet et al., 2008; Quintet al., 2005; Ryan & Deci, 2000b). Ostensibly, anyone 
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related to a situation can choose to support autonomous conditions because people 
respond to the fulfillment of this need. Researchers in fields such as education (Guay et 
al., 2008; IRRE website, 2013; Quintet al., 2005), work (Vallerand et al., 2008), 
parenting (Joussemet et al. , 2008), relationships (La Guardia & Patrick, 2008), 
environmental issues, psychotherapy, physical activity, health, (Deci & Ryan, 2008a; 
Miquelon & Vallerand, 2008; Vallerand et al., 2008), health care, and sports (Deci & 
Ryan, 2008a; Wilson et al., 2008) have investigated and continue to explore the most 
effective means for supporting autonomy. 
What steps should an organization take to implement change? Autonomy 
support requires leaders to view a situation from individual perspectives in order to 
understand individuals' needs (Deci & Ryan, 2008a; IRRE website, 2013; Joussemet et 
al. , 2008; Quintet al. , 2005; Ryan & Deci, 2008); the inquirer must be able to relate to 
the problem. Without understanding, changes cannot be made to promote autonomy, 
relatedness, or competence (Quintet al. , 2005). In order to ensure relatedness, 
individuals or groups that seek to support autonomous motivation should be 
nonjudgmental (Deci & Ryan, 2000, 2008a; Quintet al., 2005; Ryan & Deci, 2008). 
They should seek to minimize pressure (Amabile & Tighe, 1993; Guay et al., 2008; 
Joussemet et al., 2008; Quintet al. , 2005; Ryan & Deci, 2000a, 2008; Taylor, 1975; 
Vallerand et al., 2008) so that individuals feel encouraged to initiate their own 
autonomous behaviors (Deci & Ryan, 2000, 2008a; Guay et al. , 2008; Quintet al., 2005; 
Ryan & Deci, 2008). In addition, positive feedback can support a feeling of competence 
that encourages persistence (Ryan & Deci, 2000a) . People who experience a non-
controlling environment can determine what they value and make choices according to 
that perception (Deci & Ryan, 2008a; Ryan & Deci, 2008, 2000b), which ultimately can 
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lead toward persistence in what one values, intrinsic motivation, and self-determination. 
SOT in Education 
The field of education provides studies that represent the viability of using SOT in 
participation motivation research. SOT served as the impetus for founding the Institute 
for Research and Reform in Education (IRRE) almost fifteen years ago. IRRE desired to 
create educational environments that supported the innate human needs for autonomy, 
relatedness, and competence in order to influence achievement and commitment in 
secondary schools and school districts (IRRE website, 2013). Working thus far primarily 
with economically disadvantaged schools with large minority populations, IRRE analyzes 
the needs of each school with basic strategies for achievement: getting students to know 
what it takes to do well and how to achieve their goal to succeed (competence), support 
students initiative by understanding what they value and aligning it with what they learn 
(autonomy), and encouraging peers, educators, and families to support their academic 
achievement (relatedness) (IRRE website, 2013). 
Researchers determined the need to examine dropout rates, inconsistent 
attendance, and low test scores in American and Canadian secondary schools from the 
perspective of SOT for the purpose of implementing solutions that would increase 
student motivation and success (Guay et al., 2008; IRRE website, 2013). Students 
revealed that controlled environments negatively influenced their desire to participate. 
Even when control was not verbally or physically threatening, when students 
experienced pressure to perform, the quality of performance diminished. For example, 
students had difficulty assimilating course material when they knew that they would be 
tested (Guay et al., 2008). IRRE recognized that students in a controlled environment 
"become disaffected - avoid cognitive challenges, withdraw emotionally or act out and 
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do as little as possible to get by." IRRE attributed missed classes, drop-out rates, and 
poor achievement in part to controlling environments (IRRE website, 2013) that thwart 
motivation for those who are not autonomously motivated (Guay et al., 2008) or 
supported by parents or social groups (Joussemet et al., 2008) . 
IRRE implemented environmental changes related to SOT that were documented 
in a third-party report filed in 2005 by the MDRC (originally known as the Manpower 
Demonstration Research Corporation). These included implementing "small learning 
communities of up to 350 students" who worked together for several years developing a 
sense of relatedness and joint purpose. Each student met individually with staff 
members on a regular basis to discuss their progress and those staff members met with 
parents to encourage them to promote their achievement and competence. Teachers 
implemented new methods of teaching designed to engage students while maintaining 
state standards (Quintet al., 2005). This resulted in student retention and increased 
motivation to achieve (Guay et al., 2008; IRRE website, 2013; Quintet al. , 2005). SOT 
research-based knowledge informed the implementation of practices such as these in 
order to decrease controlling factors and to support autonomy within the classroom. 
Personal and Group Benefits 
An environment that supports fulfillment of the innate needs for autonomy, 
competence, and relatedness contributes to self-determination. Empirical studies verify 
that autonomy, which relates directly to intrinsic motivation, increases persistence (Deci 
& Ryan, 2008a; Guay et al., 2008; Ryan & Deci, 2008; Wilson et al., 2008), 
achievement, and assimilation of the subject matter, which relates directly to the innate 
need for competence (Guay et al., 2008). When relatedness to the environment is 
added to the equation, greater levels of satisfaction and positive feelings result (Guay et 
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al., 2008). Benefits gained from autonomous motivation reflect not only on the 
individual, who is the targeted beneficiary in the field of psychology, but on the 
environment that experiences the individual's presence (Guay et al., 2008). Results 
from IRRE strategies revealed that after two years students experienced "meaningful 
improvement" and after three years the overall improvement was categorized as 
"dramatic." Third party evaluations of these results indicated that in the Kansas public 
school district dropout rates declined by 70 percent, reading achievement surged by 
"double digits," and achievement discrepancies between minority and non-minority 
groups decreased (Quintet al., 2005). All persons benefitted in an autonomy-supportive 
environment (Quintet al., 2005). 
Self-determination theory (SDT) explains not only what motivates people and 
why, but examines environmental conditions that can positively influence the degree of 
motivation for the purpose of enhancing individual well-being. Import of this theory 
relates directly to viewing what impedes motivation in order to effect change when 
alternatives are needed. Innate human needs contribute to understanding how to create 
environments that support the individual and, in group situations, the whole. 
Performance Environments 
This section on performance environments is divided into two parts. The first 
part provides historical perspective on community band structures in order to understand 
the evolution of community bands in the United States. Since community band 
structures represent different kinds of environments designed to attract memberships 
that relate to the purpose of the band, the second part focuses on musical environments 
related to group participation. Turino (2008) divided these environments into two 
categories: participatory and presentational. An explication of participatory and 
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presentational environments serves to offer clarification of particular 
structural/environmental features that motivate participation. Both main topics serve to 
illuminate participation and provide historical context to the findings presented in this 
study. 
Historical Perspective of Community Band Structure 
Structuration involves change over time. A look at research over the past thirty 
years provides a review of the evolution of community band through the lenses of 
persons engaged in community band and motivation research. In the early 1980s, 
Martin (1983) compiled a list of 632 community bands within the United States and sent 
them a 12-page community band profile questionnaire. Approximately 385 conductors 
responded, revealing among other items what they believed to be their altruistic 
motivations for leading their respective bands. Respondents (95%) strongly agreed that 
they held their roles as conductors to "provide for the cultural needs of the community at 
large" and 90% said that they agreed that their mission was to "afford area adults the 
social opportunity to play in a band." Educational motivations were related to developing 
the skill of area adults and to teach musical understanding through community band 
participation (pp. 135-136). Respondents believed that there were not enough 
community bands in the United States to serve everyone who wanted to participate 
(Martin, 1983). 
Heintzelman (1988) sent questionnaires concerning band structure to 550 bands, 
with 63% percent response rate (N = 347). Survey responses revealed that the most 
commonly reported age groups represented were those aged 31-49 followed by the age 
group 18-30. (Similarly, Cavitt found that community band members in her 2005 study 
of 10 community bands were age 35 or older, whereas Mantie, in his 2012 study of nine 
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adult wind bands in Ontario revealed that members were primarily 45 or older.) Less 
than 300 bands responded to a question regarding audition requirements: the majority of 
respondents had no auditions (N = 195), whereas 102 bands had auditions. Paid 
members existed in 32% of the concert bands, whereas 46% remained non remunerated. 
Nine percent of bands had other proportions of paid membership and 13% did not 
respond. 
New Horizons International Music Association (NHIMA) and American 
Association of Concert Bands (ACB) provide additional information about the status of 
bands in the United States today. NHIMA, founded in 1991, consists of over 200 
community bands designed primarily for senior adult members. No auditions are 
required for these bands, so participants of all skill levels are encouraged and dues to 
NHIMA are paid by over 10,000 members (NHIMA website, 2013). ACB, established in 
1977, has a membership of over 470 community, municipal, and civic bands that also 
pay dues to this not-for-profit organization (ACB spokesperson, 2013; ACB website, 
2013). The Community-Music E-mail List currently features over 1000 community 
groups in the United States (Community Music List Link, ACB website, 2013). These 
community bands vary in structure, with some requiring fees/dues, regular attendance, 
auditions, invitations, interviews, and space availability. Some bands that include 
beginner-level members divide themselves into two or more bands to accommodate the 
different levels of ability, separating the beginners from the intermediate or more gifted 
players (Kruse, 2007; Schuett at NHIMA website, 2013). Other bands reserve the right 
to restrict a member from performing in concert, while some bands have no restrictions. 
While these examples are in no way comprehensive, they do provide an outline of what 
types of policies currently exist within community band structures. 
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Types of Musical Environments 
Community bands today range from the strictly professional band to the 
neighborhood all-volunteer band, with each band designed to attract a particular 
membership. Turino (2008) divided ·musical environments into two basic types: 
participatory and presentational. Even though these environments can exist as two 
distinct entities, Turino acknowledged that they do not need to be exclusive; both 
environments can exist within a single group. Understanding the benefits and detractors 
of both environments further informs this review of participation motivation. 
Participatory environments. Participatory environments represent the informal 
side of music making. These communal occasions invite participation and welcome a 
variety of roles and skills at any time during these informal musical gatherings; no· one is 
kept from participating and everyone contributes to the best of their ability. Core 
performers support the more experienced players and all gain from that interaction. 
Experienced musicians inspire those with less experience. Each successive gain or 
level achieved positively motivates the participant. The value is seen in the doing and 
connecting with others (Turino, 2008). 
Participatory music, according to Turino (2008), is highly predictable, making it 
easy to jump in on the spur of the moment. Basic features include having short repeated 
melodies with a constant rhythm, wide tuning, and loud dynamics throughout. Buzzy 
sounds from rattles or bottle caps attached to instruments, as well as a possible fiddler's 
heavy-handed bowing, provide cover-up for less-experienced musicians. Participation 
rather than perfection is the goal. Therefore, beginners can join in because they do not 
stand out amidst all of the sound and often overlapping voices and instrumental parts. 
This cloaking effect provides comfort and reassurance. Since this is an open form of 
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participation, there is often no set end to the performance. Here participants value 
making music in the moment; they focus on doing rather than presenting (Turino, 2008). 
People who join community band with the primary goal of rehearsing and playing 
informally with others of varying abilities would potentially be more motivated to 
participate in this type of environment. 
Presentational environments. Participants in a presentational environment 
focus on performing formal concerts for listening audiences. Therefore, practice and 
precision are of the utmost performance as musicians center their performances on 
composed music. Participants and audience members experience a greater variety of 
musical expression, with dynamics, accents, and a multiplicity of musical lines that 
enhances the experience for those who seek such performances. In these 
environments, gifted performers attract audience members and musical contrasts and 
elements of surprise can be of utmost importance to the listening audience. Ensemble 
musicians engaged in presentational musical experiences experience a similar social 
synchrony as those engaged in participatory music (Turino, 2008). People interested 
primarily in the presentational aspect of community bands would logically be attracted to 
bands that focused on setting high standards for performances. Turino (2008) 
acknowledged that both types of environments could coexist. 
Summary that Frames the Current Study in the Existing Literature 
According to Stewart (2007), a majority of high school band members (83%) 
discontinue their music involvement after graduation. Music educators, community 
musicians, and proponents for lifelong involvement emphasize the need to understand 
what inhibits participation in order to promote participation beyond the classroom. No 
one has yet sought to understand motivation from the perspective of how structures 
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influence decisions to continue music involvement. Therefore, understanding 
motivations as they relate to community band structure direct the focus of this study. 
Structuration theory contributes not only to the examination of current structural 
conditions, but provides a lens to view the evolution of structures because historical 
perspective informs the present (Giddens, 1984; Hardcastle & Holmes, 2005; Mdee, 
2008). The past thirty years reveal two seemingly significant changes. First of all, 
community bands have evolved from primarily serving interested community members to 
bands structured to attract specific types of participants. This enables some and 
restricts others. While the purpose to serve the community with musical performances 
has not changed, bands that limit participation to highly-skilled , paid members have 
altered the profile of some community bands from a primarily participatory-type 
environment to one focused on providing consistently high quality presentational 
performances to the public. 
Secondly, the average age of band members appears to have increased (Cavitt, 
2005; Heintzelman, 1988; Mantie, 2012; NHIMA website, 2013). A population of 
potentially interested persons between the average ages of 20 and 35 (Cavitt, 2005) or 
those under .45 (Mantie, 2012) cannot seem to negotiate the requirements of 
participation with family and work responsibilities. While Mantie (2012) proffered that 
community band activities may no longer interest younger adults, the structure of 
society, while constantly evolving, seems to prioritize these tasks during this period of 
life (Mdee, 2008). 
Structuration theory and SOT researchers seek understanding through the 
process of gathering perspectives of members in order to identify the enabling and 
controlling factors that exist within social structure (Deci & Ryan, 2008a, 2008b; Dixon, 
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2011; Giddens, 1984; Hardaker & Singh, 2011; IRRE website, 2013; Jones & Karsten, 
2008; LaGuardia & Patrick, 2008; Leonardi, 2011; Maldonado, 201 0; Mdee, 2008; Quint 
et al., 2005; Ryan & Deci, 2000b; Vallerand et al., 2008; Waldeck et al., 2001; Wheeler-
Brooks, 2009). These accounts allow participants to exercise their agency (Giddens, 
1984). Varying degrees of power exist within a group (Giddens, 1984; Mdee, 2008) and 
people who are excluded from active participation in a social structure may opt out of 
participation (Mdee, 2009) because a controlled environment restricts incentive and 
people within the environment do not like to change routine practices because routines 
provide a sense of security (Giddens, 1979; Mdee, 2008; Shilling, 1992). However, if 
neglected members of a society can relate their experiences, change to current 
conditions could be supported (Dixon, 2011; Leonardi, 2011; Olson & Yahia, 2006; Ryan 
& Deci, 2000b; Vassel! & Nguyen, 2012; Wheeler-Brooks, 2009). When people within 
social structures demonstrate their desire to understand and relate to those who feel 
underserved, the innate need for relatedness is supported (Quintet al., 2005; Deci & 
Ryan, 2008a; IRRE website, 2013; Joussemet et al., 2008; Ryan & Deci, 2000b). 
Rather than feeling left out of the dialogue, people could find a way to strengthen the 
overall community by exerting positive change to the structure (Quintet al., 2005; 
Vassel! & Nguyen, 2012; Wheeler-Brooks, 2009). Enabling the structure to support 
autonomy, relatedness, and competence (Guay et al., 2008; IRRE website, 2013) 
increases autonomous motivation and persistence (Guay et al., 2008, IRRE website, 
2013; Quintet al., 2005), which fulfills individual and group needs (Quintet al., 2005). 
Based on the extant literature, I chose to investigate a community band that 
attracted all levels of participants (Martin, 1983). Members' perspectives revealed what 
they valued and what they perceived to be enabling or constraining structural properties 
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(Dixon, 2011; Guay et al., 2008; IRRE website, 2013; Karlsen, 2011; Mdee, 2008; Quint 
et al., 2005; Vassell & Nguyen, 2012; Wheeler-Brooks, 2009), in accordance with 
previous studies that focused on obtaining a comprehensive view of the duality of 
structure (Englund et al., 2011; Jones & ~arsten, 2008; Shilling, 1992). Similar to raising 
consciousness about oppressive issues (Mdee, 2009; Wheeler-Brooks, 2009), people 
who have experienced both a break from involvement and renewed participation, as well 
as those who began performance later in life, can enable a different perspective on 
community band participation related to structural factors that controlled their motivation 
to participate so that structure becomes a relevant part of participation research. By 
opening channels of communication with people who have or had life constraints, then 
community band structures can potentially change, when applicable, from being 
primarily exclusionary to becoming facilitating (IRRE website, 2013; Quintet al., 2005; 
Vassell & Nguyen, 2012; Wheeler-Brooks, 2009). 
Previous research studies have not examined band structure from the theoretical 
perspectives of Giddens' structuration theory and SOT; therefore, the application of 
these theories to examining the influence of structure on motivation provides an 
alternative perspective (Dixon, 2011; Wheeler-Books, 2009). Structuration theory offers 
a way to organize and read the data according to the rules and resources of the 
Highlands Community Band and participants' perspectives. These perspectives will then 
be analyzed according to self-determination theory in order to understand motivation as 
it relates to structure. These results will be compared and contrasted with previous 
research findings and will serve to provide a proposed structure for promoting 
participation beyond the classroom that can be presented to the research community 
and practitioners for further evaluation. 
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CHAPTER3:METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this case study on music participation was to understand how a 
community band's structure influences the motivation to participate according to the 
perceptions of musicians in the Highlands Community Band. Giddens' structuration 
theory provided the theoretical lens with which to examine rules and resources of the 
organization through the perspectives of community band members, and self-
determination theory (SOT) provided the psychological perspective for examining 
motivation and how environments influence people's motivation to be involved. 
Participants in this case study revealed structural aspects that enabled participation as 
well as detracted from involvement according to their level of experience within the 
group. Structural properties that would positively influence participation for interested 
members of the community who represent different age groups and experiences and 
who would benefit from this type of environment would become the outcome of this 
research. These findings would contribute additional perspective to music participation 
research and community music practice. 
Qualitative Methodology and Research Design 
I chose a qualitative research paradigm as I originally sought to contextualize, 
interpret, and understand participation choices from the perspectives of lifelong, 
returning, and beginning musicians. Data collection methods included interviews, 
observations, and document collection and utilized .inductive reasoning to explore and 
interpret emerging themes. This methodology put me in the position as the "key 
instrument" for gathering information (Creswell, 2009, p. 175). 
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Site Selection and Participants 
I established a set of criteria that would facilitate access to the information 
needed for this research on participation (Creswell, 2007). Criteria included access to a 
population of musicians that comprised lifelong musicians, musicians who had 
experienced a hiatus from band performance, and musicians who began their band 
instrument at a later entry point in life. I wanted to find out if these varied backgrounds 
would influence participants' perceptions of structure or reveal differences in motivation. 
Additionally, I sought a context within a forty-mile radius of my place of employment to 
allow me to maintain my professional duties as a full-time faculty member while engaged 
in data collection. The pseudonymous Highlands Community Band fulfilled the criteria 
and requirements for proximity. The director granted his permission to use the 
Highlands Community Band and its members as the focal point of the research upon 
completion and approval of IRB paperwork. 
I chose this site and type of ensemble because it was outside of my normal 
musical sphere. This allowed me to review the data from an outsider perspective with 
fewer preconceptions than had I chosen an environment familiar to me, an important 
consideration for the qualitative researcher (Creswell, 2009). As a classical pianist, I 
had no experience as a performer with community bands or school band ensembles. It 
was my intent to avoid what Glesne (2006) referred to as "backyard" research involving 
my own students. 
Criteria for participant selection included identifying participants who resumed 
playing after discontinuing their music participation after high school or college studies 
(n=15), participants who continued performing after high school and have not stopped 
(n=13), high school students who were currently active in the community band and were 
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18 years of age or older (n=1 ), and participants who consider themselves as beginning 
band participation later in life (n=2). Thirty-one members and the director agreed to be 
interviewed after having read and signed the Introduction and Volunteer Participation 
Form granting permission to proceed with the interviews (See Appendix A). 
Data Collection 
Data collection for this study occurred over a period of four months. During this 
time, I interviewed community band members, conducted observations, and collected 
documents. These multiple data sources enabled me to enrich my understanding of the 
participants' lives and music activities for the purpose of interpreting the data utilizing the 
theoretical framework of Giddens and SOT. 
Interviews. Interview data served as the primary source of information for this 
study. I constructed a set of semi-structured open-ended questions to gather data 
relevant to my research questions and to provide the flexibility to further probe 
individuals' responses to uncover information not considered prior to the interview. For 
example, each interview opened with a question related to how the interviewee got 
involved with music and each interview concluded with a question that asked about any 
experience within the band that stood out or that they would want to share. 
I designed specific questions for each category of musician (lifelong, returning, 
beginning, and high school) in order to focus on the needs that would influence decision-
making throughout participants' lives and to generate useful data to analyze and 
interpret the responses according to the research questions (see Appendices C, D, E, 
and F). Returning musicians were asked about what led to the "gap" period in their 
musical involvement with the intent of uncovering what structural aspects may have 
constrained participation. In order to address potential enabling factors, participants 
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received a question relating to a "Wow, what just happened?" music moment. Questions 
that I designed for the director (Appendix G) related to his own musical experience and 
his role in the community band with the intent of understanding the direction and 
philosophy of the band. 
I provided an explanation of the study and the rights of the interviewees at the 
onset through direct communication with the community band during rehearsal and 
through a mass List Serve E-mail, which elicited the names and contact information of 
those who were interested in participating in this research (Appendix A). Prior to each 
interview, I restated an explanation of the study and the participant's rights (Appendix B). 
I conducted interviews during a two-month period at times and locations convenient for 
the interviewees, and I requested the potential for a follow-up with each participant in the 
event that I required further information. 
Each of the 32 interviews lasted for no longer than 60 minutes with the exception 
of the high school student, which went slightly beyond the hour. I encouraged each 
participant to contact me if they thought of something else after the interview that may be 
pertinent to the study. A few of the participants made additional contact via e-mail and 
one participant talked to me before one of the band rehearsals in order to clarify one of 
her responses. 
I noted the date, time and location of the interview on the interview questionnaire 
and gave each name a code to ensure anonymity. I recorded the interviews with an 
MP3 player and transcribed them within a period ranging from a single day to two weeks 
after the interview. Thirty-two hours of recorded interviews resulted in thirty-two 
interview transcriptions with word counts ranging from 5,165-10,894 (M 8,436) excluding 
the interview questions. 
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For the purpose of discerning the trustworthiness of the responses, I made 
mental observations during each interview. For example, physical gestures such as a 
firm nod of agreement with the head would provide affirmation of a statement and verify 
the interviewee's response. I intended to make note of any discrepancies after each 
interview; however, I did not observe any physical gestures or facial expressions during 
the interview process that refuted the content of the responses. 
Observations. Observations of once-per-week rehearsals of the Highlands 
Community Band took place over a period of two months until the findings reached a 
point of data saturation (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007). Near the conclusion of this period, the 
band performed their spring concert, which provided additional data related to 
participants' motivations and audience appreciation. 
I took field notes consisting of descriptive and reflective notes to assist with 
observations (Creswell, 2008; Gallet al., 2007). I transcribed the detailed descriptive 
field notes and added my reflective notes within a forty-eight hour time frame while my 
memory was still fresh. After two weeks of observations, I started to type my field notes 
directly on my laptop computer during the observation period. This process facilitated 
the recording of data because I could type much faster than write. 
I recorded both significant and seemingly insignificant details, as I was yet 
unaware of what themes would emerge from my findings. I noted such events as 
positive reactions and attitudes, laughter and greetings that members exchanged, or the 
way the director handled awkward moments when a section had difficulty playing their 
part. Over time, observations concentrated more on specific events that related to or 
illustrated data collected from the interviews. 
I maintained my role as observer, as I had no active role as a performer with the 
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band. I preferred to observe the interactions between the band members, within the 
sections, and with the director. The band members and director greeted me with the 
waving of hands and words of acknowledgment, and we engaged in conversations 
before and after the rehearsals and during rehearsal breaks. 
Document collection. The community band website, mass e-mails, and printed 
documents provided details about the band-policy and procedures, attendance 
information, newsletters, rehearsal schedules, and concert programs. These documents 
helped provide logistical information about the band, which contributed to understanding 
the band's structure as seen through the lens of Giddens' structuration theory. 
Documents of a more private nature included group e-mail exchanges that reflected the 
importance of personal friendships within the band. Additionally, some members shared 
photos of themselves playing with past music ensembles. I carefully reviewed and 
returned these personal mementos to the participants. 
Data Analysis 
I coded the observations and interview transcripts after a preliminary reading. 
The initial coding procedure involved two processes that reflected the inductive nature of 
this study. I began with recognizing the details of the study and then proceeded to the 
larger themes that emerged (Creswell, 2008). I used codes inserted electronically onto 
the transcripts to facilitate the transfer of my codes to a peer reviewer and to my 
supervisor, as well as facilitate my own visualization of the content. 
I highlighted information and possible quotes that held potential relevance to the 
research questions as ideas emerged. The highlighting process facilitated retrieval as 
the research analysis progressed. I assigned codes using Microsoft Review New 
Comment. The second coding process involved typing out each research question and 
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then reviewing the transcripts a second time looking for the specific answers to the 
research questions. I used the initial preliminary codes to facilitate this process. I 
compiled the answers in a journal and then reassembled them on a separate document 
so that I could analyze and cross-analyze the themes looking for similarities and 
contrasts between the data. I presented the responses in order of most common 
responses to least common responses with any discrepant responses highlighted in 
italics and bold print so that they would stand out for future reference. 
I analyzed the data from the perspectives of Giddens' structuration theory and 
SOT. I cross-examined and analyzed all the codes with the intention of combining any 
recurring thematic and inter-theme relationships into the specific levels of structure: 
rules, allocative resources, and authoritative resources. I framed the results using 
Giddens' theory and SOT's innate needs of autonomy, competency, relatedness and the 
constructs of autonomous-motivation and controlled motivation in order to understand 
participation from the multiple experiences of those who have continued performing their 
instrument beyond high school, have undergone separation from performing their 
instrument, or who began learning a band instrument having no prior experience in 
band. I compiled the findings into three chapters focused on the components of 
community band structure and the perceptions of participants. Discussions focused on 
examining results from the perspectives of structuration theory and SOT. The final 
chapter presents the conclusions, implications, and recommendations. 
Trustworthiness and Reliability 
During the data collection, analysis, and interpretation of the findings, I 
endeavored to ensure the trustworthiness and credibility of the study through the 
utilization of peer review, member checks, and according to dissertation procedure, 
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external audit. My statement of positionality prior to and during the interpretation of the 
data will follow an explanation of the process that I used to conduct these checks and 
balances. 
Peer review. A total of four peers affiliated with the music education doctoral 
program at Boston University engaged in the peer review process: two high school band 
directors, one military band director, and one community band director. I asked three of 
those peers to review my interview questions. They made suggestions for revisions 
ranging from typographical errors to use of specific terminology, and added questions 
deemed worthy based on their own experience with motivation and bands. For example, 
one high school band director wanted to know the most common reasons for high school 
musicians' involvement with community bands. This led to the inclusion of the following 
questions related to participation decisions: "How did you find out about playing in the 
community band?" and "Why did you choose to get involved?" The peer review process 
helped ensure the relevancy of the open-ended interview questions to the study. 
I also asked my peer with community band experience to review the coding of 
several transcripts to help confirm or disconfirm the emerging themes. He returned 
comments proposing additional codes or offered suggestions relating to semantics. 
Approved codes remained unchanged. This outsider perspective helped to ensure that I 
assigned codes appropriate to the content, which, in turn, contributed to the inductive 
reasoning and final interpretation of the data. 
Member checks. I submitted typed transcripts of the interviews to the 
interviewees through e-mail exchanges or hard copy when requested in order to verify 
the text and what had transpired during the interview. I asked each interviewee to 
review the transcript of the interview and either (1) approve as written, (2) revise as 
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needed, or (3) supplement with additional material. The e-mail process provided reliable 
documentation of e-mail exchanges and verifications, as well as any changes to the 
original transcripts. Each interviewee's code and name were placed in a file within my e-
mail account. The members of the band who agreed to be interviewed either approved 
the transcripts as they were or revised them. In the case of the latter, I re-presented the 
revised transcript for final approval. All of the interviewees approved their interview 
transcripts for use in this study. I meticulously retained all e-mail exchanges with the 
director and band members for possible future audit, to verify that the band members 
approved the transcripts. 
Reporting of positionality. Many years ago, my piano professor and future 
husband related to me something that his own master teacher, Auguste de Radwan, had 
imparted to him in Paris. In his eighties, the great master philosophized about the world 
of performance. He observed that during the early years of life one is able to grab hold 
of one's music and take it to great heights. But then life happens and the responsibilities 
that encumber an individual can prevent the momentum of the earlier years from 
continuing. However, he affirmed that when one is older and freed from those 
impediments, the creative juices are once again flowing and the artistry can soar. I did 
not realize the significance that story would have for me at the time. It remained tucked 
away and hidden in the recesses of my mind only to re-emerge later. 
I fundamentally believe that music adds an important dimension to one's life and 
that active participation in the music-making process enriches the life of the performer. 
When I began experiencing that period in life where certain responsibilities and 
ambitions had to be met in order to move forward in the academic world, I no longer had 
enough time for my own artistic creativity. I wanted to understand how and why people 
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make certain decisions in their lives and to see if any outside-of-music factors affect 
participation choices. I was hoping to understand more fully my own situation by 
learning from the experiences of others and in doing so would contribute this perspective 
to participation research . 
Acknowledging this positionality, I endeavored to let the stories of my study 
participants unfold naturally as I sought answers to the research questions. I let the 
codes emerge and maintained the integrity of the participants' answers. I selected 
stories relevant to the questions posed and compared the responses of the participants 
in order to give both similarities and contrasts. I admit that I based this selection process 
on my personal belief that a given story was relevant to the answers I sought as I was 
crafting a plausible interpretation of the data. In reality, I believed all stories were 
relevant, and if I could have, I would have presented each story in a complete form. 
One important point that stems from my positionality emerged from the data 
analyses. While musicians in community bands experience life needs that influence 
participation to which I can relate, many of their music motivations stem from group 
participation. Solo musicians, who work primarily on their own unless they perform as a 
guest of a larger ensemble, experience the stress of being alone on stage and do not 
have the social reinforcement that community music offers. I found myself admiring the 
social and musical support that these participants experienced in their music-making. 
I acknowledge that I come from a position of being sensitive to the stories of 
those who have left music to return at a later point. Based on their input, I wanted to 
emphasize ways that could enhance continued music participation. So, I applied the 
theoretical lenses of Giddens' structuration theory and SOT to the data in order to 
contribute that knowledge to the fields of music education and community music. 
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Delimitations of the Study 
This study focused on music participation and was limited to members of the 
Highlands Community Band who were willing to relate their participation experiences. 
conducted all the interviews, received transcript approvals, made the observations, and 
collected documents during a four-month period. Any potential new members who 
joined after that date or high school students who would have reached the age of 18 
after this period were not able to take part in this study. 
I limited this study to the qualitative paradigm in order to convey the life-stories 
and experiences of these band members. Eventually I focused on establishing findings 
based on the motivations of these band members as they related to structuration theory 
and SOT so that future research methods could be employed with these results in mind. 
The results from this study are presented in the next three chapters organized 
according to the basic components of structure: rules and participation, allocative 
resources and participation, and authoritative resources and participation with each 
chapter summary synthesizing the results within the contexts of structuration theory and 
SOT. The final chapter presents conclusions, implications, and recommendations. 
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CHAPTER 4: RULES AND PARTICIPATION 
Structuration theory provides a sociological framework for understanding how a 
community band's structure influences music participation decisions according to the 
perceptions of participants in the Highlands Community Band. Self-determination theory 
(SOT) enhances understanding of participation decisions by explaining why particular 
rules support or detract from music involvement. As discussed in Chapters One and 
Two, people within a social group function according to established rules and normative 
practices that enable or constrain human action. In this chapter I examine written rules 
that relate to fees, auditions, and attendance requirements that affect participation in the 
Highlands band according to study participants. I follow with an analysis of normative 
practices that establish behavior within the group. These established norms relate to 
social interactions, group competence, and freedom for participants to decide when they 
should leave the band in older age. Social interactions are divided into sub-themes that 
exemplify the open-nature of the band toward newcomers, the normative atmosphere 
that enables social engagement within the band and humorous exchanges, and service 
to the community. Group competence subthemes relate to rehearsal and performance 
expectations. Self-determination and the significance that this particular structure holds 
for study participants complete this exposition of normative practices. 
Written Rules 
When the Highlands director founded the band over twenty years ago, he 
created a structure that would provide all interested persons within the community the 
opportunity to enjoy making music together. While he desired the participants to play to 
the best of their abilities, he had no interest in rejecting people for the purpose of 
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creating a "Toscanini-style" quality ensemble. With these goals in mind, he established 
certain guidelines and rules that the band has maintained throughout its history. The all-
volunteer band welcomes anyone interested in playing with the band, from beginners to 
advanced musicians, and does not require any fees, regular attendance, or auditions. 
This community band reflects the performance philosophy of participatory environments 
that offer possibilities for all levels of performers. 
No Fees 
Some community bands require fees to cover costs, while others do not. For 
example, most NHIMA bands require yearly membership fees. When 35 New Horizons 
bands were studied, unspecified monthly costs that included fees ranged from $20-40 
with additional expenses for possible training (NHIMA website, 2013). While these fees 
may seem minimal for some community band participants, these requirements can 
prohibit other members from joining. Sarah, a returning member in this study clearly 
indicated that her financial situation required careful attention to money disbursement. 
When she learned of the band's no-fee policy, she reacted with relief, "It was a no dues 
kind of a deal. It was great." Married with children and a limited budget, dues would 
have inhibited participation when she joined the band at its founding . In fact, Sarah used 
her participation to gain access to other musicians in other musical groups and earned 
her family's "Christmas money" through those musical affiliations. On that note, she 
commented, "I love the community band and I know what doors that it has opened for 
me." 
This community band permitted anyone concerned with personal or family 
budgets the ability to manage finances without worrying about community band 
expenses. Conversely, if fees for lessons or for the right to participate infringed on the 
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ability to competently handle financial matters, interested members of the community 
may refrain from participation. This written policy represented the band's understanding 
toward those less fortunate and facilitated participation for people with monetary 
concerns. 
People want to feel a part of a group that enables them to fulfill their desires. 
Sarah was now one of the highly skilled members of the band and was recognized by 
other members for her musical prowess. This would never have happened if the band 
had required dues. She had the opportunity to return to music and develop her skill and 
in return she gave back her increased competency and dedication to the group. This 
codependent relationship between structure and participant demonstrates the validity of 
understanding people within a structure as having the potential for action. Her newfound 
skill reinforced her identity as a member of the band as she supported the band through 
her increased ability and ultimate section leadership. 
No Auditions 
Nonparticipation research indicates that auditions present an issue for high 
school graduates (Stewart, 2007) and bands that have a no-audition policy choose to 
eliminate that restriction to encourage participation (Coffman & Adamek, 2001 ; NHIMA 
website, 2013) . The no-audition policy of the Highlands band reflects the director's own 
stated philosophy: "Why would you have auditions if this is a band for the community, 
that's truly a community band?" While professional musicians in the band had no issue 
with playing for entrance or seating, auditions would have prohibited participation for 
most beginning or returning members. These members felt they had no skill, had lost 
skill over a period of time with no playing, or just did not want the stress. 
Sue, an avid and skilled horn player, reflects the latter end of the spectrum. She 
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decided to join a community band during a year living in Germany. She searched the 
internet and discovered twelve such ensembles in Freiburg. For her, the selection 
process was easy, "I picked the one that didn't have an audition 'cause I don't like, 
again, I don't like to play on my own." She was adamant, "I just wanted to, you know, 
have something without an audition, basically, and even if they were the worst one, oh 
well." Making music related more to interacting with other band members in a group 
dynamic than trying to prove ability through auditions; she was more interested in 
participating and less inclined to perform alone. 
Many interviewees felt that auditions represented potential failure. Camille, who 
minored in music in college, did not play for almost 19 years because auditions 
prohibited even the attempt to participate. In her words, "I never felt like I was 
accomplished enough." Another returning member insisted that had he had to audition, 
he would have given the provided horn back to the program. After twenty-five years 
away from performance, he said, "That would intimidate me to the point that it would be 
too big a hurdle for me to get over." Now both musicians ardently support the 
community band that gave them a chance and enthusiastically commit to the band's 
rehearsal and performance calendar. The band provided them with the opportunity to 
play and now they ardently commit to the band. 
Comparison to others plays an important role when evaluating one's own 
competency. Fifteen of the 32 participants in this study categorized themselves as 
returning members who never felt accomplished enough to attempt an audition. Several 
players discussed how auditions can change the nature of the musical experience from 
one that focused on playing for the pleasure of participation into a competitive one, 
which automatically took the focus off the doing and placed it on individual worth. 
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Ashley, a lifelong horn player in her twenties, compared the high school environment 
with the community band experience. "High school band was about who's first chair, 
who's second chair, who's third chair. Let's re-audition for chairing . So it was 
competitive in that way, you know your rank mattered." She continued, "One of the 
things that I love about community band, especially the Highlands Community Band, is 
that, that really doesn't matter so much." She ultimately felt that the pressure to 
compete in high school detracted from the pleasure of making music because the 
experience became one all about grading people according to their competency. Ashley 
gave an example, "My fiance actually used to be in band when he was in high school, 
and you know, was always one of the bottom chairs and just kind of quit because he was 
like, 'You know I'll never get up there to first or second chair, so what's the point?"' For 
the more skilled members of the band, trying out for chairs created no issue, but for 
those members of the band who were not as skilled, a sense of not being good enough 
translated to nonparticipation after high school. The innate need to be competent kept 
them from being confronted with what they perceived to be their incompetence 
compared to more skilled players. 
According to the principles of SOT, competence is an innate human need; 
therefore, personal attitude and belief in one's ability affected how participants reacted to 
the mention of auditions. While auditions presented no competitive obstacle for highly 
skilled musicians, many participants perceived that auditions would eliminate their 
chances for participation. Beginner musicians had no knowledge and returning 
musicians who experienced a significant break in performance felt unprepared. When 
confronted with the thought, the fear of failure prevailed for those returning members and 
even for lifelong amateur musicians who just wanted to have a chance to play their 
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instrument without exposure to the scrutiny that auditions represent. Many participants 
opted out of participation with community bands in other locations because they required 
auditions. Highlands Community Band offered them a free pass to play their instrument, 
which opened the door for involvement. 
Participants embraced the no-audition policy because they appreciated the 
opportunity to connect or reconnect with musical performance and desired for others in 
· similar situations to also benefit. The community band provided members with a 
structure that allowed them to participate, which ultimately led to a heightened dedication 
to the group. The structure of the band allowed participants the opportunity to learn, 
improve, or continue their music involvement. So rather than potentially experiencing 
rejection or humiliation through auditions, players had the opportunity to increase their 
abilities through participation. 
No Attendance Requirements 
Research indicates that time constraints result in nonparticipation (Cavitt, 2005; 
King, 2009; Stewart, 2007). The director of the Highlands Community Band recognized 
that consistent attendance contributed to the quality of the performance; however, he 
regarded the ensemble's no attendance policy as pragmatic. "People have things that 
they have to do. Music should not get in the way of somebody's career, their family, 
kids, or their spouse. It just shouldn't." Since its beginning, the band has accepted 
participants on their schedules at any time of the year. The Highlands Community Band 
Policy and Procedures document specifically encourages those who must arrive late or 
leave early "to attend for that part of the rehearsal or concert that can fit into their 
schedule. It is important to understand that it is acceptable for any member to arrive 
late, or leave a concert or rehearsal early." While people arrived late and left early from 
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rehearsals during the data collection period, no one arrived late or left early from the 
spring concert. 
The band's attendance policies facilitate choice and promote autonomous 
decision-making. Members felt able to fulfill outside commitments when necessary and 
felt safe from reprimand or expulsion. Marcia, a committed lifelong musician in her late 
twenties, was late for every rehearsal. She remarked, "[I have] an amazing job, but it 
leaves very little room for outside activities. We are open until 7 in the evening, which 
means to make a 7:30 rehearsal, and the things I have to do in-between, nearly 
impossible. Therefore I am late every day [of rehearsal]." Camille juggled her church 
choir rehearsal schedule with that of the band, both on Wednesday nights, "I go to 
church choir for an hour, 7:30-8:30, and then race over to band and get the second-half 
of band, 8:30-9:30." Prior to a concert, she will"skip church choir and come to the full 
session of band or vice versa. [That's] about all that will keep me from band." This open 
policy took the pressure off and permitted members of all ages with outside 
responsibilities to participate without fear of sanctions or condemnation. The attendance 
policy benefitted all levels of musicians in the group. It allowed experienced musicians 
the opportunity to divide their rehearsal time between the community band and other 
music groups, permitting them a wide array of performance possibilities. Beginner and 
returning musicians benefitted from these advanced performers' advice, encouragement, 
and inspiration. Without this policy, the community band would have lost skilled 
members to other groups. 
This written policy followed the principles of SOT: control inhibits autonomous 
motivation, so in order to promote motivation of the more intrinsic kind, the environment 
accommodates what participants value and facilitates autonomous motivation. Members 
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who had other obligations felt reassured that there would be no penalties for absences; 
the group encouraged participation and attendance when possible. 
Members sometimes did have to opt out of participation for larger periods of time 
when family or work concerns took precedence. While Lance rarely missed rehearsals , 
he recalled, "There was one time fairly recently where I had too much work to do. I 
mean, I just couldn't cut it. I had to let attendance go." The band gave him the right to 
determine when he needed to focus on his work obligations and did not sanction him for 
absences. Rachel recalled one invitee who could not continue. "It was hard for her 
because she has two little girls and one of them [has] Downs, and she also has a part-
time job. She's a vet, and her job is a long trip." Scheduling conflicts prevented 
participation. In spite of those obstacles, Rachel 's friend said, "One of these days I'm 
going to come back again ." The band supported autonomy within this environment; 
members acted according to self-determined priorities, knowing that the band would 
welcome them back upon their return. 
A lack of attendance requirement does exact a cost. Concerts and rehearsals 
had no consistency in the number of attendees. Mike presented his own section as an 
example, "Sometimes we've had as many as twelve trombones at a concert. Just last 
month, one night we had nine trombones there for practice, and the next night it was 
down to five." Ben, another returning member, noted, "When I'm the only euphonium 
there it is not as much fun , I'll put it that way. And that happens a lot, you know, 
because we're not committed as professionals." Variable attendance seemed to present 
an especially precarious situation for concerts. Arnold, a former community band 
conductor, recalled a conversation with the director before a concert, "How many 
trombones do we have?" he asked. Jonathan, the director, replied, "I don't know who's 
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going to be here today." That uncertainty caused Arnold to ask, "Why don't you get a 
commitment from people?" Arnold recalled Jonathan's reply that reflected the band's 
policy, "Well, people don't like to be cornered like that." An open-admission policy 
allowed any interested person the chance to be part of this musical community. 
Policy and Procedures Document 
Highlands Community Band administratively functioned under the guidelines of 
the Policy and Procedures document. While the open policies have remained stable 
since the inception of the band, certain procedures have evolved over the years. With 
each addition approved by the band officers, this comprehensive 33-page document 
enabled the band to manage elements related to the non-musical aspects of the band. 
The Procedures portion provided members with a monthly planner of activities to be 
carried out to ensure the successful functioning of the organization, which included 
publicity information, concert arrangements, newsletters, rental contracts, and preparing 
for annual reports and financial audits. In addition, band elections and duties of the 
officers are clearly laid out. These responsibilities included managing committees 
related to their position. For example, the secretary could convene separate committees 
related to publicity, the newsletter, historical documents, and maintaining the music 
library, whereas the vice-president oversaw committees related to concert preparations, 
membership, and social functions. The treasurer summoned as needed committees for 
grant writing and fund raising, as well as a finance committee to develop a spending 
plan. The director originally initiated the implementation of this procedures document, 
which enabled the band to take increasing ownership of their ensemble over the years. 
This document gave band members the power to determine the direction and 
evolution of the band. People who volunteered to serve on the various committees or 
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who were elected to the board could contribute their nonmusical talents to the running of 
the organization. These duties facilitated band members' dedication to the band 
because they could influence the direction of the band through their participation and 
they felt vested in the process. Some members acknowledged that they did little in 
terms of committee participation, but as Travis, one returning member acknowledged, 
"The number of people that put so much effort into this band make it possible for people 
like me to come and participate." He added, "I recognize how much that means to me. 
They are not just serving the audience community, it's serving the musicians as well, 
and giving us that opportunity to use the community band as an outlet." The Policy and 
Procedures document facilitated the smooth running of the Highlands Community Band. 
Members participated according to their time and talents, enabling not only the band, but 
fellow band members' participation through their efforts. 
Written Rules Negative Case Data 
Despite its open policies, some newcomers still self-selected out of involvement 
after visiting the band. Wes speculated that those newcomers could be overwhelmed, 
"Overwhelmed in the sense that, 'You know, I don't think I can do this as well as I need 
to."' Rachel concurred. She tried to recruit a clarinet player, but because "she was 
sitting next to a very good player, she was a little intimidated." Both members felt that 
personal insecurities could still hamper participation, even though policies encouraged 
involvement. These reactions on the part of potential participants reflected their need to 
feel competent enough to join, and when they compared themselves with some excellent 
performers in the band, they felt inadequate. 
At least one member left the band because of a perceived lack of quality control. 
Brian recalled, "[We had] one very fine player and we had another one that was just 
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awful. [The fine player] kept trying to get Jonathan [the director] to do something about 
the awful one, and Jonathan wouldn't, and so he gave up." As a result, Brian said, 
"Jonathan maybe encourages people who maybe shouldn't be encouraged." He quickly 
retracted his statement and clarified that he was not criticizing the director because the 
band had obviously gotten better over the years. The sanction for having a non-
restricted membership rested upon skilled performers who seek a similarly-skilled group: 
self-selecting out of participation remained the only option. 
Summary 
From a structuration standpoint, no alteration to the written rules has been made 
since the band's inception. Participants navigated within a structure that had no 
restrictive policies, and therefore, no official sanctions. Most interviewees pointed to the 
positive outcomes of these policies, yet the lack of restrictions led to some inconsistency 
in attendance at performances and issues of quality control. Despite the issues, enough 
people within the system personally benefitted from the opportunity to participate that 
they did not seek modifications to the rules. While people can initiate change within 
socially-created systems, the process can be both painful and drawn out. In this study, 
the member who wished to raise standards found it easier to end participation than try to 
fight the battle. 
From a SOT perspective, the attendance policy contributed to an environment 
that supported autonomous motivation. First, it revealed a sense of relatedness to those 
who desired participation by understanding that attendance was not always possible 
because people needed to attend to outside responsibilities. Secondly, the band 
supported what participants valued and aligned the written rules to reflect the need for 
self-determination. In doing so, the structure of the band supported autonomous 
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motivation. The policy encouraged increased involvement because members were 
allowed to participate without attendance restrictions; otherwise, those with other 
responsibilities would not have had the opportunity to participate. 
Normative Practices 
Established practices serve as standards for accepted and expected behavior 
within an organization. These normative practices reinforce the social norms by which 
participants abide. This section focuses on common behaviors within the band that 
contribute to the overall functioning of social relationships as they relate to participation 
and service to the community (relatedness), group competence, as well as the right for 
senior adults to self-determine when it is time to leave the band (autonomy). 
Social Interactions and Participation Decisions 
The president of NHIMA bands credited the success of the New Horizons 
program to the fact that NHIMA "recognizes and nurtures the natural blending of music 
with socialization" (NHIMA website, 2013). The Highlands band director similarly stated, 
"Socialization is one of the real important parts of a community band." Based on 
observations of this band, community implies not only the broader population from which 
it derives its members, but also the communion that exists between its members. 
Ashley, a returning musician in her twenties, tried a couple community bands but did not 
stay in any of them because, "The fit wasn't right. It just seemed not as social as what 1 
was used to and what I really wanted. " She added, "The love of music is sort of what 
gets me there in the first place. It just gets me through the door. But it's the social 
aspect that keeps me there." Social interactions influenced participation for members 
that valued the cultivation of social relationships. The structure of the Highlands 
Community Band supported social interaction and participation through normative 
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practices that welcomed new members, permitted conversations throughout rehearsals, 
and encouraged humorous exchanges. 
Welcoming attitude. A welcoming attitude served to establish relations with 
newcomers and to encourage them to return. The band followed an unofficial but 
routine procedure for greeting new members when they first arrived. The director 
welcomed them, introduced himself, and directed them to their section by saying, "Okay, 
come on over here, sit down, they'll take care of you." Section members took over from 
that moment. They greeted the newcomer, made room for an additional chair, and 
readjusted their music stands so that they could share their scores. At rehearsal break 
the director invited the newly-arrived members to stand and introductions followed. 
"People in the band, they come over and gather around," the director said chuckling, 
quite pleased. "New people are always fun." 
Band members spoke encouragingly to prospective members. This welcoming 
attitude seemed to reflect a "pay it forward" mentality of the band; they hoped to give 
others the same opportunity they themselves enjoyed to support the continuance of the 
band. "We're just as enthused as we can be when somebody comes in and thinks about 
joining us," said Wes, a returning musician and member of the percussion section. For 
instance, when Sue, a French horn player, arrived with a friend to check out the band 
the band wanted them to join right away. Since she and her friend were "shy," they left 
their instruments at home. The band responded emphatically, "You have to go home 
and get them!" So, they left, retrieved their instruments, and returned. Insistent 
members facilitated Sue's desire to join the band. Their welcome alleviated any 
hesitancy that she felt when she first arrived. 
A welcoming attitude encouraged returning members who felt insecure about 
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their sometimes decades-long hiatuses from music making. Ashley said, "The other nice 
thing about this band in particular is that they're really supportive." She gave an 
example of what band participants say to new members, "Don't worry about it. Just give 
it a shot, you'll get it back. It takes a couple weeks, it takes a couple months. Don't 
worry about it. She added, laughing, "You'll be fine." Members demonstrated 
relatedness by referring to their own comebacks and reassuring people that their 
competency would grow. 
Other members spoke of inviting people to join. As Joe, a returning member 
said, "Hey, this is a no pressure situation. Just swing by." Invitations even brought the 
unwilling to band. Rachel, who was a beginning member many years ago, vividly 
recalled her first experience with the band. A member of the band persistently invited 
Rachel to join and each time she adamantly refused, "No, I don't like band music. I don't 
want to play band music. I'm not coming." She finally agreed to go in order to get her 
friend to quit bothering her. "Well," she said laughing, "Jonathan said, 'You can play the 
bass drum.' I said, 'You're going to let me play this big thing?' And he said, 'Go right 
ahead. Play it!' And of course, I fell in love with the band." One persistent invitation 
followed by a warm welcome supplied the impetus she needed. Rachel represented the 
unusual case of someone with absolutely no interest who immediately became 
motivated because the director and other band members accepted and encouraged her, 
something that she did not expect. The rapport that she experienced contributed to 
fulfilling the desire for relatedness with others. Even though she never played in band 
before, participants immediately made her one of their own, leading to increased 
motivation to attend every rehearsal in order to experience the camaraderie of her 
percussion section and to make music with others. 
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Band members encouraged young musicians to join the band because these 
were the musicians of tomorrow and an investment for the future. Joe remarked, "I think 
one of the greatest experiences you can give somebody is to allow them to play with a 
group that's a little bit above." Those experiences take students beyond school bands 
and stimulate the understanding of musical possibilities. "It's like a drug. They 
constantly want to come back." Participants encouraged the addition of new members, 
and in doing so, contributed to the continuance of the band and the possibility for others 
to enjoy the experience. Social environments within a band structure that support the 
cultivation of healthy relationships contribute to promoting the desire to maintain those 
relationships. When the structure supports what a person needs, then participants 
reinforce the structure through their participation. 
New members were not the only ones welcomed within the community band; the 
band also welcomed family members to rehearsal. This practice reflected an 
understanding of the challenges parents face when raising children. Normally, bands do 
not promote the presence of children during rehearsals. In the Highlands Community 
Band environment, children played on blankets full of toys brought from home and 
roamed around, tugging on their parents' sleeves when nature called or running behind 
the conductor without anyone making a fuss. At one such rehearsal, a little girl swayed 
to the music on the lap of her grandfather, waving to her grandmother in the band, who 
waved back when not playing. The Highlands Community Band created a sense of 
family, with some youngsters returning as performing members when they got older. 
The satisfaction of parents' need for childcare and the presence of the children 
themselves furthered the perception of relatedness in the group. Sabrina recalled that 
one band member had been "runnin' around the band room since she was in a stroller, 
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and she used to come back and bang on things with us in the percussion section and 
now she's playin' an instrument, which is great." The inclusive atmosphere created a 
welcoming environment for prospective members and parents with children in tow. 
Relatedness, as an innate need, allowed participants to create an environment 
conducive toward establishing social and musical relationships. A welcoming attitude 
went a long way toward promoting autonomous motivation; valued relationships 
compelled individuals to maintain those contacts. Highlands Community Band did not 
advertise childcare or set up a space in a separate room with other adults supervising. 
Nonetheless, children were watched over within the rehearsal environment, which 
allowed parents to maintain involvement with the band and for children to be exposed to 
a welcoming atmosphere that contributed to band participation later in life. Established 
rules within the community band structure encouraged the formation of musical and 
personal relationships. 
These relationships led to the continued evolution or structuration of the band. 
Structuration theory recognizes that people not only establish but reinforce structures 
through participation. Welcoming new members focused on maintaining support of the 
band; each new person contributed their individual personalities and skill levels to the 
structure and become part of the overall structuration of the band. From a survivalist 
point of view, welcoming new members and creating an environment that supported their 
needs, ensured continuity, and provided diversity. 
Permitted conversations. Observations revealed that talking during rehearsals 
was clearly normative behavior that facilitated social connectedness for most members. 
People understood that it was okay to talk before, during, and after the rehearsal. 
Talking was ubiquitous; it was almost a constant buzz. As Will, a professional musician 
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in his forties, explained, "It's a real social venue for a lot of people. There's a little bit of 
chatting going on, [pause] like all the time," he said chuckling. "It's not like when the 
conductor stops you stop." Sabrina explained the talking in the percussion section, 
"Sixty percent of the time it is music-oriented: Do you have the right piece? What are 
you playing? Did I hit the right note? Do you know what this means? The other forty 
percent of the time we're talking about our daily lives." She mentioned topics as wide-
ranging as the interests of those in her section: yoga classes, videos, and birthday 
celebrations. Paul, a high school student, observed these interactions, "I think the one 
thing that has touched me is how vested everyone is in each other's interests and how 
when they talk during break, they ask how the family is doing, they ask how they're 
doing." He continued, "That's a very cool and very interesting kind of thing to see 
because I feel like I've maybe watched what the real world is more like, because in high 
school you don't develop those kinds of relationships." Paul felt privileged to join the 
group during the end of his senior year because it provided not only another outlook on 
music, but on social relationships beyond high school. 
Not everyone felt that talking furthered the good of the ensemble. Albert, who 
grew up in the big band era and returned to performance with this band over twenty 
years ago, expressed his opinion, "I think it's rude, and I'm probably guilty like the 
others; it shouldn't be done. We need to hear the conductor." He understood why 
someone complained one day during announcements about the spring concert. "People 
were carrying on with their conversations and not paying attention to what was being 
said, and it was important to the whole band. I think our behavior at rehearsals 
sometimes is not as good as it could be." Some members were unaccustomed to the 
amount of chatter, but recognized and accepted that it was part of the band structure. 
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As Arnold, experienced with more rigidly-run bands said, "I have to embrace that laid-
back philosophy of this band" because "they're not right or wrong. They're just different." 
When members expressed that they needed to hear the director, people responded by 
dropping the noise level for that moment and did not display disapproval of the one 
seeking a temporary respite because they recognized that they also needed to hear 
what was being said. 
Socializing was an important aspect of participation for most members of the 
band, with distinct social groups emerging from different sections of the band. 
Conversations about music parts and life events served as a unifier for these members 
who reflect the diversity of the community in which they lived. Socializing connected 
them and contributed to working together for the betterment of the section, and 
ultimately, the strength of the band. SOT explains the value of relatedness toward 
enhancing intrinsic motivation; participants wanted to maintain the relationships formed 
during band rehearsals. The band's unwritten rules permitted this relatedness, and the 
members responded through their dedication to the band. Members who had 
experience with other bands knew that this band permitted more socializing than most 
and acknowledged that social exchanges during rehearsal sometimes interfered with 
attentiveness, yet they accepted the behavior in order to continue participation. 
Humorous exchanges. Highlands Community Band members spent a good 
deal of time joking during rehearsals. While the ubiquitous conversations bonded 
sections, jokes across the ensemble unified the band. It gave members a chance to 
relate to one another in a light-hearted manner. The directors all joked around with the 
band and put participants at ease. Their humor permeated the atmosphere, and 
encouraged those with a good response to call out, giving everyone a satisfied chuckle. 
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During one such instance, they poked fun at each other during some back-and-forth 
silliness prior to rehearsing "The Muppets' Greatest Hits!" They made tongue-in-cheek 
references to the serious level of music, and someone yelled out, "We need someone to 
be dressed as a Muppet." A collection of jokes and jabs ensued about different people 
playing the roles of Cookie Monster or Grover. The bantering back and forth made for a 
relaxed and easy atmosphere. 
Two additional incidents that stood out exemplified the humor that participants 
appreciated. Harry, the associate director, remembered when the baritone sax player 
had a solo. He stood up to make his "great cosmic 'honk"" and the sound would not 
come out." Everyone wondered what was going on. "He proceeded to reach into the 
bell of his saxophone, pulled out a water bottle, and then honked his horn!" The band 
howled with laughter. Cindy, an 83-year old lifelong musician, recounted another funny 
story about one band member who was not playing in the correct place. "When 
Jonathan said, 'Don't you see where you're supposed to be, right on this beat?' and she 
said, 'Not really, I don't have my glasses!"' 
Whether it was the overall atmosphere of the entire band, or within the individual 
sections, the band was definitely relaxed, contributing to an environment conducive to 
spontaneous humor. As members participated in the interview process, they peppered 
the conversations with smiling and chuckling. It seemed that the mere subject of the 
community band put the participants in a good mood, which contributed to an overall 
appreciation and support for the rehearsal environment. People related to each other in 
a relaxed manner that contributed to their overall enjoyment and motivation. 
Beyond friendships. Evidence of friendliness served to welcome people to the 
band and was part of the normative behaviors of the group. This conviviality sometimes 
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led to the establishment of self-identified friendships and profound relationships. While 
some members refrained from active social participation, the majority of participants 
would demonstrate how human relationships affected their sense of belonging and 
motivation to maintain those relationships. Relatedness fulfills an innate need for 
understanding and caring (Deci & Ryan, 2000). An environment that facilitates the 
establishment of meaningful relationships supports a higher level of motivation (Deci & 
Ryan, 2000; 2008b) . 
Participants revealed the intensity of some of the relationships that developed 
between band participants. Their testimonies related to the loss or potential loss of a 
band member. Sabrina, in her thirties, explained what it felt like when they left the 
group. "Because you've made this strong friendship through the music, there's not only 
a hole in the band, but there's a hole, you know, in your social circle that's impossible to 
fill again." At the prospect that one member would no longer be physically able to 
continue, Micah, with tears welling up in his eyes, said haltingly, "The fact that he may 
not be able to do it that much longer [pause] is hard." These testimonies bore witness of 
the significance that personal relationships held for some members of the band. When 
one community band participant and prominent musician in the community died 
unexpectedly, the director, realizing the magnitude of the friendships that had 
developed, cancelled the Wednesday dress rehearsal for the following day's concert so 
that people could attend the funeral service. This attitude on the part of the director 
demonstrated his acknowledgement that while the performance is important, it could not 
trump the strong emotions of the group at the loss of one of its members. 
As in all social groups, depth of relationships depended on individuals and 
personality types as well as their time commitment. Camille, a member for over 21 
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years, made quite a few friends in band. She spoke of two current section members, 
"We do all sorts of things outside of the band together." Members sometimes even 
remained in contact after someone left the group. When Jerry left for the Air Force, 
participants sent letters to him, shared his correspondence with each other, and 
collectively assembled a care package to let the young man know through this gesture 
that their thoughts were with him. 
While most members appreciated the friendly atmosphere in the band, many did 
not seek to continue their friendships outside of band beyond Facebook or seeing each 
other while out in the community. Some people wished to limit their relationships solely 
to musical interactions. Lance explained, "I don't feel as I'm really close to anyone in 
particular, but I enjoy doing what I do there and what the other people are doing, and 
enjoy listening to them." Albert, a returning musician now in his 80s, also preferred to 
just play. "I think we spend an awful lot of time at the break. We'll take an announced 
eight-minute break or something like that and it always seems to wind up being eighteen 
or some number of that sort." He preferred to use his time constructively, "We could 
save time and use it profitably if we stuck to a better schedule for breaks." While time 
spent during breaks would sometimes seem useless for those not engaged in 
socializing, during breaks local high school students were recognized for all-state 
performances and awards. Everyone related to that and applauded them for their 
efforts. Music was the particular bond that tied the members together for these 
participants. 
Highlands Community Band membership reflected a diversity of life experiences 
and musical abilities, yet members found an environment that permitted relationships to 
form based on a common desire to be part of the band. Relationships, whether musical 
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or personal, positively influenced the cohesiveness of this group and their identification 
with the band. Working together as a team of players, this sixty-plus member band 
supported the continuance of the group and its policies through concerted effort. 
Service to the community. Community bands serve not only the members 
within the band by providing them with the opportunity to perform, but they serve the 
community. Maria, a gifted flautist, explained how the director led the way, "I 'm very 
proud of the community band here because Jonathan is the champion of making sure 
that we go out and try to do things for the community, and that's really what it's 
supposed to be about." Some members played in band primarily for the opportunity to 
perform and support one another. Who they played for seemed to have little relevance. 
Yet, for those members who valued service to the community and the reciprocity of 
appreciation that it provided, this normative practice presented a primary reason for 
participation. 
Of all the audiences, one seemed to stand out for the band members: the 
pseudonymous Oak Groves Retirement Center. One French horn player in her late 
twenties lit up when talking about playing there. "It just seems like that's one of the most 
appreciative, appreciative audiences that we have. I try to do every concert because 1 
just love going there." She continued, "They're so thankful afterwards that we were 
there and that we could break up their day and give them something nice to listen to 
that's not the radio." This reaction was expressed by so many others: the appreciation 
of being appreciated. A woman in her fifties felt that the band's outreach to senior 
citizens was one of the most valuable services of the community band. These 
participatory events united the community with the community band in a meaningful way 
for both participants and audience members. Because she felt an "affinity and 
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connection to older people" she "love[d] to watch it when the elderly people were in the 
audience and they're like singing with us at the Christmas sing-alongs and they have 
their Christmas gala on. It's just very special." 
Service-minded individuals valued the opportunity to serve the community. As 
one retired landscape architect explained, "You've got to stay community-minded and 
contribute, and if you can contribute some of your talents, I think that's important." 
Others felt a responsibility to honor those who served in the military. Judith, whose 
father-in-law was a veteran, recalled her reaction to these performances, "It brings tears 
to my eyes to see them standing up there for whatever branch of service they belong to. 
So, sometimes it's hard to play." While some participants felt a strong personal 
connection to the audiences that they were serving, other participants were less moved. 
For the former, a sense of relatedness to the audience motivated them to participate, 
and for the latter, they played with the group because it gave him a chance to play their 
instruments in public and to contribute to the overall group performance. 
Members anticipated specific service concerts because of the opportunity it 
afforded to be in the heart of the audience enthusiasm. Fourth of July fireworks and 
Christmas celebrations provided extra spirit that attracted both band members and the 
audience. According to the director, Independence Day performances draw up to 3000 
people from a town population of around 30,000 without students. Attendance of this 
magnitude for a small town suggests that people enjoy having the spectacle of the 
community band, which often combines forces with other community musicians, to 
celebrate Independence Day. Sabrina, with excitement in her voice, felt the same 
enthusiasm for Christmas concerts, "It makes Christmas a little more special. You're 
always puttin' on your,_ you know, Santa hat, or your antlers, and you're playing music 
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everybody loves and everybody wants to see you. And you know, it makes it a happier 
time." Being able to relate to members of the community in a less presentational 
manner provided the opportunity to reach out to the community more informally. Ashley 
explained the value of reaching out, "One of the big reasons I do music is because I 
want other people to feel what I feel when I hear music, and so if I can bring that to 
someone, then great." Audiences provided community band members with the 
opportunity to not only serve the community, but to experience their appreciation. The 
reciprocity between band and community members provided one incentive to maintain 
commitment to the band. 
Yet, the director noted, "It's a challenge to get the band to be excited about 
having forty of us out there when there are fifteen residents from a nursing home." Ben 
agreed, "What I don't like is when there's more band members at a concert than there 
are [in the] audience." To those less than eager, the director explained his philosophy, 
"Those people need us and we're here. Let's give 'em what we have. Let's share that 
with them." Even though community band members recognized the value of serving the 
community, when audience attendance dropped to numbers less than those of the band 
participants, the incentive to perform could be undermined for some. In this, some 
members ostensibly viewed the performances as more presentational affairs designed 
for an audience while others embraced the participatory aspect. Sabrina seemed to sum 
up how serving the community served those in the band who appreciated the gratitude 
of even the smallest of audiences, "People will come up and they'll thank you. They'll 
shake your hand, they'll pat you on the back. You don't get that in everyday life, 
someone coming up and giving you that kind of gratitude and that feels really special." 
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Group Competence 
Highlands Community Band participants represented a multiplicity of skill levels. 
Therefore, members could not all individually play their entire part. Yet, when they 
performed in their most difficult program of the year, this discrepancy in abilities 
remained undetectable. This section on group competence focuses on the normative 
behavior of rehearsal and performance expectations. 
Rehearsal expectations. Cohesiveness gives power to participants in an 
organization because it facilitates agency; mutual support and affinity of purpose gives 
participants the power to act (Giddens, 1984 ). This authority can be directed toward a 
structure's evolution across time as well as the participants' growth within the 
environment. Within each organization members give evidence of cohesiveness or lack 
thereof. In the case of the Highlands Community Band, examples of cohesiveness 
emerged from the observations and interviews and included dependence on fellow 
section members for musical explanations and demonstrations, as well as assistance in 
covering parts that members could not play. In this participatory environment, skilled 
musicians shared their knowledge and advice with those less-skilled; this relationship 
represented the symbiosis of this group of musicians joined together because the 
structure's rules enabled these relationships. 
This participatory environment permitted people who normally would not have the 
opportunity to play a chance to be part of a musical ensemble. Micah recounted his 
experience with the band and the help of his section leader, Tyler. "There was just too 
much I didn't know. But, Tyler was able to say, 'Just do this, and this is the fingering for 
that.' He was able to give me the kind of hints that were needed to make that work." 
Tyler contributed to Micah's ability to gain competence on a new instrument that he had 
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always wanted to play, but never had the chance to explore. Appreciation for and 
dedication to the group seemed to grow for members who needed assistance or for 
those who were experiencing physical restrictions later in life. For example, Judith, a 
returning member and an owner of a bed-and-breakfast, looked down at her hands, "You 
see my crooked fingers? My fingers don't work as well." When necessary, she would 
"play like the first note in each measure" while members of her section ensured that all 
notes were played. This support allowed her to continue to participate augmenting her 
dedication to the section and the band. "If there's anything I wouldn't give up, it would 
be band, because I just enjoy going and it's a nice relaxation for me." Fellow section 
members relieved the stress of her physical inability to play certain parts of the music, 
permitting her to contribute what she could to the band. While section members 
contributed to the attainment of higher levels of ability, they also, when that was not 
possible, could relate to those who experienced physical issues. This relatedness made 
it possible for Judith to relax and look forward to weekly band rehearsals. 
Competence includes preparation for the unexpected. In Highlands band, part of 
working together as a section included preparation to fill different musical roles, as 
attendance at performances was inconsistent. Despite the paradox that people who 
worked together as a section might not all show up for a performance, band members 
recognized that this could be one of the consequences of an open-attendance policy. 
Participants chose to support the structure that encouraged self-determination and 
autonomy. Autonomy provision meant that others needed to be prepared, so members 
prepared for the inevitable. An upside to assuming diverse roles within the section was 
that this offered a chance to avoid playing the same part continuously and changed the 
routine of being assigned to a specific chair position. Joe, a section leader, encouraged 
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members to learn the various parts, "It's more important to me to make sure that 
everyone plays different parts so that if we get to go to a concert and one person is 
missing, then everyone can play a part and we have everything covered." Group 
preparedness required members who could assume other parts to switch parts during 
rehearsals so that section members would feel competent if someone could not attend a 
performance. This strengthened the overall section as well as supported the overall 
quality of the band performance. Advanced preparation promoted competence within 
the section and contributed to the fulfillment of this innate need. 
Performance expectations. As an entity, the band performed as a body with 
different parts and functions; each member had a role to play and contributed according 
to their ability. The director realized that everyone would not be able to handle 
everything . He explained, "I have no problem with them playing the easier passages 
and sitting out on any of the more difficult passages." Highlands Community Band 
attracted professionals to the group who appreciated the relaxed atmosphere of the 
band, and their skill levels provided the needed support for those of lesser abilities. Jake 
explained, "If you're not up to it, you've got decent players all around you." Separately, 
some of them could never function, but as a whole, this group brought forth their 
concerted efforts in a way that created great enthusiasm from the public. 
Since the band allows members to begin attending at any time of the year, when 
Richard, a graduate student new to the area, contacted the band when he arrived in 
town, he was invited to join the band immediately, just one rehearsal before a concert. 
He recalled his surprise, "I can't think of a band that I've been in before that would let me 
go out in public and represent them without meeting me and having been in the 
organization for a week. " The director trusted people to determine whether they were 
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comfortable with playing. As he said, "My policy has been , if you feel comfortable 
playing on a concert, we have a chair for you." Camille perceived this flexible 
attendance policy as a great strength of the organization. "You will have people that will 
come and just play the concert! And we don't say anything to those people, as long as 
they feel that they know the notes well enough to play a concert, you know, come on." 
The expectation existed that people who played only the concerts would have the skill to 
play their parts and if one had trouble with specific parts, then that person would only 
play what they could to avoid negatively affecting the overall quality of the performance. 
This normative behavior ensured overall group competence. One incident 
reflected how members felt when someone ignored this unspoken rule . In 2009, the 
band held its 20th anniversary concert. For this special occasion, past members were 
invited to join the band and were asked to attend at least one rehearsal because new 
commissioned works were on the program. One invitee showed up just for the concert. 
"His perception of his playing was a bit higher than ours," explained the director. 
"Members of the band gave him a very hard time for not attending any of the rehearsals 
and the best player in the section actively talked to him throughout the concert telling 
him when he should NOT play so he wouldn't hurt the sound of the band." While he 
stayed for the entire concert and complied with the request to not play certain parts, the 
incident created ill-will between the members and the unexpected guest. The director 
recalled , "I don't think that anyone was happy with him, but the band took care of the 
issue themselves. " Boland (1996) explained that people act according to what has been 
deemed appropriate and they make themselves accountable by following those rules. In 
this case, players sanctioned the unprepared member and made him aware that his 
actions were not acceptable. 
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Multiple skill levels brought about an unspoken rule established by members of 
the band and supported by the director: contribute what you can to the band and leave 
what you cannot do to others who can. This allowed people the autonomy to choose 
how to best contribute to group competence during public performances. Participants 
who had limited skills had the opportunity to be part of something greater (sense of 
competence), which contributed to the overall group dynamic (relatedness and group 
identity). When one person nearly violated that rule, the band members did their own 
policing in order to preserve the quality of the band. The director never sanctioned 
anyone. He said, "I haven't had to do anything except be inviting and have let the band 
police itself. Giving the band ownership of the group does work!" 
Allowing Senior Members the Freedom to Leave Gracefully 
Participation in the Highlands Community Band included the right of older 
members to self-determine when to leave the band. Other senior adult groups, such as 
the Young@Heart performers whose oldest current member was 90, recognized that 
because of the nature of their group, people would incur health problems and may have 
to leave because of those issues (Young@Heart website, 2013). This section will focus 
on older participants' reactions to the eventuality of leaving the band because of health 
concerns, demonstrating the considerable significance that this community band holds in 
their lives. 
Mike, a 75-year old, smiled and chuckled when he talked about the opportunity to 
play in the community band. Yet, he acknowledged his inability to hold notes as long as 
he used to, "If I feel like I'm just really a burden, I will, I will drop out 'cause it's a good 
band and I want it to stay a good band because it has a great history." The structure of 
the band provided an environment that allowed for the fulfillment of all three innate 
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needs, relatedness, competence, and autonomy, which encouraged higher levels of 
motivation and persistence. While Mike would leave for the benefit of the band, he said, 
"I don't want to give it up. I don't want to quit. " Mike's desire for the band to continue as 
a quality ensemble would definitively contribute to leaving when physical limitations 
would undermine his ability to play. By leaving, he would make his final contribution to 
the band that had given him the opportunity to play through its policies supporting 
autonomous motivation. 
Teresa, a beginning member near retirement, found her niche in the band and 
shared how it felt to be part of this band that had provided her with the opportunity to 
practice her instrument and be in contact with some awesome musicians, "The reason I 
cry is that I'm right there. It's not just live music, it's 'in-my-face' live music." She 
continued, "I'm present in the experience and it's just amazing to me that I get to be a 
part of that." Participating in the community band was one of the few things she 
imagined doing upon retirement. She regretfully acknowledged her diminishing sight, "If 
my vision really gets bad and I can't read music, then that's going to be hard." Not only 
would she lose her ability to play with the band, but the opportunity to be part of 
something greater. 
Sarah, a returning musician, had a thirst for learning and improvement and 
excitedly spoke of her own progress, "It's really too bad, it's like I'm fifty-one years old, 
why couldn't I have figured this out when I was eighteen, you know. I mean, it's like, you 
know, 'wow!"' Simply put, she said, "It just, it feels good." Sarah indicated how hard it 
would be to quit band now that she was playing better than at any time in her life. "I 
dread, you know, I dread coming to the place where it's like, 'Wow, I really, really 
shouldn't do this anymore."' Her newfound competency addicted her to playing with the 
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band and other ensembles in the area. Highlands Community Band gave her the 
opportunity to uncover her own talent. In Sara's case, the structure of the band provided 
an environment that supported her innate desire to increase her skills and she returned 
that support through her own contribution to the band's quality. 
No one intended to leave the band before they were no longer physically able. 
Harry, the associate director, emphasized that only the member could determine when it 
was time to leave. He said, "We don't throw anybody out because they are old. It's 
entirely up to you if you get to the stage where you just can't push the air through the 
horn or [if] is a real struggle to get to or from rehearsal." Participants who spoke of the 
eventuality of having to leave the band unanimously regretted in advance the day that 
would happen. By choosing to abstain from participation, these senior members would 
have the ultimate freedom to self-determine their contribution to the band. 
Conclusion 
Structures that seek the well-being of participants formulate rules to positively 
influence their behavior (Giddens, 1984). The opportunity to potentially fulfill all three 
innate needs-autonomy, competence, and relatedness-encouraged autonomous 
motivation and explained why study participants valued this particular structure. 
Highland Community Band policies and normative practices provided an environment 
that facilitated self-determination; participants had the freedom to navigate within the 
band structure according to their own schedule, outside responsibilities, and sense of 
competency. Codependency existed between the established rules and practices of the 
structure and the study participants; the band enabled participation and members 
supported the band that supported autonomous motivation. 
This band is an outlier; written rules and normative behaviors for this band are 
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not always practiced in other bands. These include 1) open policies that allow all 
interested persons admission, 2) no official sanctions to the written rules, 3) allotment of 
choice for all participants, 4) diversity of ages and skills and, 5) accommodations for 
children during band rehearsals. Other normative behaviors, while valued by this band, 
are more easily found in other groups: welcoming attitude, humorous exchanges, service 
to the community, and the desire to play well. 
Written rules facilitated participation for most interested persons by requiring no 
fees, auditions or consistent attendance. Freedom generated from these open policies 
gave participants sovereignty and autonomy to participate. However, musicians seeking 
a band with highly-skilled performers or specific age groups would feel constrained and 
controlled by this type of participatory environment that included multiple skill levels and 
ages. 
This band's structure encouraged interaction between all segments of the 
musical population. In doing so, it cultivated a sense of acceptance and relatedness. 
Experienced musicians who chose to contribute to this ensemble had other outlets for 
performance, so the community band gave them a chance to play in a relaxed 
environment that they adopted for what it was. Beginner and returning musicians 
appreciated the participation of experienced lifelong musicians who contributed to the 
band their expertise, advice, encouragement, and excellence. Their presence allowed 
the less skilled the chance to be part of something greater. For beginner and returning 
musicians, continued participation linked in part to this valued relationship. While some 
members expressed initial concern about the quality of the band, the band seemed to 
excel during their formal spring concerts, providing a sense of group competence and 
camaraderie. 
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Highlands Community Band welcomed children into the rehearsal environment. 
The band recognized the time constraints and family constraints that participants can 
incur. In order to encourage continued participation, attendance policies were set up so 
that parents could be absent when family obligations held priority or they could bring 
children to the band rehearsals. While the rehearsal environment provided a sense of 
familiarity, the addition of children to the space added another dimension of connectivity 
and relationships. This was the community in its entirety, ranging from ages four years 
to 83, all gathered in one room connected by the common thread of music. Child care, 
per se, was not supplied by the band, but spaces were made available for children to be 
within easy view of their parents. Members who had children were able to take care of 
both their family needs and their individual desire to participate. 
Structural components represent important aspects that affect participation 
decisions and those decisions effect the continued use of the structure. Rules within the 
community band create a social structure in which study participants purposefully 
navigate, and in doing so, reproduce the structure. The open-policy of the band enabled 
involvement and facilitated participation. The rules and normative practices were 
designed to encourage participation and choice, including allowing members to self-
determine when to discontinue participation rather than experience sanctions as skills 
deteriorated. These written and unwritten rules related to practices that were continually 
reproduced by the participants for over twenty years. The fact that these participants 
intend to remain with the band and maintain their music involvement until they could no 
longer positively contribute to the band testifies of the structure's positive influence on 
their socio-musicallives and identification with the band. 
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CHAPTER 5: ALLOCATIVE RESOURCES AND PARTICIPATION 
Giddens (1984) identified two primary resources within a structure: allocative and 
authoritative. Allocative resources enable people to actively participate in the system 
and represent the "material features of the environment" that include materials ~hat an 
organization needs to function, the equipment or "instruments of production," and the 
"produced goods" (p. 258). I have divided these resources as they related to community 
band into the sub-themes that Giddens employed: the environment, material needs 
required for participation, and the product of these combined resources, i.e., the concert 
performance. The examination of allocative resources within this band environment 
comprises identifying those resources in context and subsequently analyzing how they 
influence participation according to the perceptions of study participants. Self-
determination theory furthers understanding of how and why particular allocative 
resources influence participation. 
Environment 
A community band requires rehearsal space as well as performance venues to 
support production of the musical outcome. An examination of participant perceptions 
and explanations of how and why these environments influenced them adds another 
dimension to analysis of these resources. 
Rehearsal Space 
A newly-built local high school provided the physlcal context for the Highlands 
Community Band's weekly rehearsals and its rehearsal environment. This space 
comprised a band room used for warm-up, rehearsals, and sectional practice, as well as 
an outer hallway that served as a makeshift sectional rehearsal area for the ensemble. 
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The block-cement hallway with little wall covering provided an acoustic that augmented 
the sound of members practicing together. The band room was expansive enough to 
comfortably hold over 50 musicians. The configuration, typical of many high school 
band rooms, provided music stands and chairs as well as many percussion instruments. 
Trophies from competition victories hung on the walls, randomly-stacked music lay on an 
old upright piano, instrument storage spaces lined the back walls, and an elevated 
podium for the director dominated the multi-rowed semi-circle of chairs for the members. 
People who have participated in bands may easily recognize this environment. 
All of these material aspects provided familiarity for former school musicians; this was 
the environment to which they were accustomed. In this study, the high school band 
room brought back memories from earlier days. Those returning to music were attracted 
to the familiar sounds recorded during my observations: 
The sound of music emanated into the hallways, with the familiar starts and stops 
that so often occurs in rehearsal, with sounds of laughter and chattering in 
between. Trumpets blared, French horns "um-pahed," and saxophones bellowed 
their deep resonance for all to hear. A conviviality rose from this space. 
Members greeted each other, shuffled chairs, retrieved music, and removed 
instruments from cases. Warm-up scales could be heard as well as people 
working on particular parts. 
Wes, attracted by the sounds of the band rehearsing while attending a basketball game 
at the high school, described the unmistakable lure of the band, "It's just engrained. You 
just have to respond to it." So he followed the sounds, found the band, looked through 
the doorway, and was hooked. "You just got to get back into it. It's been long enough. 
got to see if I can do it again." The familiar environment and the memories it evoked 
provided impetus for musicians like Wes to seek membership in the group. This 
familiarity, or relatedness, represents an innate need that people consciously or 
unconsciously seek. While the memories of playing in band may have been hidden in 
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the mind's recesses, the recognized sounds of a band rehearsing immediately rekindled 
the feelings associated with band participation and the desire to know if he could still 
play. Relatedness and the challenge of regaining competence factored into his decision 
to return to participation. 
While the sounds of music attracted newcomers to the band, the director 
lamented that finding a permanent rehearsal space presented a challenge. He 
acknowledged rehearsal space as an allocative resource that enabled participation and 
sought to ensure stability through the eventual acquisition of a permanent location. "We 
have been in the third rehearsal hall in as many years." The band's original high school 
location suffered a roof collapse. As a result, the Highlands group had to relocate two 
times, each time entering into agreements to use other rehearsal spaces because the 
high school location changed. Typically, the band is "a guest of the high school" 
(Highlands Community Band Policy and Procedures, 2013). The director believed the 
community band would benefit from a permanent rehearsal space to foster a sense of 
stability and security. As he explained, "We could do things and not have to worry about 
them. We could have a permanent place to rehearse where we could store our 
equipment." To this end Jake, a returning member and successful businessman, hoped 
that the present study might influence community support because the town council did 
not "really realize the treasure we have here." Jake wanted the council to relate to the 
band's value within the community, because additional support of the council could 
potentially affect positive change to such needs as a permanent rehearsal space. 
Rehearsal space changes seemingly did not affect membership in the group, yet 
participants were nostalgic for the time when they consistently met in the same location. 
Sabrina, a returning musician who did undergraduate and graduate work in Highlands at 
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the state university, spoke about having to leave the old rehearsal space and the value 
of having a permanent location. She said, "It was the first place that I played again in, 
had a deep meaning for me because it was a place I was comfortable with and had 
really learned where everything was and I felt at home there." She continued, "It's gone 
now. It's very sad. We're in a new place, which isn't bad , but it's not the same." 
Familiar routines provided a sense of affinity for a location; continuity of space mattered 
for Sabrina. 
A permanent location ensures continuity across time. For this band, rehearsal 
space provided the milieu that allowed participants to connect musically and socially with 
each other and to explore their competence. Lifelong and returning musicians related to 
this environment. For lifelong musicians, this was a familiar environment that provided a 
thread of continuity throughout their lives. For those who had been away from 
involvement, the sounds emanating from the band room and resonant outside hallway 
became an attracting force that evoked nostalgia for a familiar past and a desire to re-
explore their own competence. First-timers began involvement and found support from 
musicians of all ages and skill levels in the environment. The structure provided the 
needed rehearsal space for participants to gather and practice in a familiar environment, 
explore their relationships with music and each other while preparing weekly for informal 
and formal performances throughout the year. 
Performance Venues 
Performance venues represent essential allocative resources. The community 
band plays over twenty concerts a year, ranging from participatory events where nursing 
home residents sing-along or dance, to more formal presentational performances. 
Yearly concerts have included the formal spring concert (high school auditorium), the 4th 
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of July parade and concert (outdoor venues), summer concerts for the community 
(outdoor venues), a joint concert with a local college's band (at the college), and holiday 
concerts in various community locations, including retirement and nursing homes, malls, 
and downtown. Each year the band consults previous performance contacts in order to 
set up return engagements. While some concerts required relatively little advance 
thought, certain venues required considerable planning. For example, in order to 
logistically prepare for the spring concert, other band leaders had to consult arts 
organizations in the area in order to avoid schedule conflicts and the chosen date had to 
comply with the availability of the high school auditorium. A contract then committed the 
band to auditorium rental costs and custodian time. The group could incur additional 
charges if the post-concert reception was held in the high school cafeteria. The spring 
concert, which featured the most challenging program of the year, required extra effort 
and funds to organize (Highlands Community Band Policy and Procedures, 2012). 
While the Highlands band seeks to ensure continuity by playing in similar venues 
each year at particular times, the band remains open for new events in order to add 
variety to the performance schedule. Participants determine which new venues they 
desire after discussing feasibility issues (i.e., time, location, and member availability). A 
show of hands reflects their choice and the decision stands. The director includes 
participants in this decision-making process so that they can freely determine as a group 
what they want to do together. This autonomy-supportive action on the part of the 
director encourages people to become directly involved and exemplifies not only 
autonomy in action, but the engagement of people acting as a group to continually 
support the evolution of the system. 
Each location provides benefits and challenges. Experienced musicians 
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accustomed to playing in a variety of locations, such as Wayne, become pragmatic 
about their function. As he explained, "You remember the great ones (or the special 
occasions) , and the horrible ones (but wish you could forget them!), and everything else 
blurs together." Participants certainly appreciated some venues over others. For 
example, Ron, a member in his forties, vividly recounted the Fourth of July venue, "I 
think that's my favorite, on the grass with the people in the audience and the smell of 
gunpowder and sparklers, all the senses are kind of engaged." Ron related to this 
venue and looked forward to that particular experience each year. 
Performance locations sometimes presented issues that detracted from the 
experience. Musicians dealt with the unpleasant conditions with humor and a sense of 
esprit de corps. People participated because they identified with the group, fostering a 
sense of relatedness. Each person had his or her supportive role to play within the 
band. When the wind blew at outdoor concerts, "you just can't hear anybody or 
anything, chairs are falling, and the music is blowing, and that's always bad," said one 
returning member. Heat-related issues affected several participants. One woman in her 
eighties had a particular issue with playing outdoor summer concerts. "If people didn't 
throw water on me or give me water, I would get really dizzy and feeling really sick, 
because you stand out there for an hour." Rain presented another challenge for outdoor 
venues. Whether it was the Fourth of July parade when everyone scattered to seek 
protection against the advancing lightning storm or at other annual summer concerts, 
rain created memorable occasions. When the director announced during rehearsal the 
upcoming annual summer Fish Fry, he asked, "Does anyone know when that is?" In 
response, someone called out, "Second rainy Saturday!" 
Venue acoustics presented a different challenge for musicians. Certain large 
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venues had very live acoustics. While some members complained, not everyone 
perceived this as a problem. Teresa, a woman new to band performance talked about 
one such venue saying, "Everybody said they hated it, but I didn't." She noted that there 
was a "combination between the aliveness of the sound and the return energy. " The 
director did his best to joke about the sound in different venues. He understood that one 
of the aspects of community band included adapting to many different places. 
The amount of space for the ensemble within a venue could affect comfort level. 
For example, performers invariably encountered cramped performance space at some 
venues. One senior trombonist chuckled while he recalled the complications of small 
venues in combination with his instrument's size, "You have to find a little slot there, sort 
of like 6 x 6 to be able to get the slide in." Rachel, the bass drum player, noted, "I have 
to be careful not to hit somebody with my arm or get banged by somebody else." While 
one member claimed that no venue provided the right space, other members joked 
about it. Ultimately, study participants made it clear that having a place to perform held 
more importance than the attributes of the venue itself. 
Performance venues represented the necessary physical environments for public 
performances. Some venues provided an opportunity to play in distinctly unique 
locations, which enabled participation for those who appreciated being in that setting. 
Other musicians disregarded the importance of the venue, unless it brought back a 
particular positive or negative remembrance. While weather, space, or acoustic issues 
affected comfort level, these issues did not keep them from participating. Members rose 
to the challenge because they felt a sense of responsibility to the group and to their 
position within the group. Venues provided the space for musicians to not only relate to 
the community, but to relate to each other in a place other than their rehearsal space. It 
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allowed them to add variety to their musical lives by exposing them to multiple venues 
and audiences. 
Material Needs 
In addition to the environment within which musicians navigate, other basic 
material needs must be met. On the most basic levels, people must have access to the 
band, instruments that will produce the sounds, and music scores that supply the notes; 
these allocative resources provide the necessary material needs for band participation. 
The presence of these three components promotes involvement and offers members the 
potential to make music as a group, hone musical skills, and function as a social entity. 
Access to a Band 
Study participants envisioned themselves as group performers and not as 
soloists. Twenty-five of the thirty-two study participants participated only within the 
contexts of bands. They needed the structure and interaction inherent to ensembles to 
engage in music. Micah, a high school teacher explained. "I lost interest in just kind of 
blowing notes [on my own]. I needed that structure for me to play." From a family of 
musicians, Wes lamented his thirty-year absence, "I didn't have an outlet." Highlands 
Community Band "gave me an opportunity to participate." The majority of participants . 
could only relate to their instrument through participation with others; their identity as 
musicians depended on the group. Access to a band that encouraged all levels of 
musicians allowed participants the opportunity to be involved and make music with 
others. 
Despite the number of community bands in the United States, study participants 
provided evidence that access is not ubiquitous. Some members travelled sixty miles or 
more to Highlands band rehearsals, yet decreased involvement correlated with 
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increased distance from the rehearsal site. Brian, a retired engineer and university 
professor, explained that moving twenty miles from the rehearsal location made it 
increasingly difficult to regularly attend. Similarly, Mary, a retired professional musician, 
recalled earlier years when distance prohibited access and participation. 
A second issue of access involved transportation. The cost of driving for those 
who lived far away or when the band travelled to performances presented challenges. 
Carpooling offered a solution for those members unable to drive. When Rachel returned 
to band after a long absence due to a debilitating accident, she benefited from the 
generosity of one of the flautists who used his van through fair and foul weather to 
transport both her and a special chair she needed for rehearsal. One member pointed to 
two high school students who carpooled over sixty miles each week to play in band. 
Carpooling became more widespread when the entire band travelled, as when it 
performed at a state festival 150 miles distant. The band president sent out e-mail 
reminders: "Carpools-drivers or riders e-mail if you need help finding a match!" Band 
members assisted each other when transportation needs arose because they could 
personally relate to the value of participation for other members and carpooling provided 
an opportunity to express that understanding. Players benefitted from the presence of 
those they assisted; they needed each other not only within their sections but also within 
the group. In addition, carpooling offered social benefits for some participants. One 
beginning band member had to be in the state festival city the day before, but she also 
wanted to drive up with other members. She contemplated her options, "I'm thinking, 
stay over, sensible, smart, but then I won't get to ride with anybody [pause]. I'm not sure 
I like that! I think that would be fun to ride with somebody." Carpooling provided a way to 
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support the band by actively maintaining attendance numbers and personal relationships 
within the band. 
Instrument Access 
Members obviously need instruments in order to participate. Seventy-eight 
percent of those interviewed (n=25) had their own instruments when they joined. These 
included lifelong musicians (n=14), returning musicians (n=10), and one of the two 
people who began with the band. Nineteen percent (n=6) needed an instrument. Those 
who did not have an instrument when they joined had in the past rented one in school, 
lent it to a family member, switched instruments, or had no prior experience. Most 
borrowed or acquired an instrument through a local music store; percussionists (n=3) 
used the instruments on site. The band itself provided a few instruments for people. Not 
having an instrument was "one of the hurdles that was keeping me from even 
considering Uoining]," said Travis, a returning member. He cited the instrument loan 
from the band as the "biggest incentive to actually get me to try." While the possession 
of an instrument does not ensure a sense of competence, without one, the possibility for 
experiencing individual or group competence would be nonexistent, as would the 
opportunity to share in the community band experience. 
The band acquired instruments and other material resources over time. When 
asked about the availability of a baritone saxophone for a young player out of high 
school who no longer had an instrument, the director immediately invited the player to 
make contact in order to arrange to get an instrument to him. Increased materials 
provided increased opportunities for potential participants to hone their skills (Giddens, 
1984). An announcement in the fall 2011 newsletter stated that the band had nearly 
acquired a full set of large percussion instruments, with the most recent purchases being 
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"a set of chimes, orchestra bells, gong, and now a traveling xylophone." The treasurer 
report in the same newsletter indicated that twenty-five percent of the band's expenses 
were devoted to music equipment, which included instruments. The band budgeted for 
new instruments in order to provide for the music instrument needs of current and 
potential participants. In this way, the band actively sought to enhance the participation 
experience by providing participants with needed material resources. Each positive 
change to material resources represented the continuous process of structuration. 
People acted as agents within the structure to promote the acquisition of additional 
resources in order to further support the band and its members. This duality of structure 
relationship contributed to the ongoing structuration of the band. 
Raising Money for Material Resources 
Increased material resources provided band members with the power to act. 
The process of acquiring these resources represents the process of structuration. 
Support of band members' material needs represented agency within the band; people 
actively sought to increase material resources to enable all participants. 2011 
expenditures included, but were not limited to music scores, instruments, storage space 
rental, savings for an equipment trailer, and concert expenses. An overview of the 
genesis of the band's funds demonstrates how the band members acquired, without 
dues, the budget needed to not only function, but to grow. 
Participants expressed their agency by financially supporting the band through 
various endeavors. While the band received $600 of funds from the town, according to 
the treasurer's report in the fall 2011 newsletter, that money only covered fourteen 
percent of the group's total expenses. According to the treasurer's report over eight 
thousand dollars were raised through combined membership donations ($400), Kroger 
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gift card sales ($100), Kroger card rebates ($3,500), the spring fund drive ($2,500), 
concert donations ($750), band gear sales ($500) and other fund raising ($320). The 
director acknowledged regular weekly fund-raising opportunities, particularly the raffle 
that takes place during rehearsal breaks, "Our 50/50 raffle continues to help (and it is fun 
to see the anticipation of the ticket holders) with $419.75 raised last year." 
Rachel, who began participation with this band, recalled, "It got so that we'd get 
the same money every year [from the town] , we'd buy less and less, and then the 
instruments would wear out. We'd have to get them fixed and we didn't have the money 
for it. " Rachel, who had considerable experience in fund-raising, explained what 
happened next, "I think I introduced the idea, I said, 'Well, I think if you go to any concert 
you always have people there, donors, and there are different levels of donation."' She 
took it upon herself to organize the band 's fund raising . Although some participants 
admitted that they did not have the time to engage in these fund-raising drives, they 
appreciated what others were able to do for the band. Enough band members chose to 
join together in this common cause and in the process they took ownership of the band. 
Participants who chose to help pooled their talents to support the band and found a 
sense of competence not only in musical ability but also in other skills that support and 
strengthen the ensemble in this duality of structure relationship. 
Music Scores 
The fall 2011 budget report indicated a $1 ,500 budget for new music and music 
replacements, representing another material resource. The repertoire of the Highlands 
Community Band reflected the band's vast number of yearly performances. At the time 
of this study, the band housed approximately 450 arrangements in a storage facility and 
acquired several new pieces each year. Some music regularly reappeared on the 
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performance calendar, which supported members' feelings of competency and 
familiarity, which facilitated relatedness. They knew the scores or could compare their 
progress with the last performance. New music added variety and interest to the group 
so that they had a challenge on which to work. The director donated music that was no 
longer needed to a music lending library. In this manner the repertoire changed 
throughout the years based on a consensus of the director and member's suggestions. 
The Highlands band actively sought opportunities for members engaged in the process, 
whether in the acquisition of instruments and music scores, or in the selection of 
program material. 
The director selected pieces for an upcoming year's performances a couple of 
months in advance of the fall season. His knowledge of concert band literature from 
graduate studies, decades of experience, and ongoing research informed these choices. 
In line with his beliefs regarding choice and autonomy for band members, the director 
invited members to participate in the process of music selection. They offered 
suggestions or even bought pieces for the band that they wished to play, thus taking on 
their role as agents within the structure. The director also regularly discussed repertoire 
with the composers in the band and other directors in the group since he valued their 
input and desired for them to have a say in the selection process. The roles that these 
members played represented some of the various levels of authority within this structure. 
The director's gesture empowered their roles within the band. Despite these democratic 
processes, the director ultimately retained sole responsibility for managing and selecting 
music, reflecting the hierarchical nature of the band. 
The band had 35 to 40 arrangements in their folders from which to choose that 
included "some of the warhorses" of band literature as well as another folder of around 
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35 arrangements of holiday music. In any given year, music selections ranged in 
difficulty in order to meet the needs of all band members. The lifelong musicians had 
challenging music to play, yet the director managed to also choose music that allowed 
success and fun for less experienced members. Lance, a member of the band for 
sixteen years, remarked, "There's so many different kinds [of music] that we play and I 
think that's good. It stretches me." The wide variety of music resources therefore 
enabled members to experience music of various difficulties, providing easy music for 
some and more challenging music for others. 
The composers in the group provided unique experiences for the band members 
by writing music especially for their spring concerts. These special members held a 
valued role in the band, in addition to their instrumental contribution. Judith best 
expressed the feeling, "It's kind of fascinating that people that I know can do this sort of 
thing, because I know I would never be able to do it. It just blows my mind away." 
Newly-composed music selections allowed members to feel privileged to be a part of this 
band, increasing the signification of membership and their identity with the band. 
Members enjoyed discovering these new works. One person expressed his appreciation 
for this music, "I would just say some of the pieces that we play, in particular a couple 
that Harry has written, are really moving." Participants valued their personal relationship 
with the band's composers who could influence their feelings so deeply. This band 
seemed to be unique in that aspect: Two composers in residence regularly offered new 
music for the participants' pleasure. As a rule, bands play the music of people who they 
will never see. Highlands Community Band membership provides members direct 
access to the people who created the music. 
While everyone had their favorites, a few people distinctly made note of music 
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they preferred not to play. Teresa, near retirement age and new to band performance, 
opted out of Christmas programs because she did not like Salvation Army Christmas 
songbooks. "It's like not my first choice of what Christmas songs should sound like." In 
addition to the music itself, the scores were difficult for her to read. Her disinterest in the 
arrangements coupled with the difficulty to play the parts well dissuaded her from 
participation. This band gave her the right to choose not to participate. Camille, a 
returning clarinetist, laughed jokingly and said that they do sometimes get tired of certain 
works, which constrained their enjoyment. "Do we have to play that piece again? We've 
played that piece every single year!" They jokingly threaten to "rip it up and burn it." 
This verbal demonstration of their strong desire to avoid certain music sensitized the 
director to the desires of the participants and he complied with their wishes. Music 
scores provided the necessary resources for performance, but members had the 
autonomy to participate or not participate in programs based on personal reflection of 
the merits and detriments to participation . 
Music-making necessitates the presence of music scores, one of the vital 
allocative resources required to create the final musical product in a community band 
setting. Composers uniquely influenced structure through their musical contributions, 
creating a unique situation for participants who felt privileged to play the music of people 
they knew. The presence of musical opportunities afforded by music scores allows the 
organization to meet the growing needs and skills of the volunteer membership and to 
expand their musical horizons through a large repertoire. 
Concert Performance 
Allocative resources allowed members to engage in musical practice and 
performance. Rehearsal space provided participants with a familiar area in which to 
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practice and performance venues provided the physical location to present concerts. 
The value of this performance opportunity encouraged participation and served to unite 
participants in a common purpose to excel for each other. Concerts enabled participants 
to realize their potential and contribute that worth to the band and the community. 
Spring Concerts 
Members of the band who joined at its inception or shortly thereafter recognized 
that the band had vastly improved over the years and participants reported that they 
played their best during the formal spring concerts, when the band featured its most 
difficult repertoire . People had the autonomy to choose how to best support the group 
within their capabilities, yet participants from all backgrounds (beginner, returning, and 
lifelong) reported going beyond their normal capability in presentational environments. 
Preparedness. The healthy challenge that the repertoire presented made 
participants especially alert for the spring concert, which occurred during my 
observations of the band. Concentrated and totally focused, they devoted themselves to 
the spring program rehearsals and practicing the week prior to the performance to 
ensure that they would put forth their best effort. The innate need for competence 
compelled members to switch their mindset from a participatory-type environment to 
more of a presentational one. As the spring concert approached, attention to musical 
details became a prominent feature of rehearsals. For example, during one rehearsal, it 
was clear that the director wanted more articulation and dynamic contrasts. Referring to 
one section, after stopping, he half asked, half told them, "What do we do with an 
accent?" He answered immediately, "Hit it, hit it, hit it," as he effectively but non-
aggressively hammered the music stand. They resumed and shortly afterward, he 
stopped them again and encouraged them to anticipate the beat in a march. "Be on the 
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toes, not on the heels," he instructed as he demonstrated the physical difference. They 
resumed and stopped for dynamic contrast instructions. The dynamic contrasts were 
apparent the next time around and upon reaching the end, the director nodded 
approvingly. With each rehearsal, the band's ability improved, which contributed toward 
the overall perception of competency, satisfaction, and anticipation of the group. 
Heightened ability. Several band members did refer to being in a state of 
alertness prior to band concerts and playing like they had never played before. As 
returning member Mike explained, "I guess that's because everybody is really paying 
attention. You know, this is it, and that sort of 'wow' thing ." Participants wanted to not 
only prove during the concert their ability to their families and friends, but wanted to 
validate their capability to themselves. Ron, another returning member in his forties 
said, "I feel like I've played the best I've played when we're in the concerts. " They just 
concentrated on being attentive and "in the moment." Travis, who had been given an 
instrument by the band, recalled a solo that he performed in a piece written by one of the 
band's composers. "I played better, you know, than I ever would think I'd be able to, and 
he [band composer] was very happy." Not only had Travis realized a potential that had 
been hidden, but as he said, "It gives me a reason to get some pride and I felt like it was 
something that helped [the composer] and that the community enjoyed as well, so that 
was pretty nice." This pride stemmed from being able to give back to the composer and 
give to the community a musical product that he could wholeheartedly endorse. He 
achieved a level of playing unknown to him, which permitted him to fulfill for that moment 
the innate need for competence. As previously mentioned, band members recognized 
the uniqueness of housing two composers in the band, so when Travis could "pay back" 
his gratitude through his perceived top performance, his desire for the composer's 
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success was realized. 
One beginning member, Rachel, got so involved in the music that she forgot the 
difficulty of her part, and she breezed through it. She recalled with a smile in her voice, 
"I felt so good, you know. " She added, "I was playing music and not worrying about it. " 
On the other end of the performance spectrum, Harry, who was a lifelong musician, 
associate director, and one of the band's composers, also felt this transcendence of self 
when he conducted the Highlands Community Band. "I find myself getting totally lost in 
the music, especially when it's being played well and right and I can just close my eyes 
and, heck with anything else, this is, this is just the happiest I can get." These multiple 
accounts demonstrated the interconnectedness of this membership and the ability for all, 
at varying levels and with different backgrounds, to access peak moments of heightened 
ability. This could rarely happen in rehearsal because everyone was busy learning the 
music, distracted by conversations and jokes, with people moving in and out of rehearsal 
chairs. Presentational environments provided the opportunity to be in the moment 
without any other distraction. The concert performance offered potential for excellence 
and out-of-the-ordinary musical experiences. While they worried about the difficulty of 
the repertoire at the beginning of the season when the spring program was introduced, 
with each successive rehearsal they surmounted those worries as they began to meet 
the challenges involved. The sense of accomplishment and competence rewarded 
these members individually, as members of the group, and as contributing members to 
the community. 
Excelling in performance demonstrated the dynamic process of structuration . 
The band's structure provided members with the necessary tools for success and in 
return , the members responded in a way that reflected positively on the band. Concert 
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performances provided the opportunity to reach a level of competence and excellence 
that reflected on members' musical identities and on their identification with the band. 
Since this study was limited to the period surrounding the spring concert, I was unable to 
observe performance details that related to more informal performances that 
encouraged audience participation. Yet all concerts ostensibly enabled participants to 
realize their potential and contribute to the band and the community. 
Performance Documents 
Documents in the form of recital programs, posters, newspaper articles, and 
website notifications provided evidence of some of these performances, while recordings 
and photos added to the artifact status. Spring concerts remained the only recorded 
performances since they contained the most challenging repertoire. These recordings 
provided evidence of the band 's progress over the years and were part of the band's 
archive. The local Com cast Cable channel aired the spring concert over the network 
three days per week, which provided community members with the opportunity to listen 
to the concert as well as become aware of this community resource. This evidence as 
well as audience reaction created a sense of both self-accomplishment and group 
accomplishment across time. 
Audience members continued to talk about specific concerts over the years. A 
case in point, one year the band did a joint concert with the military, which brought in a 
couple Howitzer cannons for the 1812 overture. The director described the event, "That 
was very special. Music wasn't especially exciting," he said chuckling, "but it didn't 
matter because, you know, once those cannons start going off, everybody went crazy." 
He remarked, "People still talk about it to this day." Audience members recognized the 
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band's effort through applause or recollections years later, while members recalled the 
performance memories aided by photos documenting the event. 
Conclusion 
Allocative resources provide opportunities for people to function within a group 
(Giddens, 1984). According to the perceptions of study participants, this particular 
structure provided a rehearsal space to engage weekly in an activity that participants 
valued; it enabled a sense of relatedness with other like-minded musicians and 
presented the opportunity to gradually increase skill over time, encouraging competence. 
Allocative materials within this band environment gave participants the power to 
assemble, to hone their skills in weekly rehearsals, and to present the result at a 
multiplicity of venues. While environmental restrictions that affected the facility to 
perform existed at most of these venues, people still participated even though they did 
not have to, and by doing so supported each other (relatedness) and their ability to 
contribute (competence) to the band. 
Participants have the opportunity to support or exert change within a structure 
(Giddens, 1984). In the case of this community band, the need to reform the financial 
base became apparent when reliance on outside sources for funding inhibited the band's 
ability to grow. When funds coming in could no longer cover expenses, participants 
reflexively monitored the situation and chose to act for change. Participants exerted 
their role as agents to empower the group by augmenting the band's finances through 
concerted year-round fund-raising efforts. These additional funds served to increase 
other resources, such as instruments and music scores as well as pay for concert 
expenses. This process demonstrated the ever-evolving structure of the band; each 
new amount of funding, each new resource gave the people the power to function within 
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the band to support the structure of the band. Band members, through their concerted 
efforts to support the band through their agency, verified the duality that existed between 
the band's structure and participants. 
Augmented materials served to ultimately support the band as this group moved 
from the preparatory concert stages to the product of their efforts, the performance. In 
the process, a discrepancy between the standards for admission and the standards for 
performance emerged. Participants were motivated to play their best in concert when 
participation in the band required no particular skill level, only the desire to participate. 
SOT offered the explanation for what motivated them and why. Relatedness to others 
and the individual contribution of each person's ability (competence) factored into 
participants' motivation. When coupled with the ability to choose what they perceived to 
be of value, they consciously or subconsciously determined to act in order to fulfill the 
innate needs of autonomy, relatedness, and competence. Autonomy gave participants 
the power to act without coercion and relatedness appeared to be the primary motive for 
exerting that agency. Band members needed each other in order to play their 
instrument and to work together, since most members considered themselves as band 
members and not as soloists. 
Community band members developed personal relationships within the group 
throughout the weekly rehearsals. Normative behaviors such as welcoming attitudes, 
ubiquitous conversations, humorous exchanges, and support of each other's outside 
needs (i.e., transportation issues) created a bond between them. This sense of 
relatedness, one of the innate needs, influenced their desire to play well for each other. 
They felt a desire to support other band members who now had names and lives that 
they cared about. This affinity for others united by music influenced their motivation. 
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When they performed in concert, it was the group's performance that mattered. They 
had become one in purpose. Members could count on the fact that no one would play 
something that they could not, yet when it came time for the spring concert, people 
worked harder so they could play as well as possible. 
Participants cared about quality because they cared about people. They wanted 
to not only give back to the group as part of the duality of structure, but they wanted to 
give what they received from this community to the community at large. It went beyond 
showing mere competence. It became really about relationships with others. The 
environment was structured to care. So they cared ultimately about doing what they 
could to contribute to the group. They honed their musical skills and functioned as a 
social entity, and in that process they made music. Because they did not have to 
commit, they committed. Because skill did not matter, it mattered to them. As a result 
they chose to play better than anyone expected. The director initially gave, through his 
policies, ownership to the band, and they took it. The band belonged to the people. 
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CHAPTER 6: AUTHORITATIVE RESOURCES AND PARTICIPATION 
Structuration theory provides a duality of structure understanding of authoritative 
resources and SOT offers explanations of participants' perceptions according to 
environmental/structural conditions that control or support autonomous motivation. 
Structures empower or control participants based on the written and unwritten rules to 
which people adhere and on allocative resources that give them the potential to act. 
Agency plays a significant role in authoritative resources because people within a 
structure have the potential to act and through this action exercise their authority; 
structure provides the potential for action and any resulting action or inaction influences 
structuration across time. 
While the previous chapter covered material aspects of the band environment 
that contributed to members' ability to function as a community band, this chapter will 
focus on resources identified by Giddens that give authority to the structure: longevity, 
cohesiveness, and life chances. Longevity refers to the structure's ability to validate its 
presence within the community over time; in this study, longevity enhances the 
legitimacy of the band and links directly to the leadership and participant support. 
Cohesiveness gives members power to act within the organization and references 
participants' ability to work together. Finally, life chances refer to life opportunities that 
the structure offers to participants. 
Longevity 
The longevity of an organization across time depends on members' continued 
support (Giddens, 1984). As an integral aspect of structure, leadership can influence the 
level of support that an organization receives from its participants. Two themes 
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emerged from data analysis relating to leadership: characteristics that enable longevity 
and those that constrain the participation experience. 
Leadership that Enables Longevity 
Study participants spoke extensively about their director and related specific 
aspects of his leadership that contributed to their overall satisfaction. Characteristics 
that supported motivation and organizational longevity included reputation, contribution 
to the community, positive attitude, encouraging and humorous personality, dedication to 
the band, and promotion of the group's continuity. 
A leader's reputation and recognized contribution to the community can exert 
considerable influence on participants in a social group. Highlands Community Band 
participants spoke highly of their director, Jonathan; some nicknamed him "Mr. Music 
Man." His work in the community extended far beyond the Highlands Band as Galen 
remarked, "[Jonathan's] been directing this band for like twenty years and he has the 
German Band and he has the, like the jazz band, or whatever. I don't know how many 
bands the guy has, but he's got a lot of bands." Members appreciated having the 
opportunity to be part of an organization led by him. Mike, a 75-year old who is 
considered as one of the founding members, remarked, "I really respect him, am glad he 
came, and appreciate all he's done." Participants recognized and admired the director 
for his experience as a musician, his overall contribution to the musical life within the 
community, and his ability to contribute that expertise to the quality of the band. 
Jonathan's presence exemplified dedication to his musical role in the community and 
assured band members' of his competency to lead them in this musical endeavor that 
they shared. 
The director recognized his own role as founder and leader of the band, "I 
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contribute the most by providing leadership that's needed to keep the band alive and 
vital." Participants viewed his personality as one of the strengths of his leadership; they 
attributed their participation, in part, to his relaxed leadership and unpretentious positive 
attitude. As Camille described, "He's just always upbeat, I think. I've never seen him 
blow up at a concert or ever, you know, made you feel like we were really, really bad," 
she said chuckling, and then added, "He's just, you know, happy-go-lucky, and I think 
that's what keeps the band together." Participants appreciated his humor and 
encouragement, taken separately or combined. For example, during one rehearsal 
when they reached the climax of The Chimes of Liberty, Jonathan, with limited hair on 
his head, smiled approvingly and said with a twinkle in his eye, "It was makin' my hair 
stand up on end!" His willingness to admit mistakes and his positive attitude also 
contributed to members' approval. His leadership included approachability. When guest 
directors took the podium, he joined the percussion section, bouncing along with the 
rhythm with an animated smile on his face, even swaying back and forth with four other 
percussionists when the music so inspired them to physically move to the rhythm of the 
music. While he stood on a podium when directing them, he did not place himself on a 
pedestal; participants could relate to him. 
The encouraging language and demeanor of the band director facilitated 
knowledge acquisition during rehearsals . The director answered basic questions without 
reproach or condemnation, encouraging beginners to learn and returning musicians to 
remember what had been forgotten. As Rachel observed, "He was letting people slowly 
get better." She continued, "If he kept pushing and pushing, many people might have 
just dropped out." Beginner and returning musicians expressed the importance of being 
able to grow without fear of condemnation and the director accommodated their 
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presence within the band by using body movement, facial expressions, and imagery to 
communicate the indications on the score that they did not understand. He explained, 
"You know you have to be able to relate to them in a lot of different ways." Jonathan 
supported participants and in doing so he aided in the fulfillment of the need for 
competence. They had the opportunity to grow in ability, which contributed to 
autonomous motivation. An uncritical and understanding environment empowered them 
to participate and identify with the band. 
Several members spoke of the dedication of the director to the band, which in 
turn affected their dedication to him and their motivation to participate. They depended 
on each other to function . Maria marveled, "The [number of] people that have been with 
him since the start is really remarkable to me. So I think that speaks a lot about his 
dedication and what he brings to the band and the dedication of the people in the 
community who have stuck with it." Jonathan understood that part of dedication was 
making provisions for future continuity. Under his direction, the Highlands Community 
Band Policy and Procedures document had been created in order to ensure the efficient 
functioning of the group. "I don't know that anybody can be expected to be at everything 
every year for their entire life." In support of the longevity of the band, the director 
encouraged the associate director and two other band members to provide auxiliary 
leadership and different perspectives to keep the band vital , which stimulated members 
to adapt to other conducting styles. Many enjoyed the variety. Mike noted, "That's kind 
of fun to play under different directors." The membership seemed to support this need to 
be able to work under other directors. Jonathan actively sought to overcome any issues 
of confidence or competence. 
The concept of continuity extended to the network of community bands across 
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the country. The Association of Concert Bands (ACB) featured over a thousand 
community groups listed on their linked community music list (ACB website, 2013) and 
New Horizons International Music Association's (NHIMA) 200 plus bands provided 
members with a sense of belonging to a larger family of musicians. Teresa, one 
beginning member, marveled, "That kind of impresses me, you know, that there's a 
community of community bands." This idea of continuity within the overall system of 
community bands promoted participation because participants who focused on this 
realization recognized other communities of musicians to which they could relate. 
Leadership Characteristics that Constrain Participation 
A community band that accepts all levels of abilities creates a participatory 
environment that encourages all members to contribute what they can. No one is 
singled out of the group and people blend in with each other, facilitating their assimilation 
(Turino, 2008). However, when a community band director seeks to treat the group 
primarily as a presentational group, then dissatisfaction can ensue, particularly from 
those less skilled or who seek a stress-free environment. While study participants 
appreciated the leadership qualities of their director, they recalled leadership 
characteristics in directors from their pasts that seemed to control motivation. These 
attributes ranged from making people play their part individually in front of other 
members, the use of negative feedback, overbearing directors, and unclear 
communication of the beat. 
Directors who singled out members when they preferred to remain anonymous 
constrained participants' enjoyment. Sue, a lifelong musician in her late twenties, 
explained, "The worst directors are the ones that, if a group can't play a certain part, they 
single them out and make them play it till they can play it in front of everyone, in a 
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negative way." As a result, "You're not going to get better; you're just going to get 
worse." Some participants felt that their incompetency was exposed for all to see, which 
controlled their motivation, and inhibited them from improving. An incident in the 
Highlands Community Band demonstrated this, although the director's intent was to help 
rather than embarrass the band member. One section had a single player at rehearsal. 
When Jonathan encouraged her to try something alone in front of the band, he "was 
hoping that [he] could get her to sort of realize she could play the notes." The more he 
tried to convince her she could play it, the worse it became for the young woman. 
Finally, the director requested the assistance of another member from a different section 
to help play her part, relieving both from the awkwardness of the moment. Most 
participants preferred to blend in with the band and felt that having to play alone in front 
of other band members took the pleasure out of the experience. 
Demand for perfection took the enjoyment out of playing; participants wanted to 
play well but did not want a domineering director. Cindy, an experienced musician in her 
eighties, stated that community band directors need "to have a fun attitude, because in a 
community band, if you get too demanding and fussy with the people, they aren't going 
to come back." This relates to the fact that it is a participatory environment with all-
volunteer members. Micah, a returning musician, explained the way he felt about this, "if 
I were going and committing that time and I was getting sort of criticized or called out, or 
corrected or urged too much, it would be much easier for me to say, 'I can't really do it 
tonight,' and before you know it, I would stop coming." Camille, a returning musician in 
her 50s, recalled a demanding conductor in an environment that emphasized the 
presentational aspect of performance. She recalled the stress it created and said, 
"People [need] to be there enjoying what they're doing. I mean, we're not getting paid 
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for what we're doing so we're not professionals, we shouldn't be treated that way." 
Players can react strongly to an irritable demanding director in an all-volunteer band. 
Brian, a returning member in his seventies, recalled what transpired when another 
community band's director lost his temper. The director said, "Well, if you're not going to 
play it right, you might as well go home." Brian continued, "The band got up, packed 
their instruments and left." They exerted their autonomy and responded as a single 
entity, empowering each other while sending a message to the director that he needed 
to relate to them and understand their motives. 
Unclear conducting technique that fails to indicate intent controls motivation 
because there is a lack of communication. Joe, in his late twenties, remarked, "There's 
nothing more frustrating than trying to follow somebody who doesn't know what they're 
doing." Lance, a returning musician in his senior years, described some directors, "It just 
seems as though it's hard to get a downbeat from them. It's just way too fluid or 
something." Sue explained a situation with another band whose director blamed the 
players when they could not follow him. Members desired clear conducting technique 
and directions. When he learned of this, rather than adjust his conducting technique, he 
resigned. "I guess enough people were upset about it," Sue said. Participants' agency 
to express their frustration resulted in this unforeseen consequence. As Giddens (1984) 
indicated, agency may not always resolve according to intent. These incidents related 
directly to not being able to competently follow a leader who was unable to clearly 
indicate what he wanted. This rupture in the communication process frustrated 
participants because they could not relate to someone who communicated in an indirect 
manner. Controlling environments inhibit motivation and thwart the attainment of 
competence and relatedness (Deci & Ryan, 2008b). 
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Since the music of a community band can be more complex than in a normal 
participatory environment that focuses on considerable repetition and constant 
dynamics, participants do need musical direction so that they can play together and feel 
competent in the process. However, when a director in an all-inclusive band 
emphasizes the final product more than facilitating the participatory environment, it 
controls motivation and risks threatening the longevity of the group. 
Cohesive Membership 
Structures exist because people create them and structures continue to evolve 
across time in order to meet the needs of participants. In order for structures to support 
participants' needs, leaders need to understand perceptions of participants (Giddens, 
1984; Deci & Ryan, 2008b) . While a single member can try to influence the structure, a 
membership not only exerts more power but also provides mutual support (Giddens, 
1984). Cohesive efforts have the potential to reveal participants' desires and 
consequently influence structure within an environment that promotes commitment. 
Participants in the Highlands Community Band represented people from all ages 
and walks of life already united by their desire to be part of a band. They demonstrated 
unity by working together to support the acquisition of allocative resources, helping each 
other within their sections, and identifying themselves as contributors to the group. 
Members who regularly attend rehearsals and work together within their sections 
contribute to the group performance and lend credence to the viability of the structure. 
Identification with the Group 
One of the findings that emerged from previous research indicated that 
identification with the group motivated participation (Dabback, 2006, 2008; Kruse, 2007; 
Pitts, 2005; Turino, 2008). This motivation contributed to the group's cohesiveness. 
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Identification related not only to social factors but also to the self-perception of 
contributing to the ensemble. Studies indicated that when band members felt they had a 
singular contributing role in the band, they identified as members of their sections and as 
members of the band (see Chapter One). These findings were confirmed in this study. 
Richard talked about the French horn section, "I could be biased, I'm sure I am, but 1 
think [we're] one of the better sections musically in the band." He noted that "recently 
[the band] has been playing some things that are a little horn heavy and people have 
actually been complimenting us, so it's nice to know they're taking notice." Wes, a 
returning member, was very much aware of his singular role and identity as snare drum 
player. "I keep going back each week, because I'm fulfilling a role and there's a part that 
I have to contribute in all of this, the responsibility that I have to the whole group." He 
then spoke about the coordinated efforts of his percussion section, "That's a team matter 
there." Ben, a retiree who goes to band with his brother, succinctly stated, "They need 
me as much as I need them to make a band." Participants felt this cohesiveness that 
influenced their motivation to return and contribute to the group. All three innate needs 
factored into their autonomous motivation; participants chose to attend (autonomy) 
because they needed each other and knew that others needed them (relatedness) in 
order to play as well as possible in rehearsals and in public performances (competence). 
Band members in varying proportions contributed their time and effort to the 
band outside of rehearsals. As discussed in the previous chapter, the generation of 
allocative resources was the result of members' cohesive efforts to augment the band's 
financial resources. These actions demonstrated coordinated efforts to accomplish 
various financial goals for the organization and contributed to establishing their identity 
as contributing members of the band. This cohesiveness gave authority to their place 
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within the organization for those who actively participated in these efforts and allowed 
the group to positively influence the material resources of the band. 
Wayne, a lifelong professional, talked about the advantages of working together. 
"It gives you every single thing that participating in athletics does in terms of cooperative 
group effort, team building and team spirit, mutual support, [and] being part of a larger 
whole." This innate need to relate to those around you (Deci & Ryan, 2000) contributed 
to the cohesiveness of the group (Giddens, 1984). As a returning musician, Micah 
spoke admiringly about his fellow musicians, "Some of those artists in the community 
band are incredibly talented. You can just hear these clarinetists in what they do and 
how fast they can play and I'm just always amazed at how good they are." He 
continued, "There are enough really good people in that band to carry the band and the 
rest of us are trying hard." He identified with the group: "I 'm proud to be part of the 
band." Skilled members influenced the competence of the band, and Micah recognized 
this and linked his participation to the competency of these skilled participants. 
Lance was also a team player, yet a challenge to his role in the band some years 
ago led him to question his participation. "Someone joined the band who was so much 
better than I was, and it just seemed that they really didn't need me as much as they did 
before." When Lance compared himself to the newly arrived musician, Cindy, he no 
longer felt that his contribution was necessary because someone else could play even 
better. His identity within the band linked directly to how he compared himself to others 
(Hargreaves et al., 2002). Cindy, now in her 80s, had been a professional musician 
since she was a teenager. She recalled, "I was so embarrassed! He's such a nice guy, 
and he had been playing piccolo. So the next week I said, 'Lance, get out your piccolo.' 
He said, 'No, I don't think I want to play it anymore. I was playing it because there was 
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nobody else. "' He left the band. "I really owed more time to my family," he said. He 
returned to the band once his children were grown in order to be "involved with the 
community and other people outside my family and my church." He chose to return to 
this setting because it provided an outlet for being with like-minded, band-oriented 
people with whom he could relate. 
A strong identification with a particular activity can lead toward one's own sense 
of self. Conversely, a lack of identification or sense of value within a social group can 
lead to a relinquishing of one's place. When other priorities need attention, the presence 
of someone who can take one's place controls the motivation to continue, at least until 
other needs are addressed. Evidence of group identity further exemplified the 
importance of participation for those participants who sought continued participation 
based on the value they held for the band and their role as a contributing member. 
Regular Attendance 
According to Giddens (1984), people value routine because it creates a sense of 
stability and security and for that reason they often do not want to disrupt that normative 
behavior. Within the Highlands Community Band, people expressed their dedication 
through regular attendance despite the open attendance policy. Some musicians in the 
study group were near retirement age or had retired, when the usual life occupations no 
longer held sway. As Rachel, one of the members who began participation with this 
band, said, "There was no reason that I had to get up anymore and it felt awful. " The 
familiarity of having a specific routine was suddenly missing in retirement. The open 
policy of this community band provided the opportunity to be involved and gave purpose 
and consistency to those members who sought music participation during this period of 
life. Now at 83 years of age, Rachel recalled , "I remember going to band rehearsals 
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when there was ice on the ground and you're just very careful , but you don't miss band." 
The director recognized that this type of consistent dedication freed him to concentrate 
on putting "our hearts and soul in the music" and attributed the success of the band, in 
part, to this type of commitment. Attendance, while not mandatory, contributed to the 
overall cohesiveness of the band, which supported the strength and musical quality of 
the group. 
A more revealing contribution to this study with regards to autonomy emanated 
from those younger members who attended as regularly as they could. The open policy 
of this band allowed them to be absent, yet it seemed that because they did not have to 
attend, they did. This freedom to determine for oneself what was important influenced 
the value that they placed on participation. While members admitted having to be gone 
when other time demands required their attention, they sought out, for their own benefit 
and for that of the group, to contribute their part as often as they could. As Richard, a 
graduate student and lifelong musician said, "1, you know, actually enjoy sitting in band 
and playing with everyone." He added, "It's pretty rare that horn playing isn't fun. " 
Participants with children attended because they could bring their children, or they could 
be absent when necessary. Dedication to maintaining identification with the band 
appears to be directly connected with the open-policies of this band. Tyler, one of the 
oldest members of the band and a former music educator, was a loyal attendee and 
certainly one of the steadfast members of the band. Committed to the band, he 
explained, "I have the philosophy that if you join something, you should be there 
because somebody else is putting in a lot of time getting this thing ready." As a former 
music educator, his loyalty stemmed, in part, from his previous position leading a band. 
Dedication emerged as an important component of membership and directly affected not 
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only members' identities as community band participants, but influenced the power that 
they gave to the band through their continued support. The continuity of the band relied 
on this dedication. 
Life Chances 
One valued aspect of authoritative resources relates directly to the life chances 
that a structure's resources afford its members. According to Giddens (1984), life 
chances signify opportunities for improvement and self-expression. When members of a 
group have the chance to develop themselves and contribute that knowledge to the 
group, they endorse the structure through continued adherence. When an organization 
facilitates these conditions, it creates an environment that promotes participation 
because people's desire for increased skill is addressed, the establishment of one's role 
within the organization is solidified, and their overall well-being is promoted (Deci & 
Ryan , 2008b). 
Self-development and Identification 
The improvement of performance skills contributes to musical development and 
can support identification as a contributing member of the band. While some members · 
enter the band with the skill needed to participate, the structure of the band supports the 
self-development and achievement of those who desire assistance. Through the 
support of fellow members and the encouragement of the director, the Highlands 
Community Band provides informal on-the-spot training during community band 
rehearsals. Unlike some bands that offer lessons or classes to improve a member's 
ability, this band incorporates the learning process into the doing, in line with the concept 
of participatory musical environments. 
Peers in the band offered encouragement to less experienced players, answering 
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questions and demonstrating such things as breathing techniques, articulations and 
pitch control. As Teresa noted, "They're real learning resources 'cause they're so good 
and willing to share." With her newfound confidence and skill gained from others, she 
proudly identified with her instrument and her role in the band, "I feel like I'm really a flute 
player!" Rachel concurred that learning from one's peers is integral to everyone's 
development. "It's the day-to-day things that you're doing and seeing that you're 
improving." Musicians sensed the improvement, not only in their own capability, but also 
in the band's ability as time went by. As one member explained, "When we first started 
the band, it wasn't as good as it is now. I mean, you've sat in rehearsals, and they have 
improved tremendously." Indeed, I witnessed the ever-increasing skill of the band during 
the two-month spring concert preparation. At first the band stumbled through many 
sections as I observed the director helping them gain confidence by slowing difficult 
sections down enough so that they could play the notes. With each successive 
rehearsal, the need to do so decreased until everything was at the correct tempo without 
any apparent mistakes. This increase of skill contributed to the feeling of competence 
(Deci & Ryan, 2000). 
While some musicians worked to increase their knowledge and skill, others felt 
that they had reached their potential and did not strive for self-improvement. Their 
contributions allowed them to continue to identify with their roles within the band. Travis, 
a returning musician in his thirties, remarked, "[I am] performing within the talent level 
that I have and I don't feel any need to push it any further than that. " The community 
band served as a means to be part of the group. "I'm happy with that. That fits with how 
I identify myself." Other band members also expressed satisfaction with their musical 
contribution. Wayne, a lifelong musician and composer, studied almost every musical 
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instrument in band but not with the intention of "becoming a virtuoso." He played 
instruments within the brass family for this community band and, as he said, "I play at 
maintenance level which isn't too bad for some things, but I know that's what I'm doing. 
I'm satisfied that it's the best I can do right now." Different levels of self-perceived 
competency seemed to exist, as do levels of motivation. For these members, they felt 
satisfied that they were competent enough for their self-identified role in contributing to 
the band. 
Conversely, the identity of other lifelong musicians linked directly to their skill and 
their instrument. As Maria, in her fifties, acknowledged, it was "one thing that I connect 
to that I feel I can really excel at." She continued, "If I didn't have that, it's like taking off 
an arm or something. It's just part of me that's missing." At this stage of her life, the 
community band gave her the opportunity to play without the rigors of professional 
performance. She no longer felt it necessary to prove herself in that way. "It spoiled my 
whole reason I got into music." For Maria, a lifelong professional, the community band 
offered an environment to contribute her skills and enjoy playing without any pressure. 
Similarly, Paul noted the differences between playing in the competitive "pressure-filled" 
high school environment and playing in the stress-free community band. He explained 
what it was like to come to community band rehearsal after a day of all-state 
competitions, "I could just sit down and have fun and not worry about playing perfectly, 
not worrying about playing up-to-speed with everyone around me, but just generally 
enjoying the music making. And I found I played actually better when I was having more 
fun and when I was more relaxed." Much to his surprise, community band demonstrated 
to Paul, an accomplished high school musician, one path to improvement: having fun 
and being relaxed. His participation opened up a new understanding of one path toward 
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improvement. 
Weekly rehearsals provided the potential to not only maintain involvement with 
music, but to expand participants' musical knowledge and skill. Most participants 
acknowledged that they rarely practiced on their own, but gained competence directly in 
the weekly rehearsals. Richard, a graduate student, practiced perhaps once a month 
outside of band rehearsals because of time constraints and logistical issues. He 
explained the needed precautions to avoid annoying those around him, "When there's 
no one in the house, [I] stick the mute in and try not to wake the neighbors, or disturb the 
neighbors too much." While regular attendance and practice during rehearsals provided 
the necessary skill , sometimes getting away from the band also caused the unexpected 
breakthrough. Mike explained with amazement in his voice, "It seems like when I take a 
hiatus of a week or two and I come back, somehow or another I don't have to think much 
about it, it just sort of comes to me more, what notes to play." Contact with more 
experienced musicians in the community band provided an opportunity for improvement 
and the director promoted self-development through his encouraging leadership. The 
Highlands Community Band provided possibilities to increase performance skills and 
empower members. 
Self-expression 
In this study, the opportunity to express one's desires and interests related to 
both musical and nonmusical matters. Participants self-determined chair positions within 
their sections, participated in musical discussions, and contributed to band 
announcements as well as band functions. Ashley, a horn player, explained how each 
section member had the autonomy to choose his or her part. "There is no fighting for 
first chair, fighting for second chair, 'cause there really is no first chair or second chair. 
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We're all pretty equal. We all have certain strengths and weaknesses, and we're willing 
to acknowledge that and to sort of utilize them." This alleviated any visible power 
struggle because they were able to choose what they wanted to do. 
Members actively participated in discussions about the music. The director 
requested participants' opinions not only on repertoire and possible new concert 
opportunities, but on such things as how he should conduct a second ending. One 
trumpet player volunteered that they try both suggested ways to find out which achieved 
the necessary results more efficiently. Players spoke animatedly with the composers in 
the band, readily asking if certain notes were actually correct or if an accidental was 
missing. The composers responded and acknowledged mistakenly written notes, 
making verbal corrections on the spot. 
Discussion did not always promote a shared experience. While experienced 
players seemed to have a basic understanding of musical terms written in the score and 
eagerly shared their theoretical knowledge in discussions during rehearsal , it created 
confusion for some of the less knowledgeable or inexperienced members. Those who 
did not understand felt left out. Jake, a successful 63-year old businessman dedicated 
to the band's presence in the community, explained how it felt to not understand the 
theoretical terms that they were using, "I'm kinda like a handicapped person." He added, 
"It's like a Greek/Latin class." The freedom of members to express themselves allowed 
the members' knowledge to be revealed and ideas to be heard. While this created 
issues for members that did not yet understand, they appreciated the right to be able to 
contribute. The band empowered participants by allowing them the freedom to 
participate in the ongoing musical dialogue. 
In this participatory environment, the single member became part of the whole 
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musical group-expression. In order to have a singular influence in this social structure 
that could exert authority and benefit the group, members used their individual talents 
and voices in no less than eleven different band committees, including those focused on 
publicity, operations, library, newsletter, and fund raising. Other committees included 
those related to finances, grant writing , historical documentation, special concert 
preparations, and social functions. People who volunteered to serve on any one of 
these committees enabled the smooth functioning of the band throughout the year. 
Rather than a band that functions rather loosely without any discipline, the organizational 
structure of the band that attends to non-musical decisions ensures the "smooth running 
of the organization and its continuing existence" (Highlands Community Band Policy and 
Procedures Handbook, 2012). Self-expression relates directly to the autonomous 
freedom to contribute to the functioning of the organization either as a committee 
member, a member-at-large, or to support the continuation of the group's structure 
through elections of officers. All of these roles return support to the organization in this 
codependent relationship between structure and participants (Giddens, 1984 ). 
Members conduct yearly elections for the band's officers. Robert's Rules of 
Order did not exist during these elections. Players elected their president informally, and 
sometimes those elected were those who volunteered to serve. For example, a week or 
so before the election for president, someone looked at Galen, a young man in his late 
twenties, "Galen, you ought to be president." Galen said he would do it but had to leave 
in six months for relocation to another state. The week of the election, members were 
again asked, "Anybody, anybody, anybody want to be president? The president at the 
time asked, zeroing in on Galen, "Anybody, anybody who's only going to be here for six 
months?" Galen replied, "Oh alright, I mean okay!" Band members, while holding 
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important positions, remained unconstrained by convention. This served as one more 
example of autonomy within the organization. They used their talents and individual 
skills to reinforce the structure of the band through their efforts, enhancing not only their 
place within the organization, but the strength of the group. 
Opportunities for Unique Physical, Emotional, and Spiritual Responses 
Study participants described specific physical, emotional, or spiritual responses 
that resulted from their participation in community band that contributed to their sense of 
well-being. In addition, they talked about an exuberance and excitement that emanated 
from particular musical moments that stood out for them. These unique life chances 
emerged from band membership. 
Several members talked about leaving the stresses of everyday life when they 
entered the band room and the safe environment within . This was a place of refuge 
from life's responsibilities and a place to figuratively recharge their batteries. It gave 
them a haven from their everyday life and offered a mental and physical boost; they 
returned to their normal environment in better spirits and physically refreshed. Sabrina, 
a returning musician, described the transformation that occurred once she entered the 
band room . "Any stress that's in my life doesn't seem to matter." As she explained, 
"Concentrating on what you're doing sort of takes you away from that other reality and to 
a place that's enjoyable." Community band participation "filled a hole in my life that 1 
didn't know existed until I joined." Camille expounded even further, "A lot of times, if it's 
been a particularly stressful day at work, I would leave work and just say to myself, 'I 
cannot wait to get to band."' She always felt better after rehearsal. Travis experienced a 
similar transformation, "It makes me feel better if I'm having a pretty bad day." He 
added, "It lifts you up." 
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In the present study, the majority of members (N=30/32) alluded to a kind of 
excited, exuberant, and energetic physical response to "wow" moments in their musical 
lives; these experiences took them beyond the expected. According to previous studies, 
this type of experience was referred to as a "peak" experience (Chiodo, 1997; Reed, 
2008), as being "in-the-zone" (Rybak, 1995), or as "flow" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). All 
relate to a balance of competence and challenge, which seems to transcend 
participants' normal experiences. 
Marcia, in her late twenties committed to music since her childhood, described 
her astonishment when totally absorbed in the moment. "I'm so focused and so, so into 
it, that I don't even realize where I just was." She continued to illustrate the after-effect, 
almost breathless in her animated depiction of it being "like a runner's high" causing her 
to have a burst of creativity in all aspects of life. "I want to go home and I want to 
practice and I want to write music and I want to cook a gourmet meal and I want to, you 
know all these things. I want to paint." She chuckled, "It really makes me feel very 
alive." 
With more reserved stillness, Will, a professional musician and composer, felt a 
connection between God and music. "Just to be in its presence makes me feel spiritual" 
because "it can lift you out of your body, out of your soul." Other people recognized that 
music provided the opportunity to connect to a higher or alternate state of being, which 
encouraged continued participation. "I'm not in any way spiritual or religious," Joe said. 
"The only time I feel that sort of connection to something greater is through music. So 
for me, it's almost like going to church, if that makes any sense." Without it, he said, "I 
don't function properly. So I need that." Albert described it as a place "where you just 
sort of get carried away into another world" because it is so "overwhelming." Music, for 
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these band members, was a path to a higher dimension. 
Some participants related what they considered to be out-of-the-ordinary 
experiences that happened without intent or seeming preparation. Sometimes in 
rehearsals "you just, like, burst out laughing, you know. It's like, 'That was really fun!"' 
Sarah said, laughing. Others marveled at how things just seemed to happen. Mike 
explained, "All of a sudden I get the right positions, and the right notes, and 'wow' that's 
good." One member with a severe case of arthritis experienced a similar feeling. The 
band played a difficult piece that she had played in high school and after they finished, 
Judith said, '"Oh my God, I could play that whole thing!' It was like, you know, it just 
came." She echoed words that others used, "Wow, I did it!" Past experience and finger 
memory seemed to take over for her. This sense of surprise at the unexpected seemed 
to encourage members to continue. Participation allowed these moments to happen, 
and it seemed that these experiences of heightened awareness became part of the 
reason for continued participation. 
These experiences were as unique as the individual who experienced them, as 
were their spiritual, emotional, and physical responses. Participants that recalled such 
events experienced feelings that took them out of their normal emotional range and 
allowed them to feel the flow that occurred when their skill matched the challenge. The 
structure of this community band supported the chance that this might happen because 
it provided the opportunity for everyone to participate without restriction. 
Conclusion 
Authoritative resources that support the innate needs of autonomy, competence, 
and relatedness promote participation. Participants in this study, whose perspectives 
indicate how this structure influences their motivation to participate, revealed aspects of 
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community band structures that support participation (autonomous environments) and 
those that detract from involvement (controlled environment). Environments that support 
autonomy, relatedness, and competence support the cultivation of autonomous 
motivation, which leads to increased persistence and higher levels of motivation (Deci & 
Ryan, 2008b). 
The director supported autonomy in this participatory environment. As the 
authority figure, he gently encouraged people to learn at their own pace, requested their 
input for musical and nonmusical matters, and allowed them to essentially "run" the band 
under his guidance. Members had the authority to determine how they contributed to 
the group, both within their sections and as members-at-large or committee members. 
The director supported members' autonomy from his own direction by actively employing 
other directors within the band to conduct. This support encouraged people to 
determine their own musical and nonmusical contributions and feel capable of working 
with other directors. 
Participation is facilitated when the director and participants demonstrate similar 
goals. In this participatory environment that encourages all skill levels and ages, 
members demonstrated this affinity by calling the director by his first name. Participants 
believed in the competence of the director and related to his affable, humorous nature 
and his multiple means to communicate musical indications. This feeling of solidarity 
transferred outward to the community of community bands that exists in the United 
States, even though not all community bands demonstrate similar policies. 
If a director focuses on establishing a presentational-oriented environment in the 
context of a participatory environment made up of volunteers, participants feel 
constrained by dissimilar goals; a sense of relatedness with the director may dissipate 
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and participation can be threatened. An overly critical environment keeps less-skilled 
members from excelling because they feel incompetent. And, if a director seems to be 
unable to give a clear beat and directions, members feel unable to respond and lose 
confidence because participants question the director's competence. 
Relatedness seemed to be a strong motivator for participants in this study. 
When participants came to rehearsal , they left their professional and personal lives 
behind and took on their identities as members of this musical ensemble. People shared 
similar goals and supported each other in the attainment of those goals. A band 
membership spanning seven decades exposed all ages to the different stages of life. In 
doing so, a sensitization to needs throughout life enabled people to relate to each other. 
Younger members witnessed older members' skills and physical abilities diminishing, 
while older members recalled their own early days in band and acknowledged the young 
players in the band. In society, when people often separate themselves into age groups 
and become less engaged with all of society, participation in this community band 
brought them together. People recognized this and respectfully helped older members, 
perhaps realizing that one day they may be in the same situation. This was one of those 
unintended consequences of community band involvement in this type of participatory 
environment. People did not join band for the establishment of multi-generational 
relationships; yet members place great value on those relationships. Because the band 
had no attendance policy and offered people the opportunity to bring young children, 
participation was encouraged. 
As an innate need, competence promotes well-being. Participants had 
opportunities to learn and practice their instrument in this participatory environment. 
While not all participants chose to excel, the opportunity existed for those members who 
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sought excellence. For participants, competence related more to self-perception and the 
roles that they perceived to have within the band. Some people reached a stage of 
satisfaction with their own level of competence; these individuals enjoyed playing with 
others without needing to increase their skills. As with other participatory environments, 
their motivation related directly to the actions of participating. Other people 
demonstrated their competence through musical discussions involving theoretical terms, 
which created disparity for less-knowledgeable members. However, these same 
members were able to contribute their competence in nonmusical activities within the 
band, facilitating the overall functioning of the group. 
While Giddens (1984) recognized the hierarchal ordering within structures, 
participants in this band assumed their own roles within the band. They chose where 
they could best contribute, whether it came naturally because of their skills as musicians, 
or from their extramusical skills linked to other competencies, or simply from their 
individual personalities. Some determined they fit best in a supportive role or 
acknowledged that they did not have time to contribute in a significant way, but all could 
find a place within the group. While participants admired those with performance or 
composition skills, they seemed to work together without a hierarchal-type rivalry. Each 
assumed role contributed to individual's identification with the band. Their roles related 
directly to how they could positively influence the structure through participation, thus 
giving authority to the structure by their actions. 
Study participants noted certain unintended consequences that arose as the 
result of engagement with this community band. One related directly to the stress-free 
environment of the band: it seemed easier to excel without the stress of a competitive 
environment. Another unintended consequence related directly to participant support of 
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the structure: While routine keeps a structure going over time and relates directly to 
duality of structuration, what is not routine, as is the case of peak experiences, keeps 
people attending. People did not join the band in order to experience the excitement of 
a peak performance, but once they had, participants strove to repeat this unforgettable 
sensation. Ninety-four percent of participants reported experiencing this feeling at least 
once. Consciously or unconsciously, autonomy, relatedness, and competence 
collectively drive participants to re-experience the emotions related to these innate 
needs. 
The longevity of this twenty-plus year musical organization and the promise of its 
continuation across time provided routine stability. Membership cohesiveness promoted 
the reproduction of the group within the system, and life chances afforded individuals the 
opportunity for self-development, self-expression, and overall well-being. All three 
aspects of authoritative resources that generated power within this community band 
structure represented valued features because they promoted satisfaction of the innate 
needs for autonomy, relatedness, and competence. Participants determined their own 
destiny as well as the band's future through demonstrated personal commitment to the 
band based, in part, on the conscious or unconscious desire to fulfill their innate needs. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study on music participation was to understand how the 
resources and rules of a community band structure enable or dissuade participation. 
Results offer proponents of lifelong participation and the fields of music education and 
community music insights for supporting participation beyond the classroom. This 
qualitative study utilized interviews supplemented by observations and documents. The 
data encompassed thirty-two transcribed interviews and observations of the band as a 
whole. Band members volunteered to share their experiences through the interview 
process; however, I did not hear the voices of all the band members. This group gave 
me the opportunity to talk to people who took a hiatus from music, and their experience 
informed these results. Participants in this study all supported the structure of the band 
through their involvement, so their contribution to this study served to fulfill the research 
recommendation of Martin (1983) for further research on community bands that 
successfully attracted members in order to understand their motivations to "aid in 
membership development and maintenance" (p. 188). 
Two original research questions guided the results and direction of this study: 
How does a community band's structure control or support the autonomous motivation to 
participate according to the perceptions of musicians in the Highlands Community Band? 
Based on these results, how can a community band structure promote participation 
beyond the classroom? Three questions served as a subset to the initial research 
question . How do the rules within a community band's structure control or support the 
autonomous motivation to participate according to the perceptions of musicians in the 
Highlands Community Band? How do a/locative resources within a community band's 
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structure control or support the autonomous motivation to participate according to the 
perceptions of musicians in the Highlands Community Band? How do the authoritative 
resources within a community band's structure control or support the autonomous 
motivation to participate according to the perceptions of musicians in the Highlands 
Community Band? 
Results of this study are placed in the context of existing literature to lend support 
to the findings and expose the conditions that study participants needed for music 
participation as well as reveal what potentially inhibited music involvement. I follow with 
structural attributes that promote autonomous motivation within the community band 
environment for possible future implementation and research examination. Findings add 
to the current body of community band participation research and contribute to the field 
of music education and music education research. 
Results in the Context of the Literature 
The intent of this study was to reveal how community band structure influenced 
participation according to study participants who were members of the all-inclusive 
Highlands Community Band. While members related accounts concerning this particular 
band and its structure, they also related previous experiences that further informed this 
study. This participation research sought to understand how rules and resources, both 
allocative and authoritative, enabled or constrained participation according to people 
who represented a diverse array of musical ability and experience. 
Rules and the Motivation to Participate 
The nonrestrictive and inclusive environment of the Highlands Community Band 
supported participation and autonomous motivation. Even though the analysis of data 
revealed other structural properties that encouraged or dissuaded participation, the initial 
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consideration of whether or not to join a band within reasonable access often depended 
on whether fees, auditions, or attendance requirements existed. Unlike elite competitive 
structures designed to produce consistently high-quality performances in a 
presentational environment (Turino, 2008), this participatory structure that presents 
performances to the public offers admittance to all , from beginner to advanced members 
without having to prove ability through auditions or to experience the fear of failure 
(Turino, 2008). This no-audition policy aligns with New Horizons bands' structures that 
permit musicians over the age of 50 to participate without auditions (Coffman and 
Adamek, 2001 ; NHIMA website, 2013). Interviewees who were not professional 
musicians avoided groups that required auditions, consistent with the findings of Stewart 
(2007). Decisions related directly to feeling inadequate to the task (Cottrell , 1972; 
Davidson, 2004; Gates, 1991; Pitts, 2005; Stewart 2007), or to not wanting the stress of 
a competitive environment (Ryan & Deci, 2000a; Stewart, 2007). 
This structure did not mandate attendance, which enabled participation for those 
with outside commitments and time constraints. The ability to self-determine one's level 
of commitment across time positively influenced motivation (Amabile & Tighe, 1993; 
Ryan & Deci, 2000a; Taylor, 1975) and contributed to the wide range of ages in this 
particular structure. While such a policy can create inconsistency of attendees for 
rehearsals and make concert attendance of participants unknown, these findings 
seemed to indicate that the policy had the potential to increase the number of community 
band members who would have been constrained from participation by strict attendance 
requirements. 
Welcoming attitude, humor, and overall acceptance, facilitated the establishment 
of social and/or musical relationships (Davidson, 2004; Finnegan, 1989; Larson, 1982; 
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Manturzewska, 1990; Pitts, 2005; Walberg & Stariha, 1992), which contributed to 
satisfying the innate need for relatedness (Deci & Ryan, 2008a). Social factors did serve 
as primary motivators for those who joined band to make friends and became a 
motivating force for participation when strong relationships developed. The cultivation of 
friendships appeared to increase loyalty between members, consistent with previous 
research (Cavitt, 2005; Coffman, 2008; Coffman & Adamek, 1999; Dabback, 2006, 
2008; Mantie, 2012; Mantie & Tucker, 2008; Reed, 2008; Spencer, 1996). While 
findings unquestionably support the value of socializing for most band members, 
socializing did not play a role for members who instead solely sought musical interaction 
(Cavitt, 2005; Chiodo, 1997; Coffman, 2008; Kruse, 2007) and skill improvement 
(Coffman, 2008; Heintzelman, 1988; Kruse, 2007; Pitts, 2005; Reed, 2008; Spencer, 
1996). This research also corroborates Mantie (2012), who cautioned against crediting 
the social aspect of band as a primary motivator for all participants, consistent with the 
recognition that a benefit for one person can be less relevant for another (Feldman, 
2004; Giddens, 1984; Obrist et al., 2010). The unifying factor amongst band members 
referred directly to finding a sense of relatedness within the community band 
environment (Deci & Ryan, 2008b). 
Service to the community represented the fourth normative practice. Integral to 
most community bands, some members participated, in part, because they wanted to 
give back to the community and the community band provided an automatic way to 
achieve that goal. Caring for the community resulted from a sense of re!atedness to 
those deemed by some to be underserved or not recognized enough for their 
contribution. This normative practice fulfilled their innate need to have opportunities to 
uniquely relate their appreciation for community members and contributed to their 
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motivation to participate (Deci & Ryan, 2008b). Participants anticipated the recognition 
received from audience members, supporting the findings of Chiodo (1997) and Kruse 
(2007), particularly those audiences that would express their appreciation with gestures 
of warmth and enthusiasm. It allowed them to share the product of their efforts in public 
(Heintzelman, 1988) and create a special relationship with particular audiences. 
While no sanctions existed for breaking the written rules, members did 
demonstrate sanctions when the normative practice relating to group competence was 
threatened. When a past member, who believed himself capable of playing better than 
he could, unexpectedly showed up for an anniversary concert, members of his section 
sanctioned what he could play. The section policed the player throughout the concert 
and made sure that he did not try to play what was beyond his capabilities. He adhered 
to their suggestions so group competence was not violated; however, his section let him 
know that this was unacceptable behavior, consistent with Boland (1996) who 
emphasized that members determine what is appropriate and act accordingly. 
Participants unequivocally demonstrated their value for competence and how group 
competence truly mattered (Deci & Ryan, 2000). 
The sixth and final normative practice for this particular band focused on allowing 
members to choose when to leave the band as physical abilities diminished. Fellow 
participants did everything in their power to assist and support members with age-related 
physical constraints. This support allowed participants to continue to benefit from the 
mental and physical activity that community band attendance provided (Chiodo, 1997; 
Coffman, 2002b; Kahn, 1998; Kruse, 2007; Moser, 2003; Rybak, 1995) as well as to 
experience a sense of spiritual fulfillment (Mantie, 2012). Participants revealed the 
significance of the band in their lives when contemplating their eventual self-imposed 
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retirement. Everyone that spoke about this topic dreaded the day when they would have 
to leave, but felt that at that time it would be in the best interest of the band; they 
identified so much with the group (Dabback, 2006, 2008; Kruse, 2007), that they would 
leave to preserve the quality of the band. 
Allocative Resources and the Motivation to Participate 
Two allocative resources influenced participants' decision to initially join the 
band: access to a band (Cavitt, 2005), which included not only the presence of a band 
within a reasonable distance but access to transportation, and having an available 
instrument (Cavitt, 2005). These resources gave them the necessary materials to 
participate (Giddens, 1984 ). Two other allocative resources promoted continued 
persistence. Original music specifically written for this group by composers within the 
band provided one valued resource. Participants were motivated to play their best in 
order to honor and promote the composers' presence in the band. The yearly highlight 
of the band's productivity, the spring concert, provided the other resource. Challenged 
by a higher level of repertoire, participants prepared to the best of their abilities. With no 
distractions in this presentational environment (Turino, 2008), they were able to realize 
how a heightened awareness to details could result in a level of playing that they rarely 
obtained in rehearsal. Deci & Ryan (2000) emphasized the need for an environment or 
structure to support achieving competence, and these concerts contributed to • 
participants' sense of growing competence as a group and as individuals. Public 
recognition of these events served as an increased stimulus to participate and 
recordings of these performances verified the band's improvement over the years. 
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Authoritative Resources and the Motivation to Participate 
The longevity of the Highlands Community Band depended, in part, on effective 
supportive leadership (Mantie, 2012; Spencer, 1996), because negative leadership traits 
took the pleasure out of performing in a volunteer band. Excessive directions and 
singling out members appeared to constrain participation because these actions tended 
to destroy more than build up the performer, inhibiting motivation (Cottrell, 1972; 
Davidson, 2004; Ryan & Deci, 2000a). The director's encouraging leadership 
(Davidson, 2004; Finnegan, 1989; Pitts, 2005; Ryan & Deci, 2000a; Walberg & Stariha, 
1992) seasoned with a sense of humor helped motivate participants, consistent with 
previous research (Coffman, 2002b). The director's dedication to the band instilled 
participants' own dedication. The director's efforts to establish continuity further 
legitimized the group as a community band that could organizationally withstand a 
change in leadership; longevity established legitimacy for those within the group and 
facilitated member and community support (Giddens, 1984). 
Demonstrations of dedication served to support the cohesiveness of the 
membership and contributed to the overall identity of the musicians as members of the 
band, consistent with previous community band research (Coffman, 2008; Coffman & 
Adamek, 1999; Dabback, 2006, 2008). Participants considered themselves as members 
of a team (Coffman & Adamek, 2001; Heintzelman, 1988). As such, each member could 
cultivate their own identity and role as a contributing member of the group, which aligns 
with findings of Davidson (2004) and Kagitcibasi (1997). However, if one cannot identify 
as a necessary contributor as was the case for one participant, the need to support the 
team diminishes and discourages participation for those who may have other pressing 
needs outside of the band environment. Study participants demonstrated dedication 
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through regular attendance, raising money to support the group's endeavors, and 
maintaining contact with past members. They took ownership of the band with these 
evidences of loyalty, contributing to finding their place within the group (Coffman, 2008; 
Coffman & Adamek, 1999; Dabback, 2006, 2008). 
A community band structure that offers members the potential to develop their 
skills fulfills a basic need for competence (Giddens, 1984; Deci & Ryan, 2008b) . This 
support gives increased authority to the individual participant and the group (Giddens, 
1984 ). Those who took advantage of the band 's human resources reaped the potential 
personal rewards that community band membership can offer to interested participants, 
consistent with previous results (Coffman & Adamek, 1999; Kruse, 2007). The desire to 
improve confirmed previous research related to participants' motivation for skill 
development (Coffman, 2008; Heintzelman, 1988; Kruse, 2007; Pitts, 2005; Reed, 2008; 
Spencer, 1996) and the ability of that improvement to influence motivation 
(Csikszentmihalyi , 1990; Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi , 1976; Elliott, 1995) and 
identification as a musician (Regelski, 2007). While skill level contributed to a sense of 
identity within the group, participants seemed to indicate that skill was not imperative to 
musical identity within the group. Everyone seemed to identify with the role they had 
created for themselves within the band environment, supporting previous research 
(Dabback, 2006, 2008; Davidson, 1999; Finnegan, 1989; Gallan, 2000; Mills, 2008). 
The Highlands Band provided ample opportunities for members to express 
themselves, thereby exerting their authority to affect the structure through individual and 
collective actions (Giddens, 1993; Olson & Yahia, 2006), components contributing to 
motivation (Taylor, 1975). Members had the opportunity to serve in any of the eleven 
different band committees, allowing them to contribute to the overall functioning of the 
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organization. In doing so, they took ownership in the process. The ability to express 
themselves in these ways empowered participants to gain a sense of purpose as 
individuals and as members of the band, consistent with previous findings (Davidson, 
1999; Finnegan, 1989; Gallan, 2000; Mills, 2008). By not being constrained from 
expressing themselves, they were enabled (Amabile & Tighe, 1993; Giddens, 1984; 
Taylor, 1975). 
Life chances included opportunities to get away from everyday stress (Coffman & 
Adamek, 1999; Kruse, 2007), to develop one's skill (Kruse, 2007), and to experience 
times of unique sensations. Members who had not yet entered retirement age stated in 
no uncertain terms that band provided a relief from their stressful lives. In addition, a 
large majority of members, regardless of skill level, (N=30/32) recalled a "wow" moment 
when they were totally absorbed in the musical experience (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; 
Rybak, 1995). Participants described feelings such as exuberance, excitement, and 
unexpected surprise, as well an overwhelming feeling of awe and a sense of being 
connected to God, consistent with the experience of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). 
These experiences took people out of their normal realm of feeling into something more 
intense. These meaningful peak experiences supported the findings of Chiodo (1997) 
and Reed (2008) that recognized the value placed on such musical moments. Without 
participation, being in the moment as a performer could not occur. These were life 
chances that this community band offered individuals who would normally not consider 
participation in or be admitted to an auditions-only band. 
Promoting Participation Beyond the Classroom 
If music participation is to remain meaningful and continue beyond the 
classroom, or be engaged at a later entry point, how can music educators and 
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community musicians contribute to making that experience possible? Results within the 
context of the literature revealed how different structural aspects supported or controlled 
motivation. In accordance with SOT, environmental conditions that supported innate 
human needs for autonomy, relatedness, and competence promoted higher levels of 
motivation and the potential for self-determination. Based on structuration theory, SOT, 
and the perceptions of members of a community band that promotes participation for all 
ages and skill levels, I proffer an acceptance of life responsibilities that can inhibit 
involvement and propose a potential change to viewing community band structure so 
that all interested members of the community can participate. The following structural 
features, taken in their entirety or in parts, could serve to increase music involvement 
across the lifespan. 
Eliminate Restrictive Policies 
In order to make the transfer from school music to community music or to 
encourage participation later in life, one single factor stood out as the most significant: 
the elimination of restrictive policies that control motivation. In this band, a welcoming 
atmosphere that had no fees, auditions or attendance requirements promoted a feeling 
of safety and reassured the participants that 1) financial concerns would not affect their 
opportunity to participate, 2) they could pursue other commitments without worrying 
about maintaining a competitive edge in music, and 3) they could ease their way into 
performing with the support of other community band members. The nonrestrictive and 
welcoming environment of the Highlands Community Band supported the innate human 
need to autonomously choose to participate. While this type of environment was not 
designed to appeal to musicians seeking a presentational group consisting of only high-
level instrumentalists, skilled musicians who sought out the camaraderie and 
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environment of this community band contributed to the performance level while serving 
as mentors. 
While this study did not venture into examining other community band structures, 
logic would dictate that a tremendous amount of music degree holders exist who seek 
opportunities to perform in highly-skilled bands. While the question for this research 
focuses on engaging all members of the community, professionally-oriented bands raise 
the question of who is being served and for what purpose, musicians and potential 
musicians in the community from all walks of life, the audience community, universities 
who graduate countless music degree holders, or those degree holders themselves. 
While these questions go beyond this study, it should be noted that the Highlands 
Community Band, made up of seven generations of performers of different skill levels 
and experience from various walks of life, presented a case that a structure that allowed 
people to participate at their own discretion could produce respectable performances 
that people in the community talked about years later. 
The community band that seeks to serve all members of the community desiring 
the opportunity should consider the answer to the question posed by the director of the 
Highlands Community Band, "Why would you have auditions if this is a band for the 
community, that's truly a community band?" If lifelong music making is the goal, then 
band leaders and community musicians must seek alternative ways to motivate potential 
participants through policies that promote participation rather than thwart motivation. 
Provide Childcare Possibilities 
Researchers use self-determination theory to understand what enables and 
controls people, and in order to do this, they seek to learn from the people themselves. 
While this research did not go outside of this community band environment, logic would 
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dictate that children present an obstacle if a parent wants to attend a weeknight 
community band rehearsal. The director of this band promoted participation for people 
with young children by creating an atmosphere that accommodated families. Provisions 
for child-friendly space enabled participants with childcare concerns the opportunity to 
bring their children to evening rehearsals and signified this band as an outlier. As a rule , 
child care facilities most often function during normal working hours, and in a world 
where many people live far from family support, child care during the evenings can 
present an obstacle. Childcare provisions contributed not only to augmenting 
attendance for those with children, but additionally exposed young children to a 
welcoming band environment. Some children who grew up in this participatory 
environment later joined this band. 
What if other bands followed suit and found ways to provide child care provisions 
for their members? The effect on potential participants in the community would remain 
to be seen, but one can speculate that some people without other options would 
embrace the opportunity to spend a few hours on a weekday night playing their 
instrument without having to worry about finding childcare. The stress relief that some 
members spoke of could provide a respite from daily cares and return the parent to the 
home refreshed after such an evening. Parents' enabled involvement contributes to the 
value they place on the structure of the band (Giddens, 1984). 
Support Instrument Acquisition by the Band 
A community band that was able to acquire instruments for the ensemble 
contributed to opening up possibilities for musicians without instruments to participate. 
While the participants in this study primarily owned their own instruments, for the few 
who needed an instrument, this allocative resource served their needs. Band policies 
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and procedures would need to be clear on how to handle this and the budget would 
have to support this endeavor, but the benefit for those who can partake of this 
possibility opens the door to future involvement. 
Provide a Participatory Environment for Learning 
Unlike community bands devoted to providing lessons at a cost to the less 
experienced and dividing members into different levels of bands, this community band 
provided members with little or no experience with section mentors during rehearsal who 
provided on-the-spot training and guidance that created a symbiotic relationship that 
served the leadership's desire to create an environment conducive and beneficial to all 
levels of ability. This promoted gaining competence for the less-experienced members 
while already being exposed to expert musicians. This participatory environment 
encouraged participation. Members enhanced their skills through regular rehearsals, 
which ultimately propelled the band toward greater achievement across time. 
Participants who experienced moments of flow in their musical lives wanted to be re-
exposed to the conditions that created those extra-ordinary feelings. The Highlands 
Community Band structure provided members with the opportunity to be engaged 
directly with music making and to increase their overall competence. 
A non-restrictive age environment that accepted everyone regardless of skill 
allowed the community to work together in the true sense of community. Similar to the 
one-room school house, where people work together, learning from and inspiring each 
other, younger adults could see music as a lifetime experience. In this way, more 
experienced musicians, whether elder or younger, could mentor the less-experienced 
(Manturzewska, 1990; Walberg & Stariha, 1992) and could help fill in the parts that 
others were not yet able to cover; in that way everyone contributed to the best of their 
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ability and could grow without feeling like they would be exposed for what they could not 
do. This director who promoted access for all accepted the various ability levels of 
musicians and worked toward helping the less able improve while keeping the more 
gifted musicians fulfilled . 
Value and Support the Contribution 
Competence represents a valued innate need; people need to feel able. 
However, in an all-volunteer band that accepts all abilities, competence is relative to the 
roles individuals play. Participants in this study revealed the importance of a non-
competitive community band environment because it kept them from having to prove 
their worth based on skill level. This contributed toward valuing the contribution rather 
than the chair position. Everyone in this community band had a role to play, and section 
members could self-determine that role, including switching parts when desired, which 
allowed everyone to feel valued and competent in what they did. For example, when a 
member self-determined her third chair position, it created a different perspective for that 
participant rather than being placed in that position . All parts represent essential parts to 
the whole, so participants viewed their contribution as a valued role. By not being 
cornered into a position, participants were enabled rather than constrained by the 
connotation of not being good enough. 
This all-volunteer band represented aspects of both a participatory environment 
and a presentational one. Because this environment allowed all skill levels, some 
returning members indicated that volunteers should not be criticized as though they were 
paid members of a community band. In fact, one member noted that he witnessed 
people leaving a different band because of a director's criticisms. Because concerts 
represented a presentational environment, one can speculate that a director would need 
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to find a balance between the two expectations. Most band members liked to be part of 
the whole and preferred not being a single entity that stood out for not being up to par. 
Community members in this band, encouraged by their ability to grow in skill, 
identified themselves as contributing members of the band. Some recognized that they 
did not contribute to the same degree as others, but they accepted this, because 
invariably there was always someone better and someone less good. A light-hearted 
environment full of wit and humor went a long way to create a stress-free environment. 
This type of atmosphere supported relatedness between members and contributed to 
their support of the band. Each member, regardless of skill, played a contributing role in 
the functioning of the band; by joining together, members became part of something 
greater. 
Support Identification with the Group 
The significance of an organization's structure in the lives of participants depends 
in part upon the ability of the structure to meet their innate need for relatedness. 
Opportunity to perform with others helped people identify with the group; participants 
depended on each other to play their instrument. While dependency on other musicians 
for performance automatically joins people together, not all environments support 
identification with the group. One participant left a community band environment that 
was not social enough. So identification with a group, for some participants, included 
the social relationships that can develop. Allowing members to talk, to spend time 
during break, and just get to know one another helped promote identification with the 
group and gave participants an escape into another world for a while. 
While all bands cultivate musical relationships and joining people of similar 
interests together, this community band cultivated relatedness among multiple 
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generations from school age to octogenarians who interacted not only during breaks, but 
during rehearsals. Socializing coupled with a sense of camaraderie and team mentality 
served as structural norms that supported participation and identification with the band, 
empowering both the band and the roles of participants in the band, which encouraged 
continued participation. 
Members voluntarily participated in various committees that supported the 
functioning of the band. While not all participants participated in a committee, those who 
chose to serve in that manner had the opportunity to contribute their skills and interests 
to the overall functioning of the organization, strengthening their identification with the 
group. Participants in this study had no intention of leaving the band. People were 
motivated to continue until they were no longer physically able because this band fulfilled 
their needs for not only autonomy and competence building, but relatedness. 
Potential Implications for a Nonrestrictive Structure 
In conceiving structural attributes that potentially promote community band 
participation beyond high school and throughout life, I was inspired by the evolution of 
the New Horizons International Music Association. From a relatively simple idea 
formulated by Dr. Roy Ernst in the late 1980s to enable retirees opportunities to 
participate in music regardless of past experience, NHIMA has grown to an organization 
with over 10,000 members (NHIMA website, 2013). If a similar movement took hold to 
encourage and motivate musicians and potential musicians interested in band 
performance to participate in bands that had structures that eliminated fees, time 
constraints, auditions, and child care needs, what might happen? If community bands 
found ways to accommodate parents with child care provisions acceptable and feasible 
for their community, one can only speculate how that would influence participation, both 
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now and in the future. 
Giddens (1984) emphasized the imperative need for structures to meet the 
needs of participants. Community bands need to evolve over time as part of the 
dynamic process of structuration in order to meet the needs not only of participants who 
are already in the bands, but more precisely to meet the needs of potential participants 
who currently have no voice. Mdee (2008) wrote of those excluded from community 
activities who had little say in the overall community structure. Do potential participants 
feel excluded from community bands that are engrained in their social practices and feel 
there are no options for them? Why should community bands not seek to meet the 
needs of those who cannot attend because childcare is an issue, or because time 
constraints and outside responsibilities negatively influence participation decisions? Are 
community bands satisfied with the status quo or do they seek to engage all interested 
people throughout life? What if there were no sanctions for lack of attendance? Or what 
if there were no constraints, no fear of being ostracized or embarrassed because of a 
lack of skill after years away from performance? Maybe over time, this type of band 
would be the stepping stone out of high school for those interested in maintaining a 
musical connection while engaged in other life responsibilities without waiting until the 
senior adult years to return to music. 
Giddens' theory of structuration offers the possibility for change because it 
presents structure as an ongoing dynamic process of evolution between the structure 
and participants. People act as agents in structuration theory and have the power to 
choose the direction of a structure. While the longevity of a structure makes it more 
difficult to change, the potential to do so remains according to Giddens (1984). 
Hundreds of extant studies used either structuration and SOT in order to understand not 
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only the current status of a structure, but to understand what people need for the 
purpose of creating environments that enable participants. 
Although a single case study limits the scope of claims made regarding 
participation, prior research findings support results from this study and alignment with 
the principles of SOT strengthen the feasibility of influencing participation through the 
implementation of these structural features. Further research could verify findings, or 
perhaps conclude that only certain aspects work in other environments. This particular 
case represented a geographic area of the United States known for its participatory 
music and overall hospitality and friendliness. As one member of the band noted, "This 
culture down here, if you ask them to do something, it's very seldom they turn you 
down." This mindset may have an influence on band members' willingness to take 
ownership of the band. While an overall helpful nature distinguishes this region, a 
majority of participants came from other parts of the country. More significance may rest 
in this university-town environment that attracts academia and graduate students as well 
as those seeking retirement opportunities. 
An environment modeled after the Highlands Community Band structure 
encourages autonomy, competence, and relatedness-all innate needs that when 
satisfied increase motivation for the activity. This particular context provides 
opportunities for autonomous decision-making and self-determination, allows members 
to grow in competence, and provides a sense of relatedness with other members of the 
community who seek musical engagement with others. The proposed structural features 
would seemingly attract these community musicians rather than draw participants who 
specifically seek a professional-grade band of high-quality musicians. 
I believe in the inherent value that music can offer to participants. Most 
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potentially interested people have little time, too many responsibilities, and children to 
worry about to join a band that insists on.them being qualified to participate, having time 
to do so, and having access to child care. It is certainly worth the effort to create an 
environment that would adjust to participants' needs rather than expect them to embrace 
a controlled environment. 
Potential Implications for Music Education 
While this type of environment may seem idealistic and unrealistic, it exists. The 
Highlands Community Band represents not an improbability but a possibility for other 
ensembles that seek to involve all interested members of the community. Bands of this 
nature do not threaten programs that have restrictive policies: For those people who 
have refrained from engagement, this style of band offers the possibility for participation 
and promotes psychological well-being. Why does this matter? If music education 
exists to engage all interested people in the process of music making, then why would 
music educators only concern themselves with high school and college band 
participation and those people who seek more exclusive ensembles? This study 
demonstrates the possible benefits that people may gain from participation in a 
community band with open policies, which validates music in the schools as a vehicle to 
lifelong engagement. Music becomes more than an accompaniment to sports events or 
a school elective; it exists as a valid experience that has the potential to enrich the lives 
of participants beyond the classroom. 
While it takes a special type of leader to bring diverse skills and ages together, 
the field of music education should embrace community music as part of its processes 
and mission. Student teachers go into schools to learn from practicing teachers as well 
as gain experience in the classroom. Could student teachers also be sent into the 
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·community music world to experience musical life beyond the classroom? One learns 
from doing; working with diverse ages and skills would take most music education 
majors out of their normal realm of music experience into an encounter that allows them 
to envision the possibilities and understand the objectives of amateur musicians. 
A documentary with individual interviews of members relating their experiences 
and values in a representative ensemble could serve as an educational tool. It could 
demonstrate how such. a structure functions to help others envision this possibility. 
School band programs could use it to educate students of possibilities beyond the 
classroom. Additionally, community music leaders could provide talks to university 
music education programs and schools to expand their understanding of the value that 
music can hold in the lives of those who are amateur musicians. If music educators are 
themselves convinced of their role in promoting the enduring value that music can hold 
for all students-not only for the elite performers but for those who are there for the 
overall music experience-then through their actions and collaborative efforts with 
community musicians, music educators can positively influence participation beyond the 
classroom. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The results of this study identified the need for further research utilizing both 
qualitative and quantitative methodologies in order to expand understanding about what 
contributes to and what impedes participation. A study of musicians who never returned 
to performance is needed in order to find out why they never felt the need to resume 
involvement. What impaired their return? Did other needs interfere? Survey 
instruments could facilitate the gathering of quantitative data from individuals who no 
longer participated in music after high school. Qualitative studies would supply deeper 
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insights regarding these individuals, their perspectives, and reasons for not continuing. 
Given the very high attrition rate for band participation post-high school graduation, 
participants could be drawn from many sources ranging from alumni lists to different 
businesses or service organizations. Research findings would help inform those in the 
field of music education about possible music education practices that influenced the 
decision-making process, if their decisions to no longer participate related to the 
structure of the band, or other unknown reasons. Proponents of lifelong involvement in 
music participation view music engagement as essential to life, which requires the 
uncovering of factors that inhibit participation. 
The results of this study also identified the need for continued participation 
research related to community band structures. Since the completion of this study, the 
Highlands Community Band experienced a change in leadership after twenty-four years 
under the same founding director. Upon inquiry, I learned that of the thirty-two 
interviewees, eleven of them were no longer with the band. Three retired from the band 
because of physical limitations; they no longer had the wind to perform or the stamina to 
continue. One of the band's composers passed away. Three people, including the 
director, moved to another state. The high school participant went off to major in music 
in college, one participant entered the military, and another was on sabbatical. Only one 
person was left unaccounted for. Life events, including end-of-life issues, led the other 
ten elsewhere. While this structure seems to have the potential to attract the largest 
number of participants, I must recognize that not everyone desires this type of 
environment. While the proposed structure encourages and supports relatedness, some 
people seek other types of musical and social relationships. For example, this band 
would not fulfill the needs of those seeking a more homogeneous group of participants of 
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similar skill levels or ages. Equally valid is the concern that this type of band is too 
informal for some individuals who seek more of a presentational environment that 
promotes standards of excellence at all times. High school musicians accustomed to a 
competitive environment may find this type of structure as a step down from what they 
previously experienced. If people have assimilated certain standards or routines as 
integral to participation, this band may be in opposition to those expectations. Childcare 
provisions experienced within the rehearsal environment could deter the motivation to 
participate for those seeking a strictly-adult setting . While participants in this study 
contributed their perceptions of how structural components influenced their motivation to 
participate, those who did not participate in this study had no input on the results . 
Further research of the Highlands Community Band would indicate what effect, if any, 
the new leadership has had on the structure of the band. Participants' reactions to this 
change could cast further light on participation and the overall process of structuration. 
On a broader scale, community music proponents need a thorough examination 
of music participation and lifelong involvement using both quantitative and qualitative 
methods case in order to present a more thorough understanding of participation from 
environments where research has yet to be conducted. At least two other types of 
community bands need examination: one that relies on auditions and attendance 
requirements, and where instrumentalists are paid for their services; another with similar 
policies, but non-remunerated. To my knowledge, this type of research has not been 
instigated. The results of this study concentrated on participants experiencing an open-
policy, non-remunerated band designed for an all-inclusive volunteer membership, yet 
there exist a wide variety of community band structures. When all structure types have 
been examined and comparative findings exist, we will have a much richer 
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understanding of community band participation, structure, and motivation. 
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APPENDIX A: INTRODUCTION AND VOLUNTEER PARTICIPATION FORM 
(Sent to all band members via List Serve E-mail and presented as a handout in 
rehearsal) 
My name is Louise Billaud and I am a doctoral candidate in the Doctor of Musical Arts 
(DMA) program at Boston University. The focus of my dissertation research is on the 
experiences and needs of community band musicians who have either maintained their 
music involvement since high school, have experienced a break from performance after 
high school, or are just now beginning their music involvement. The results of this 
research will be documented in my dissertation, the final document needed for obtaining 
the DMA in Music Education. 
I will be observing your community band during weekly rehearsals and plan to interview 
members of your community band who fulfill one of the above mentioned categories and 
who agree to be interviewed. Participation is completely voluntary and if you agree to 
participate you may stop your participation at any time throughout this study. If you want 
to stop your participation in this study, any interview material collected from you will be 
destroyed. 
Each interview will last no longer than an hour and will be scheduled at your 
convenience in a public location of your choice. The interview will be recorded and 
transcribed in order to be reviewed by you to ensure that you approve the content of the 
transcription for use in this research project. The reviewing of the transcript should take 
no longer than an hour. You will have the option to revise the transcript or add 
· something to it if so desired. 
Confidentiality of both the band members and the band is ensured and will be 
maintained. 
If you have any questions you can contact me at lbillaud@nr.edu or at 540-67 4-3600 x 
4351. My advisor Dr. Andrew Goodrich can also be reached at the following e-mail 
address: andrewg@bu.edu. You may obtain further information about your rights as a 
research subject by calling the Boston University CRC Institutional Review Board 
Office at 617-358-6115. 
If you would be interested in participating in this study, please fill out the form below and 
e-mail your form back to me at lbillaud@nr.edu. I will also distribute this form during 
band rehearsal so that you can also return it to me there. 
I hope to hear back from you. I am sincerely interested in learning more about your 
experiences. 
Returning this form below indicates that you have read the above information and 
consent to participate in this study. 
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Volunteer Interview Participation Form 
Name, ____________________________________________________ __ 
E-mail address: _________________________ and/or 
Phone number: ----------------
Preferred interview time: ----------------------------------------------
Preferred interview place: --------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX 8: PRE-INTERVIEW EXPLANATION OF THE STUDY 
Good (morning, afternoon, evening)! I really appreciate your willingness to take 
this hour of your day to talk with me. I have never been in a band, so I am really here to 
learn from you about your own particular experiences. This information will contribute to 
my dissertation study about the experiences of this particular community band's 
members, whether they have been playing their entire life, had a break from 
performance after high school , or are beginning level members. 
For this study, I will be giving you a pseudonym and everything will be kept in a 
password protected file on a computer. Please feel free to skip any questions that may 
make you feel uncomfortable or that you may not want to answer. So, if you do not want 
to answer a question that is perfectly all right. 
I will be recording this interview in order to ensure that I do not place any of your 
conversation out of context, or so that I won 't forget anything. I will be transcribing this 
interview and will be able to give a copy of the transcript to you for your approval in a 
couple of days. If, at that time, there is anything that you want to omit or change, or, if 
there is anything that you want to add after thinking about our conversation, please feel 
free to let me know and I will respect your wishes. If there are any changes, I will get the 
second copy back to you for final approval. Is there a preferred m.ethod of getting this 
transcript to you? 
(Answer of interviewee. Write it down)-------------
Before beginning, can you tell me which category you fit into? Lifelong musician? Played 
band in high school, quit after graduation, and are now back? New learner? 
{Choose appropriate questionnaire.) 
May we begin? (Turn on recorder) 
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APPENDIX C: OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS FOR LIFELONG MUSICIANS 
Code: ________________ _ 
Time: -----------------
Date: -----------------
Place: ________________ _ 
1. Tell me how you got involved with music. 
2. Can you tell me about whether or not there was anyone or any experience that 
motivated you to continue your music after high school? 
3. How does community band fit into your life? 
4. Have you ever had anything that got in the way of your music ... at any point in 
life? Can you describe what that was like? 
5. Were there other activities in the arts that you participated in during this time or 
that you participate in now? 
6. How have your practice or playing activities changed? 
7. Have you ever experienced one of those "Wow, what just happened?" moments 
in your musical life? Can you tell me about it? 
8. (Depending on age) Have you had to change anything about the way you 
practice or play? Are there things that are better? Are some things more 
challenging than before? 
9. Of all the places that the band performs, which performance venue is your 
favorite? Why? 
We are nearing the end of our interview, but I cannot help but feel that I might have 
ignored asking you about something that you think is important. 
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1 O.ls there any experience that you recall that stands out? Is there something that 
makes you smile when you think about it, something that touched you ... is there 
something that you would like to share? 
11.Since you have been involved in music throughout your life, if there was any 
advice that you would give to high school musicians or educators, what would it 
be? 
Thank you so much for taking time out of your schedule to talk with me about your music 
experiences. I may conduct follow-up interviews if needed by e-mail or in person. Would 
that be all right with you? yes no 
I have your contact information and will be getting back with you in a couple of days. If 
you do think of anythin·g, even if you think it is not important, please feel free to share it 
with me. My contact information is found on this card that I am giving to you. In addition, 
if you have any questions about this study and your rights as a research subject, please 
contact my advisor or the Boston University IRB office. I have included their contact 
information on this same card. 
Thank you once again. 
Information on Contact Card: 
Louise Billaud (BU Doctoral Candidate) 
lbillaud@nr.edu 
540-67 4-3600 X 4351 
Prof. Andrew Goodrich (Advisor) 
andrewg@bu.edu 
617-353-4244 
Boston University CRC Institutional Review Board Office at 617-358-6115 
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APPENDIX D: OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS FOR RETURNING MUSICIANS 
Code: ______________ __ 
Time:---------
Date:---------
Place: ________ _ 
1. Tell me how you got involved with music. 
2. What were your early musical experiences like? 
3. What were the circumstances leading to a "gap" period in your musical 
involvement? 
4. How long were you away from performance? What was that period like? 
5. Were there other activities in the arts that you participated in during this time or 
that you participate in now? 
6. Tell me about what led you back to playing your instrument. 
7. How have your practice or playing activities changed? 
8. How does community band fit into your life today? 
9. Have you ever experienced one of those "Wow, what just happened?" moments 
in your musical life? Can you tell me about it? 
10. Of all the places that the band performs, which performance venue is your 
favorite? Why? 
We are nearing the end of our interview, but I cannot help but feel that I might have 
ignored asking you about something that you think is important. 
11.1s there any experience that you recall that stands out? Is there something that 
makes you smile when you think about it, something that touched you ... is there 
something that you would like to share? 
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12.1f you could do something different, would you change anything? 
Thank you so much for taking time out of your schedule to talk with me about your music 
experiences. I may conduct follow-up interviews if needed by e-mail or in person. Would 
that be all right with you? yes no 
I have your contact information and will be getting back with you in a couple of days. If 
you do think of anything, even if you think it is not important, please feel free to share it 
with me. My contact information is found on this card that I am giving to you. In addition, 
if you have any questions about this study and your rights as a research subject, please 
contact my advisor or the Boston University IRB office. I have included their contact 
information on this same card. 
Thank you once again. 
Information on Contact Card: 
Louise Billaud (BU Doctoral Candidate) 
lbillaud@nr.edu 
540-67 4-3600 X 4351 
Prof. Andrew Goodrich (Advisor) 
andrewg@bu.edu 
617-353-4244 
Boston University CRC Institutional Review Board Office at 617-358-6115 
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APPENDIX E: OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS FOR BEGINNING MUSICIANS 
Code: ________________ _ 
Time: -----------------
Date: _______ _ 
Place: ________________ _ 
(Brief introduction) How exciting to think that you have taken up your instrument for the 
first time with this band! What a big decision that was. That's amazing! 
1. What led to that decision? 
2. Are there other activities in the arts that you have participated in or that you 
participate in now? 
3. What role has the community band had in your life? 
4. How would you describe the environment around you now? Is it supportive, or 
are you doing this on your own? 
5. What is the most difficult thing that you have encountered as a new musician? 
6. Of all the places that the band performs, which performance is your favorite? 
Why? (This question is asked if they have been in a public performance.) 
7. Have you ever experienced one of those "Wow, what just happened?" moments 
in your musical life? Can you tell me about it? 
We are nearing the end of our interview, but I cannot help but feel that I might have 
ignored asking you about something that you think is important. 
8. Is there any experience that you recall that stands out? Is there something that 
makes you smile when you think about it, something that touched you ... is there 
something that you would like to share? 
9. If you could do something different, would you change anything? 
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Thank you so much for taking time out of your schedule to talk with me about your music 
experiences. I may conduct follow-up interviews if needed by e-mail or in person. Would 
that be all right with you? yes no 
I have your contact information and will be getting back with you in a couple of days. If 
you do think of anything, even if you think it is not important, please feel free to share it 
with me. My contact information is found on this card that I am giving to you. In addition, 
if you have any questions about this study and your rights as a research subject, please 
contact my advisor or the Boston University IRB office. I have their included contact 
information on this same card. 
Thank you once again. 
Information on Contact Card: 
Louise Billaud (BU Doctoral Candidate) 
lbillaud@nr.edu 
540-67 4-3600 X 4351 
Prof. Andrew Goodrich (Advisor) 
andrewg@bu.edu 
617-353-4244 
Boston University CRC Institutional Review Board Office at 617-358-6115 
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APPENDIX F: OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS FOR HIGH SCHOOL MEMBERS 
Code: ______________ __ 
Time:---------
Date:---------
Place:---------
It is actually quite unique for the community band to have you as a member. 
1. Tell me a bit about your experiences with music. 
2. How did you find out about playing in the community band? 
3. Why did you choose to get involved? 
4. Tell me about playing in the community band. 
5. Are there differences between high school band and playing with the community 
band? 
6. What are your future musical plans? 
7. Does anything keep you from coming to rehearsals? If so, what keeps you 
coming? 
8. Have you ever experienced one of those "Wow, what just happened?" moments 
in your musical life? Can you tell me about it? 
9. Of all the places that the band performs, which performance is your favorite? 
Why? 
We are nearing the end of our interview, but I cannot help but feel that I might have 
ignored asking you about something that you think is important. 
1 O.ls there any experience that you recall that stands out? Is there something that 
makes you smile when you think about it, something that touched you, ... is there 
something that you would like to share? 
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11. Do you have any advice for other young musicians? 
Thank you so much for taking time out of your schedule to talk with me about your music 
experiences. I may conduct follow-up interviews if needed by e-mail or in person. Would 
that be all right with you? yes no 
I have your contact information and will be getting back with you in a couple of days. If 
you do think of anything, even if you think it is not important, please feel free to share it 
with me. My contact information is found on this card that I am giving to you. In addition, 
if you have any questions about this study and your rights as a research subject, please 
contact my adv-isor or the Boston University IRB office. I have included their contact 
information on this same card. 
Thank you once again . 
Information on Contact Card: 
Louise Billaud (BU Doctoral Candidate) 
lbillaud@nr.edu 
540-67 4-3600 X 4351 
Prof. Andrew Goodrich (Advisor) 
andrewg@bu.edu 
617-353-4244 
Boston University CRC Institutional Review Board Office at 617-358-6115 
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APPENDIX G: OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS FOR THE BAND DIRECTOR 
Code: ______________ __ 
Time:---------
Date: --------------
Place:---------
1 know that you are a busy musician in this community. 
1. Tell me about how you got involved in music. 
2. How long have you known that you wanted to be a conductor, or were you 
planning on doing something else? 
3. Tell me about what it means to conduct a community band. 
4. What do you think are the most important things that you do for the band? How 
would you describe this? 
5. Do you notice different levels of commitment between new, returning, lifelong or 
high school musicians? 
6. What do you think are the most important things that this community band does 
for the community? Why? 
7. What makes this band unique? 
8. Is there anything during your time affiliated with the band that has surprised you? 
9. Is there any musical experience that you recall that stands out? Is there anything 
that you feel that you have learned throughout your years involved in music, a 
lesson perhaps or something that was never taught, but that you feel is 
important? Is there something that you would like to share about your 
experiences? 
1 O.lf you could do something different, would you change anything? 
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Thank you so much for taking time out of your schedule to talk with me about your music 
experiences. I may conduct follow-up interviews if needed by e-mail or in person. Would 
that be all right with you? yes no 
I have your contact information and will be getting back with you in a couple of days. If 
you do think of anything, even if you think it is not important, please feel free to share it 
with me. My contact information is found on this card that I am giving to you. In addition, 
if you have any questions about this study and your rights as a research subject, please 
contact my advisor or the Boston University IRB office. I have included their contact 
information on this same card. 
Thank you once again. 
Information on Contact Card: 
Louise Billaud (BU Doctoral Candidate) 
lbillaud@nr.edu 
540-674-3600 X 4351 
Prof. Andrew Goodrich (Advisor) 
andrewg@bu.edu 
617-353-4244 
Boston University CRC Institutional Review Board Office at 617-358-6115 
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